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©Victory Hall Opera

Breaking the Sound Barrier

F

DEAF OPERA. It’s hard to imagine, but in the spirit of bringing art to everyone, Victory Hall Opera in conjunction
with UVA’s Disability Studies Symposium made it a reality. A workshop of three deaf actors and three hearing opera
singers reimagined Poulenc’s Dialogues of the Carmelites, singing and signing to a hearing and hearing-impaired
audience at Old Cabell Hall on February 27th. The actors then took questions from the audience on how they made
the vision come to life, blending both art and education.
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To learn more about the workshop and performance, visit victoryhallopera.org, and to discover other innovative
projects funded by the Jefferson Trust, visit jeffersontrust.org.
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EPIC WATER
18 ACRES
TO TOWN
EPIC VIEWS
WATERON
VIEWS
ON 18 MOMENTS
ACRES MOMENTS
TO TOWN

183 TUCKAHOE
FARM FARM
LANE LANE
• $1,845,000
183 TUCKAHOE
• $1,845,000
Sited on 18
acresonoverlooking
dramatic views
of the
Reservoir,
incredibly
well constructed,
Sited
18 acres overlooking
dramatic
views
of the this
Reservoir,
this incredibly
well constructed,
beautifully beautifully
maintainedmaintained
residence with
3-carwith
garage
enjoys
complete
is moments
residence
3-car
garage
enjoys solitude
completeyet
solitude
yet is moments
from town.from
Withtown.
guestWith
houseguest
and house
gunnite
the 5pool,
bed,the
4 full,
2 half
bath2 property
andpool,
gunnite
5 bed,
4 full,
half bathoffers
property offers
bold waterbold
views
fromviews
almost
room.
Kitchen
baths and
renovated
to the highest
water
fromevery
almost
every
room. and
Kitchen
baths renovated
to the highest
standards and
interiors
just undergone
a completea reinvention:
all is light,allbright,
andbright, and
standards
andhave
interiors
have just undergone
complete reinvention:
is light,
inviting. 900
ft of 900
waterfront
and grandfathered
private dock
status.
Fivestatus.
minutes
airport to airport
inviting.
ft of waterfront
and grandfathered
private
dock
Fivetominutes
yet not inyet
flight
No paths!
road exposure.
Woodriff
466-2992.
MLS# 600376
not paths!
in flight
No road Loring
exposure.
Loring (434)
Woodriff
(434) 466-2992.
MLS# 600376

FAMILY FAMILY
COMPOUND
POTENTIAL
IN THE COUNTRY
COMPOUND
POTENTIAL
IN THE COUNTRY

ADAVEN
FARM FARM
• $2,995,000
ADAVEN
• $2,995,000
141 acres and
privatelysetinprivately
the rolling
hillsrolling
of Somerset,
Keswickto Keswick
141multiple
acres anddwellings
multipleset
dwellings
in the
hills of adjacent
Somerset,toadjacent
Hunt territory,
strongwith
mountain
Main
houseMain
constructed
‘06 of finest‘06new,
reclaimed
Huntwith
territory,
strong views.
mountain
views.
house constructed
of finest
new, reclaimed
materials, enhanced
a 2 bed,by2 abath
guest
houseguest
(converted
bank barn bank
with stunning
materials, by
enhanced
2 bed,
2 bath
house (converted
barn withresults),
stunning results),
vaulted guest
quarters
2-car over
garage,
with pool
pool with
house,
center-aisle
barn,
vaulted
guestover
quarters
2-carsaltwater
garage, pool
saltwater
pool
house, center-aisle
barn,
regulation regulation
dressage arena,
andarena,
multiple
Every inchEvery
turn-key.
halfAbout
of Adaven
dressage
andpaddocks.
multiple paddocks.
inch About
turn-key.
half of Adaven
is in open,isrolling
paddocks
hay fields,
half fields,
in massive
that run up
to run
the up
last to the last
in open,
rolling and
paddocks
and hay
half inhardwoods
massive hardwoods
that
peak in the
SWinrange.
25 range.
minutes25tominutes
Charlottesville,
1 hour to 1Richmond.
MLS# 601142
peak
the SW
to Charlottesville,
hour to Richmond.
MLS# 601142
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OVER 6 ACRES
FARMINGTON
OVER 6INACRES
IN FARMINGTON

TRADITIONAL
EXTERIOR,EXTERIOR,
STYLISH INTERIOR
TRADITIONAL
STYLISH INTERIOR

1805 LAKE
ROAD
1805
LAKE ROAD
$2,195,000
$2,195,000
Set on 6.4 private
acresprivate
overlooking
Set on 6.4
acres overlooking
Farmington’s
11th, this unspoiled,
Farmington’s
11th, this unspoiled,
c. 1952 Milton
awaits
its awaits its
c. 1952Grigg
Milton
Grigg
next chapter.
Thechapter.
lovely The
boneslovely
and bones and
next
remarkable remarkable
parcel are parcel
the basis
are the basis
of a true ofgem
that gem
only that
needsonly needs
a true
polishing. Flemish
bond
brick,bond
slate brick, slate
polishing.
Flemish
roof, remarkable
plasterworkplasterwork
and
roof, remarkable
and
1331 HILLTOP
ROAD • $1,950,000
1331 HILLTOP
ROAD • $1,950,000
gleaming hardwoods.
Nestled within
gleaming hardwoods.
NestledCentrally
within located
on one
of the
coveted
streets
in
Centrally
located
on most
one of
the most
coveted
streets in
Hills with 1930s
charm1930s
and charm
modernand modern
Meadowbrook
Hills with
Farmington,Farmington,
yet no need
yettonodrive
need toMeadowbrook
drive
amenities onamenities
a beautiful
lot. This
home
on 1a acre
beautiful
1 acre
lot. boasts
This home boasts
through thethrough
neighborhood
& Club &
the neighborhood
Club
multiple livingmultiple
spaces indoor
and out
perfect
gathering,
living spaces
indoor
andforout
perfect for gathering,
facilities. Take
a rightTake
out of
the long,
cedar
lined cedar
driveway
&driveway
you are on
facilities.
a right
out of
the long,
lined
& 21
youCurves,
are on moments
21 Curves,away
moments
away
inviting kitchen
to suit
any chef
’s needs,
dining
room dining room
inviting
kitchen
to suit
any chef
’s needs,
from UVA &
Downtown.
Expansive living
roomliving
has multiple
French
doors
leading
to large
bluestone
from
UVA & Downtown.
Expansive
room has
multiple
French
doors
leading
to large bluestone
for up to 20for
guests,
master,
2-car master,
garage, 2-car
and garage, and
up to1st20floor
guests,
1st floor
separate guest/au
pairguest/au
suite inpair
the suite
walkout
basement.
separate
in the
walkout basement.
rear terrace rear
overlooking
level rear lawn
course
beyond.
Wonderful
flow for entertaining!
terrace overlooking
leveland
reargolf
lawn
and golf
course
beyond. Wonderful
flow for entertaining!
Sydney Robertson
284-0694.
600088
Sydney (434)
Robertson
(434) MLS#
284-0694.
MLS# 600088

c.1856

FARMHOUSE
w/ SOUTHERN
CHARM CHARM
LESS THANLESS
10 MINS
REDUCED
IN IVY IN IVY
c.1856 FARMHOUSE
w/ SOUTHERN
THANTO
10 UVA
MINS- TO
UVA - REDUCED TULEY MASTERPIECE
TULEY MASTERPIECE

1188 SCOTTSVILLE
ROAD • $1,495,000
2652 DICK2652
WOODS
• $1,459,000
390 BROAD
ROAD
• $1,550,000
1188 SCOTTSVILLE
ROAD • $1,495,000
DICKROAD
WOODS
ROAD • $1,459,000
390AXE
BROAD
AXE
ROAD • $1,550,000
“Gabrielle” offers
the perfect
of historic
and Sited
a gently
5.7 acres
in the
Ivy, of
Renowned
James
Tuley’s James
masterpiece
nature brings nature
“Gabrielle”
offersblend
the perfect
blendcharm
of historic
charmonand
Sitedrolling
on a gently
rolling
5.7heart
acres of
in Old
the heart
Old Ivy, architect
Renowned
architect
Tuley’sbrings
masterpiece
modern amenities,
’s kitchen,
notch Crosswinds
theoverlooks
Blue Ridge
Little & Blue
Ridge &
views
every
room.
quality
touchesquality touches
modernincluding
amenities,chef
including
cheftop
’s kitchen,
top notch overlooks
Crosswinds
theMountains
Blue Ridge&Mountains
& Little
Blueinto
Ridge
views
intoHighest
every room.
Highest
finishes, poshfinishes,
en suiteposh
bathrooms,
speed internet
Ivyinternet
Creek. Chef
kitchen
w/’spremium
appliances
incl’ copper
doors,
huge Marvin
windows,
en suite high
bathrooms,
high speed
Ivy ’sCreek.
Chef
kitchen w/
premiumopens
appliances
opens roof,
incl’ mahogany
copper roof,
mahogany
doors, huge
Marvin windows,
access and one-level
living
with separate
master
BR wing
(c. BR
to expansive
living spaces.
Welcoming
room, family
custom
woodwork
hardware, &
Alberene
Soapstone,
access and
one-level
living with
separate
master
wing (c. casual
to expansive
casual living
spaces.family
Welcoming
room,
custom&woodwork
hardware,
AlbereneBlue
Soapstone, Blue
2008). Nestled
on
its
4.6
acre
verdant
grounds,
“Gabrielle”
dining
area
&
screened
porch
all
take
advantage
of
beautiful
Stone,
soaring
ceilings,
20’
stacked
rock
fireplace,
radiant
tile radiant tile
2008). Nestled on its 4.6 acre verdant grounds, “Gabrielle” dining area & screened porch all take advantage of beautiful Stone, soaring ceilings, 20’ stacked rock fireplace,
showcases theshowcases
perfect balance
of
historic
design
and
quality
views.
Recently
renovated
master
bath
w/
Carrara
marble
&
wide
plank
oak
floors.
Situated
on
14.3
acres
&
surrounded
the perfect balance of historic design and quality views. Recently renovated master bath w/ Carrara marble & wide plank oak floors. Situated on 14.3 acres & surrounded
craftsmanshipcraftsmanship
to create a newto
standard
approachable
shower
plus soaking
tub. soaking
Guest house
over garage
fullgarage
by trails
& year
round&stream.
Lindsay
MilbyLindsay
(434) 962create ain
new
standard in luxury
approachable
luxury
shower plus
tub. Guest
housew/
over
w/ full
by trails
year round
stream.
Milby (434) 962living. Tommy
Brannock
(434)
981-1486.
602513
kitchen.
Billiekitchen.
Magerfield
962-8865.
602482
9148
or Marcela
(540) Foshay
314-6550.
601763
living. Tommy
Brannock
(434)MLS#
981-1486.
MLS#
602513
Billie(434)
Magerfield
(434)MLS#
962-8865.
MLS#
602482
9148Foshay
or Marcela
(540)MLS#
314-6550.
MLS# 601763

4 ACRES IN
A COVETED
IVY LOCATION
4 ACRES
IN A COVETED
IVY LOCATION

DRAMATIC
INTERIORS
AND POOL
IN POOL
IVY IN IVY
DRAMATIC
INTERIORS
AND

545 RAGGED
545 RAGGED
MOUNTAIN
DRIVE DRIVE
MOUNTAIN
$1,900,000
$1,900,000
This distinctive
home’s superior
This distinctive
home’s superior
craftsmanship
& finishes &
incl’
10 incl’ 10
craftsmanship
finishes
ft ceilings, ft4 ceilings,
FPs, chef4 ’sFPs,
kitchen
chef ’s kitchen
and designer
coverings
and wall
designer
wall and
coverings and
lighting. The
lovelyTheparcel
lighting.
lovelyin parcel in
Ragged Mountain
features mostly
Ragged Mountain
features mostly
960 TURNER
ROAD • $1,395,000
960MOUNTAIN
TURNER MOUNTAIN
ROAD • $1,395,000
level lawn, level
Bluelawn,
RidgeBlue
viewsRidge
and views and
Set on over 4Set
beautifully
this well-built
private heated,
pool.
on over 4landscaped
beautifullyacres,
landscaped
acres, this well-built
private saltwater
heated, saltwater
pool.
home has been
reinvented
formal with
and formal and
homeperfectly
has been
perfectly with
reinvented
Elegant main
level main
masterlevel
suitemaster
w/ suite w/
Elegant
open, informal
spaces,
kitchen
with kitchen
large center
island center island
open,
informal
spaces,
with large
super sizedsuper
closets,
luxury
bathluxury
& bath &
sized
closets,
open to family
with fireplace.
6 beds
(1st 6floor
openroom
to family
room with
fireplace.
beds (1st floor
gas FP opens
stone blue
terrace.
4 add’l
BR4suites
flr.on
Fin.
terrace
levelterrace level
gas to
FPexpansive
opens to blue
expansive
stone
terrace.
add’l on
BR2nd
suites
2nd
flr. Fin.
master) 5.5 baths
and5.5
attached
3 bay
garage.3Remarkable
master)
baths and
attached
bay garage. Remarkable
parcel backs parcel
to creek
andto includes
generous
expanses
wetsauna!),
bar, home
gym,home
wine gym,
roomwine
& huge
backs
creek and
includes
generous offers
expanses6th bed
offerssuite
6th(w/
bedsauna!),
suite (w/
wet bar,
roomrec&room
hugecomplete
rec room complete
of level playofareas.
to Western
level 8-10
play minutes
areas. 8-10
minutes Schools.
to Western w/
Schools.
fireplacew/&fireplace
built-ins.
Streed
(434)
409-2997.
MLS# 601350
& Western
built-ins.schools.
WesternKristin
schools.
Kristin
Streed
(434) 409-2997.
MLS# 601350
Reidar Stiernstrand
(434) 284-3005.
601090
Reidar Stiernstrand
(434) MLS#
284-3005.
MLS# 601090

401 Park Street
401 Park Street
Charlottesville,
VA 22902 VA 22902
Charlottesville,

(434) 977-4005
(434) 977-4005
lwoodriff@loringwoodriff.com
lwoodriff@loringwoodriff.com
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503 Faulconer
503 Faulconer
Drive Drive
Charlottesville
Charlottesville
· VA · 22903
· VA · 22903
p: 434.295.1131
p: 434.295.1131
f: 434.293.7377
f: 434.293.7377
e: homes@mcleanfaulconer.com
e: homes@mcleanfaulconer.com

MCM
L
EAN
CLEAN
FEstate
AULCONER
FandAULCONER
INC.INC.
Farm, Estate
Farm, and
Residential
Residential
BrokersBrokers

NAMENAME

Lorem ipsum
Loremdolor
ipsum
sit dolor
amet,sit
hasamet, has
an omnisaninteresset.
omnis interesset.
Vide clitaVide clita
complectitur
complectitur
et ius, vim
et euripidis
ius, vim euripidis
adversarium
adversarium
vituperatoribus
vituperatoribus
id,
id,
te per harum
te perplacerat
harum volutpat.
placerat volutpat.
Iriure facilis
Iriure
ne!facilis
complectitur
ne! complectitur
et
et
◆ MOUNT
◆ MOUNT
SHARON
SHARON
◆
◆
◆adversarium
EDGEMONT
◆ EDGEMONT
◆
◆
ius, vim euripidis
ius, vim euripidis
adversarium
A rare and
A unique
rare andopportunity
unique opportunity
to own one
to own
of America’s
one of America’s
most important
most important
Nestled in
Nestled
the foothills
intethe
ofharum
the
Blue
ofharum
the
Ridge
BlueMountains,
Ridge Mountains,
15 miles15
south
miles south
vituperatoribus
vituperatoribus
id,
perfoothills
id,
te per
NAME
NAME
private gardens
private gardens
completecomplete
with a classic
with a circa
classic
1937
circa
brick
1937Georgian
brick Georgian
of Charlottesville,
of Charlottesville,
is this
historic
is this
historic
PalladianPalladian
inspired inspired
masterpiece—a
masterpiece—a
placerat
volutpat.
placerat
volutpat.
Iriure
facilis
Iriure
facilis
Lorem
Lorem
dolor
ipsum
sit LaFarge.
dolor
amet,
sit
hasLaFarge.
amet,
an omnis
has
an
interomnis
interRevival style
Revival
home
style
designed
home
designed
byipsum
Louis
by
Bancel
Louis
Bancel
Great
schools,
Great
schools,
home
whose
home
design
whose
is design
reputed
isto
reputed
be
theto
only
be remaining
the only remaining
private residence
private residence
ne!
blah
ne!
blahblah
blah
blah
blah
blah
blahblah
blah
esset.
Vide
esset.
clita
Vide
complectitur
clita
complectitur
et
ius,
vim
et
ius,
euripivim
euripiWashington
Washington
DC, andDC,
localand
airport
localare
airport
all nearby
are alland
nearby
add and
to making
add to making
attributed
attributed
to
Thomas
to
Thomas
Jefferson.
Jefferson.
Sited onSited
572 rolling
on 572acres
rolling
with
acres
tennis
with tennis
vblah
blah
vblah
blah
blah
MLS#533291
blah
MLS#533291
dis
adversarium
vituperatoribus
vituperatoribus
perid,
telive
perinharum
Mount Sharon,
Mount Sharon,
on 77 dis
rolling
onadversarium
77acres,
rolling
a wonderful
acres,
a wonderful
placeid,
tote
place
live
inharum
tothe
the
court, pool,
court,
pool
pool,
house,
poolguest
house,
house,
guestand
house,
a full
andcomplement
a full complement
of farm of farm
$1,145,000
$1,145,000
Steve
McLean
Steve
McLean
placerat
volutpat.
placerat
volutpat.
Iriure
facilis
Iriure
ne!
facilis
MLS#533291
ne!
MLS#533291
Virginia
Virginia
countryside.
countryside.
MLS#595877
MLS#595877
www.MountSharonVa.com
www.MountSharonVa.com
improvements.
improvements.
MLS#576150
MLS#576150
www.HistoricEdgemont.com
www.HistoricEdgemont.com
434.981.1863
434.981.1863
$1,145,000
$1,145,000
Steve McLean
Steve McLean
434.981.1863
434.981.1863

BELLAIR
BELLAIR
◆ $1,845,000
◆ $1,845,000
NAME
NAME

ELYSIUM
ELYSIUM
◆ $4,650,000
◆ $4,650,000
NAME
NAME

GLENMORE
GLENMORE
◆ $1,385,000
◆ $1,385,000
NAME
NAME

NAME
◆ LEWIS
◆ NAME
LEWIS
MOUNTAIN
MOUNTAIN
◆
◆

NAME
NAME
WESTFIELDS
WESTFIELDS
◆ $1,485,000
◆ $1,485,000

NAME
NAME
THE ROCKS
THE
ROCKS
◆ $1,285,000
◆ $1,285,000

Immaculate,
Immaculate,
5-bedroom,
5.5-bath
5.5-bath
home
home
out80+
outacres
80+
of acres
rolling
ofsitPiedmont,
rolling
Piedmont,
VA
countryside
countryside
Beautifully
Beautifully
appointed
William
William
Poole
E.omnis
dePooleinterdeLorem
ipsum
Lorem
dolor
ipsum
sit5-bedroom,
dolor
amet,
sit
hasamet,
an
omnis
hason
an
interomnison
Lorem
interipsum
Lorem
dolor
ipsum
dolor
amet,sit
has
amet,
an omnis
has VA
an
interomnis
Lorem
inter- ipsum
Lorem
dolor
ipsum
sitappointed
dolor
amet,
sit
hasamet,
anE.omnis
has
an
interstanding
standing
lotclita
overlooking
lotclita
overlooking
lake
and
lake
Birdwood
and
Birdwood
Golf
with
GolfBlue
with
Ridge
Blue
Mountain
Ridge
Mountain
views.
views.
family
Ideal
signed,
familyVide
7-bedroom,
signed,
7-bedroom,
8.5-bath,
8.5-bath,
home
perched
home
perched
on euripion
esset.
Vide
esset.
Vide
complectitur
complectitur
et ius,
vim
et ius,
euripivim euripiesset.
Vide
esset.
clita
Vide
complectitur
clita complectitur
et ius,Ideal
vim
et ius,
euripivim euripiesset.
esset.
clita
Vide
complectitur
clita
complectitur
et
ius, vim
et
ius,
euripivim
Course.
Spacious
Course.
Spacious
master vituperatoribus
suite,
master
generous
interior
compound
compound
oradversarium
retreat
or
convenient
retreat
convenient
to
Charlottesville
prominent
prominent
knoll
overlooking
knollvituperatoribus
overlooking
Equestrian
Equestrian
center,
center,
dis
adversarium
dis
adversarium
vituperatoribus
id,suite,
te pergenerous
id,
harum
te perinterior
dis
harum
adversarium
dis
vituperatoribus
vituperatoribus
id,Charlottesville
te perto
id,
harum
te per dis
harum
adversarium
dis
adversarium
vituperatoribus
id, te per
id,
harum
te per harum
spaces, and
spaces,
exceptional
and
exceptional
outdoor
outdoor
spaces
with
spaces
pa-with
andpaUVA.
andThe
UVA.
property
Thefacilis
property
is bounded
is bounded
byMLS#533291
long byplacerat
in long
a private
in asetting.
private
Situated
setting.
Situated
on
ofon
the
one
largof the largplacerat
volutpat.
placerat
volutpat.
Iriure
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Enriching Uranium + Reducin

g Carbon + Distilling the

Wisdom of David Granger

SPRING 2020

Inside
Carr’s
Hill

A house with
a history
gets a major
makeover

THAT OLD HOUSE

While I very much enjoyed reading
Richard Gard’s article “That Old House”
about the renovation of Carr’s Hill in the
Spring 2020 edition of Virginia Magazine,
what really brought back memories was
his opening account of the murder of
Stanford White at the hands of Harry
K. Thaw. When Wilson Hall opened in
1969, mostly devoted to the English
Department where I was a major, some (I
assume undergraduate) wags had gone to
the trouble of having little orange, hardto-remove stickers printed up, and had
cleverly gotten inside the new building
to put them all over the place before it
opened. They read: “This building is an
architectural disgrace to Mr. Jefferson’s
University” and were signed “The Harry
K. Thaw Society.” Many in my circle were
aware of the scandal of Stanford White’s
demise, as well as the general feeling
that his renovation of the Rotunda was
a violation of the original, and that the
construction of Cabell, Cocke and Rouss
halls had, in Gard’s phrase, “closed off the
Lawn.” The stickers were greeted mostly
with the laughter intended, as we were
inclined to think of the vandals of Wilson
Hall as having made a heroic gesture in
Mr. Jefferson’s memory. With the “statute
of limitations” having passed, I would
like to invite any of the perpetrators to, in
future, step forward in these pages.
Peter Tenney (Col ’71)
Brunswick, Maine
THE UVA MAGAZINE | uvamagazine.o
rg

PUBLISHED BY THE UVA
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

01_Cover_final_120.indd
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SPRING 2020 CORRECTIONS

Letters
In “That Old House,” Richard Gard cites
“a book commissioned for Carr’s Hill’s
2009 centennial.” This book was written
by my wife, Margaret Gutman Klosko,
who had been an assistant to President
John Casteen. Carr’s Hill: The President’s
House at the University of Virginia, 19092009, is a beautiful book.
George Klosko (Faculty)
Charlottesville

DOCTOR OF SPIN

I read your article “Doctor of Spin” about
Dr. Jesse Beams in the Spring 2020
issue with great interest. It showed some
who’s who of past UVA research faculty. I
wanted to add a little substance to it.
My father, Robert R. Humphris (Engr
’52, ’58, ’65), was one of a very few
people who had a high enough security
clearance to repair those centrifuges
when they broke. Many years after the
program was disbanded and all equipment removed, he would tell about going
to work in the building in the “saddle” of
Mount Jefferson at night, what is now
the Aerospace Research Facility. Fewer
people would know what he was doing
if he did not leave his normal daytime
research. At that time the building had
24-hour armed guards patrolling inside
and a security fence around the building.
There were also two short, tentlike structures that were built to relieve pressure if
one of the centrifuges exploded.
If you want another good article on
engineering research in the past, explore
the P-51 Mustang that the University

The New Orleans house at 5603 St. Charles Ave., believed to have influenced the design
of Carr’s Hill, is located in the Uptown/Carrollton part of the city, not the Garden
District as we had reported in “That Old House.”
The 2019-20 tuition and fees total for University of California, Berkeley was $17,539
for in-state students and $47,689 for out-of-state students. A graphic in the University
Digest, “How UVA tuition and fees have compared with other schools,” contained incorrect information.
8 V I R G I N I A M AGA Z I N E
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owned and kept at Milton Field.
Robert Humphris Jr. (Col ’84)
Charlottesville
I read with great interest the article about
Jesse Beams, “Doctor of Spin,” by George
Spencer. One reason is that the company
that I own is the primary supplier of
market information and analyses on the
world uranium and enrichment markets,
and I have written extensively on these
subjects. Another is that when I was an
economics student at UVA in the 1970s,
the Economics Department was housed
in Rouss Hall, where Dr. Beams did his
work. I also know colleagues who studied
under Dr. Beams.
It is noteworthy that all uranium
enrichment performed in the world today,
including that in the United States, uses
centrifuge technology, which is extremely
energy effici t and economizes on the
use of uranium resources in creating
low-enriched uranium for nuclear reactor
use. Continual advances in centrifuge
technology have brought down the cost
of nuclear fuel and extended the life of
uranium resources consumed by the commercial nuclear power industry.
On a technical note, centrifuge technology concentrates U-235, the fissile
isotope of uranium, to desired levels
by separating it from the fertile U-238
isotope. The U-235 isotope, which occurs
at a level of 0.7 percent in nature, must be
enriched to 4 to 5 percent for use in light
water reactors, while much higher enrichments are needed for submarine fuel and
nuclear weapons.
Centrifuge technology was also instrumental in the Megatons to Megawatts
program, where the highly enriched
uranium (HEU) from 20,000 dismantled
Russian nuclear warheads was blended
down for fuel for U.S. nuclear reactors to
generate electricity. Russian centrifuge
technology made it feasible to create the
low-enriched uranium with the proper
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FROM THE EDITOR

BEYOND HUMAN PERCEPTION

W

e didn’t intend the irony of
our feature story on Page
30, “ Where Were You
When?” It’s a roundup
of on-Grounds recollections from alumni
during some 16 assorted historical events,
going back to the Cuban missile crisis of
1962. For some months, we had that planned as the
summer cover story.
That’s where we were, just when the world
came down with a pandemic. This issue of Virginia
Magazine comes to you with everything in flux except
our press deadline. Like so many of you, we’re still taking our measure of events as we see COVID-19 touch
more and more people we know. We can’t say where
the coronavirus is on the curve nor where the narrative is along its arc. We, along with the University,
continue to assess where are we now and, come fall,
where will we be.
It’s a developing story. As we endeavored to tell
it, we wanted to give you a sense of the life of the
University during one of the most extraordinary
semesters in living memory. Our special report, beginning on Page 40, looks at how UVA has confronted the
coronavirus, starting with University leadership, and
the cascade of decisions that moved the classroom
to the internet in eight days and the hospital to high
alert stat. We tell the stories of some of those whom
shelter-in-place affected most, among them fourthyears, athletes in the prime of their college careers
and the students who couldn’t just go home. Beyond
Grounds, we checked in with alumni in health care to

isotopic concentrations necessary to
blend down the HEU so the resulting fuel
could meet reactor specifications.
While centrifuge technology may not
have been perfected soon enough for the
U.S. nuclear weapons program, it has been
instrumental in “unmaking” a large quantity of erstwhile Soviet nuclear weapons
material and currently plays an important
role on the energy scene some 80 years
after Dr. Beams commenced his work.
Who knows when the spin will stop?
George F. “Jeff” Combs Jr. (Col ’73)
Roswell, Georgia

get accounts from the front lines.
Throughout, we’ve sought to convey the
ineffable surreality of it all, this familiar landscape turned eerily unfamiliar during what’s
supposed to be its busiest and most beautiful time of year. To depict that, we turned to
Andrew Shurtleff, for the past 18 years director of photography for The Daily Progress. Amid the
quarantine, Shurtleffexplored Grounds with an infrared camera, specially refitted to capture only higher-spectrum light signals, those imperceptible to the
human eye.
Appropriate to our purposes, the technology shows the world in a different light. It coaxes
benign-seeming blue skies to reveal their darker portents. Verdant trees become an otherworldly white.
“When you add infrared, it just makes it unreal,
makes it fantastic,” says Shurtleff. “You can take the
ordinary, … a shot of the Rotunda like everybody else
does, but when you shoot it in infrared, it just makes
it extraordinary.”
Which sums up the now, the surreal semester just
ended, this odd between-times for the University of
Virginia. We wonder how history will remember it.
Maybe some decades hence an interviewer can get
the more seasoned perspectives of the graying members of the Class of 2020, asking them, “Where were
you when?”
Richard Gard (Col ’81)
Vice President, Communications,
UVA Alumni Association

I arrived at UVA at a very difficult but
exciting time: 1954. I left with a master’s
degree in physical chemistry in 1956. My
adviser was Professor Allan T. Gwathmey,
one of the major players in the introduction of world-class scientific research at
the University.
As I recall, some of the serious difficulties of the time were due to the fact
that the University was undergoing the
adaptation pangs of an old private school
suddenly becoming a state university.
It was very evident to us students that
the older faculty did not universally
welcome the change, inasmuch as this

had not been an institution that was
heavy on research, and that was the new
direction UVA was heading for. Witness,
for example, the addition in physics of
Professor Nicholas Cabrera (sponsored
by professors Beams and Gwathmey, and
possibly others). Professor Cabrera was
already world-famous for the theory of
how crystals grow (it is universally known
as the Burton–Cabrera–Frank theory,
which for years was a very strong candidate for a Nobel Prize).
My observation, which may add to the
very fine article by George W. Spencer, is
that there were areas in which Professor
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Join the Virginia Club of New York
Clubhouse membership

Since
Since 1995,
1995, the
the Yale
Yale Club
Club of
of New
New York
York City
City
has
given
UVA
alumni
access
to
membership
has given UVA alumni access to membership
in
in the
the Yale
Yale Club.
Club. This
This membership
membership includes
includes
138
affordably-priced
hotel
138 affordably-priced hotel rooms,
rooms, aa full
full
calendar
calendar of
of activities,
activities, three
three restaurants,
restaurants, aa bar
bar
library,
library, gym,
gym, squash
squash courts,
courts, sauna,
sauna, and
and pool.
pool.
Virginia
Virginia Club
Club clubhouse
clubhouse members
members also
also enjoy
enjoy
the
Yale
Club's
network
of
carefully
selected
the Yale Club's network of carefully selected
Reciprocal
Reciprocal Clubs
Clubs in
in 15
15 countries
countries and
and 20
20 states.
states.
Quarterly dues
dues are
are based
based on
on year
year of
of
Quarterly
undergraduate
undergraduate graduation
graduation and
and residency.
residency.
Initiation
Initiation fees
fees are
are waived
waived until
until December
December 31st
31st
for
Class
of
2020
graduates.
for Class of 2020 graduates.
Please
Please call
call or
or email
email our
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at the
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at the
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University alumni
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the
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I loved reading about UVA’s commitments to sustainability
in this edition of Virginia Magazine. My time at UVA’s Urban
and Environmental Planning Department was filled with
inspiration from wonderful professors like Rich Collins, Tim
Beatley and many others.
Today, I am the executive director of the Southeast
Sustainability Directors Network, and work with over 50 city
and county governments across the region to deepen their
commitments to sustainability. I strongly believe that commitments like those of UVA are important for our region’s
ability to emerge as a major player in the efforts to create an
equitable and sustainable future for our children. Kudos.
I notice, however, that the Carr’s Hill renovation article
that followed boasted nine functioning gas fireplaces. It is
time to electrify, my friends! The carbon-reduction goals
that we set for our cities, counties, states and universities
will never be reached unless we disconnect fully from
natural gas and fossil fuels. Energy efficiency, renewables,
and other water and waste reduction efforts are important.
In addition, I urge the University to consider electrification
of its buildings as a key step forward, especially along with
historic preservation efforts. This means that heating and
cooling systems should be fueled by electricity, not natural
gas. There is a huge opportunity with the many new buildings coming down the road to set the bar high. The days for
“bridge fuels” are past us. The future is here. Bring on the
electricity, and power it with the sun.
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MEG WILLIAMS JAMISON (ARCH ’06)
Asheville, North Carolina
Beams made major contributions other
than isotopic separation, which may not
have been so accessible to the public’s
information and glamorous recounting.
For example, Professor Gwathmey was
one of the world’s experts on crystal
growth, and of the surface properties of
crystals. Studying with the encouragement of professors Beams and Cabrera,

he made discoveries that became invaluable to the metallurgical industry, as well
as the jewelry industry.
I am sure there were other major, and
beautiful, examples of the inspiration and
aid that Professor Beams provided for his
colleagues. I know a little only because
one of his students (David Einsel) was my
friend, and I had the privilege of knowing

S

weet Summertime! The
beauty of the Blue Ridge
Mountains welcomes you on
your next summer adventure
with lush mountains to hike on,
cool waters to splash in, pristine
fairways to golf on, awardwinning courts to play a match
on, and miles of views that
you will not soon forget – it’s
Wintergreen bliss!
You can also spread your wings
when you make Wintergreen
your homebase. Explore the
Blue Ridge Parkway, sample
Route 151’s best breweries,
cideries and wineries,
experience Presidential homes,
and Civil War sites, explore
the creativity of local artisans,
unique shopping, and more.
Be sure to head back in time
to enjoy a Blue Ridge sunset at
Wintergreen before splurging
on a sumptuous dinner –
spectacular!

Get full resort access and exclusive
amenities ONLY when you book
with Wintergreen Resort.

877.215.4375
wintergreenresort.com
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Nicholas Cabrera, who became the rector
of the University of Madrid.
Ivan Bernal (Grad ’56)
Houston, Texas

HOW ARE YOU DOING?
[APRIL EMAIL EDITION]

Editor’s note: In Virginia Magazine’s
early-April email, we asked readers to tell
us their stories of the global pandemic so
far. Here are some of your responses. For
more COVID-19 coverage, see Page 40.
For the past several years, I have been
the director of innovation for Sentara
Healthcare. Normally that means creating
new business ventures, commercialization of technologies and products, and
things of that nature. In the past month,
my role has shifted into sourcing needed
COVID-related supplies from creative and
innovative sources. That often includes
the larger community within the state
just wanting to help: sewing circles
making masks, 3D printing enthusiasts
and companies making everything from
face shields to ventilator parts, high
school robotics and engineering classes
wanting to be of help. It has been humbling, energizing and at times exhausting.
However, seeing so much good in people
who truly want to pivot from their day
jobs (both individuals and businesses) to
rally behind health care is why I am in this
industry to begin with.
Crissie Hall (Darden ’17)
Chesapeake, Virginia
A month ago, my friends and I talked
about the coronavirus lightly. We made
jokes about washing our hands and
taking wipes as we got on airplanes to
leave for spring break. Only days later, it
became all too real. I remember driving
home the morning of March 4, contemplating whether or not UVA would go to
online classes. I thought it was unlikely
but had high hopes for extra time with

SO C I A L M E D I A

@UVAMagazine

@UVA_Alumni

friends in Charlottesville if we did.
Then the first email came. We were
going online. While this was unexpected,
my spirits were still high. We could spend
some extra time at home to rest before
rushing back into schoolwork. The next
day, things changed. Then they changed
again the next. And they didn’t stop
changing. All the plans I had made were
suddenly gone. I could no longer complain
about having too much to do or not being
able to fit in one more thing. My schedule
was empty.
While I now have FaceTimes and
Zoom meetings planned here and there,
a clear calendar has continued to be an
overall theme of this season. I wake up
in the morning with the knowledge that
no one is expecting me to be somewhere
in the next hour. I can take my time
getting out of bed, making breakfast
and writing in my journal before the day
begins. There’s a new slowness to life
that I’ve never known before. With this
slowness, there’s been a lot of time to
think. I know this season has brought
loss and challenges for many. My family
has been processing what it means for
my younger brother to miss his high
school graduation, our summer travels
and study abroad to be canceled, and
my uncle’s cancer treatments to be put
on pause. I’m learning what it means to
sit in disappointment and uncertainty,
but I’m also learning to not stop there.
This time at home has made me learn to
appreciate many things. The sun coming
through the window each morning is a
promise of a new day. Walks through the
neighborhood let me move more than a
few feet and say hello to neighbors from
afar. Friendships have endured through
quick texts and handwritten letters. My
whole family eats dinner together again
for the first time in over a year. Friends
encouraged me to run my first half-marathon, even when the race was canceled.
My faith in God grows deeper each day as

S TAY CON N E C T E D

@UVA_Alumni

UVAMagazine.org

Alumni.Virginia.edu

SWING INTO SUMMER
Winter“green” Getaway

T

he dramatic beauty and
sheer challenge of 45
holes of award winning golf
at Wintergreen Resort in the
majestic Blue Ridge Mountains
is just what your golf game
needs.
The ‘Devils Knob’ course boasts
Virginia’s highest elevation
making for an ideal climate so
you can focus on your game.
The ‘Stoney Creek’ course
sits 3,000 feet below in the
Rockfish Valley and welcomes
golfers with stunning mountain
backdrops, entertaining
elevation changes, and
enjoyable contoured greens to
go with the fresh mountain air.
Come for a weekend or stay the
whole week, Wintergreen offers
lodging that is just right for
you, from studio rooms to 1-5
bedroom condos, to spacious
homes with 3-9 bedrooms.

Get full resort access and exclusive
amenities ONLY when you book
with Wintergreen Resort.

877.215.4375
wintergreenresort.com
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EVENT SPACE

HOTEL & CONFERENCE
Welcome to UVA Inn at Darden, a popular destination for meetings, conferences,

and events in Charlottesville. A variety of indoor and outdoor spaces, in-house
culinary team, on-site accommodations, and garage parking are just a few of the

reasons planners love hosting at Darden. Contact our team to schedule a tour!
Events@InnatDarden.com
INNat DARDEN.COM/UVAALUMNI

434.297.6477 | Group Events & Meetings
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ELEVATE YOUR GAME!
At the top rated academy
in North America1
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A letter in the Winter issue of Virginia Magazine criticized
the allegedly unscholarly tone of the Fall issue and, in the
process, took a cheap shot at UVA. While I was still considering writing a letter in response, I read “The Jefferson
Progression” by Richard Gard in the Winter issue, which
stands on its own as counterevidence against the arguments
of the letter in the Fall issue. The article carefully and incisively examines four new books about Thomas Jefferson in
the context of four stages or versions of Jeffersonian biography/history. The article is thorough, intellectually honest
and thought-provoking, leaving the reader to ponder which
version of Mr. Jefferson most accurately describes the man
as he truly was. The magazine’s outstanding article demonstrates that UVA still stands at the top of the ziggurat and
makes my contemplated letter superfluous.
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JOHN W. OURS (LAW ’72)
Lakewood, Ohio
I cling to his promises to restore us.
I’ve found hope in the midst of the
stillness. While I so wish I could be in
Charlottesville—walking the Lawn, studying in Ruffne , and hugging my friends—I
know this time won’t last. Watching the
season change from winter to spring
reminds me that this is a season. We will
return to our full calendars and lighthearted jokes soon. I only hope some of
the things I’m learning in this season go
with me, too.
Rachel Delaney (Educ ’21)
Roanoke, Virginia

THE JEFFERSON PROGRESSION
[WINTER 2019]

I am pleased now that a more balanced
view (Stage 5) of Jefferson is coming into
prominence. I accept his ownership of
slaves as a black mark on his legacy, but
he was born into a society where it was

accepted as common practice, and later in
his life he was in great financial distress,
having inherited the debts of his fatherin-law and a huge debt that fell to him as
a co-signer of a loan made by a friend,
who died two months after the loan was
made. He has also been vilified because of
his liaison with Sally Hemings, which I am
confident did occur. If modern criteria are
applied, Jefferson would be considered
the offender in a position of power with
Sally, his slave. Nevertheless, I hope that
it was a mutually affectionate arrangement and that Sally was not forced into
it. We will never know, of course. The
upshot is that I have not lost any of my
admiration for Jefferson and will continue
to revere him as one of the greatest of the
founders of America.
David Y. Miller (Col ’57)
Yucaipa, California

T

ake your game to new
heights – at 3,650 feet
to be exact! Come up to play,
learn and refine your game
atop Virginia’s cool Blue Ridge
Mountains with 22 courts to
offer plenty of play and space
less than a easy 1 hour drive
from Charlottesville.
Bring your group or come on
your own to elevate your game
with weekend or midweek
academies, private lessons,
and group clinics. Plus – enjoy
golf, nature hikes, spa, and
superb dining and sipping.
We offer convenient lodging
from studio rooms to luxurious
private homes.

Get full resort access and exclusive
amenities ONLY when you book
with Wintergreen Resort.

877.215.4375
wintergreenresort.com
Tennis Resorts Online 2018

1
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ASSOCIATION
CHIEF STEPS
DOWN
Andrasko ends 3-year
term; COO West to serve
as interim CEO
BY RICHARD GARD

SARAH CRAME R SHI ELDS

I

n her three years as University
of Virginia Alumni Association
president and CEO, Jenifer G.
Andrasko (Darden ’10) put
in place a sweeping strategic plan,
expanded services and staff, and doubled fundraising. Now the agent of
change is making a change of her own.
Andrasko has announced that
she’s returning to the private sector,
rejoining multibillion-dollar management consulting firm Bain & Co.
In a collision of her two work worlds,
Andrasko will lead the firm’s global
alumni relations.
“Jen walks into a room and
there’s a gale-force wind of energy
that follows her wherever she goes,”
says Alumni Association Board of
Managers Chair Louis A. Sarkes Jr.
(Engr ’80, Darden ’85), reflecting on
Andrasko’s whirlwind of accomplishments and gearing up the search for
her replacement.

He will have the benefit of time
and continuity. COO Lily West
(Darden ’12), Andrasko’s right hand
for two-plus years and a kindred Bain
alumna, will serve as interim CEO,
taking over on July 1. “I feel deeply
humbled by the opportunity,” West
says. “It’s not lost on me the types of
people that have held this role in the
past. I recognize I’m interim, but it’s a
huge responsibility.”
Andrasko graduated from Duke
University cum laude, majoring in
political science, and earned her MBA
from the Darden School of Business,
where she was a Jefferson Graduate
Fellow, served on the UVA Honor
Committee and, among other academic honors, was inducted into the
Raven Society. In between degrees,
she spent 10 years as a U.S. Navy
aviator, mission commander and
high-level NATO aide.
That battle testing proved

helpf ul early on. Within
her first weeks on the job,
For CEO
neo-Nazis and other white
Andrasko’s
supremacists marched
farewell letter,
on Charlottesville. Hours see Page 22.
af ter the violent rallies
turned deadly, Andrasko took the
lead to reassure alumni throughout
the world what the Association stood
for and what it would not.
As CEO, Andrasko used her experience as a consultant to reassess the
Association’s mission and to position
it to stay relevant to a rapidly growing and changing alumni base. The
initiative led to an internal reorganization; a series of high-level hires,
COO West among them; and a more
robust approach to marketing, business analytics, niche programming
and fundraising for the Association
and its initiatives, which reached $9.2
million in total commitments in the
most recent fiscal yea . →
U VA M AGA Z I N E .O RG
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Alumni Association COO Lily
West (Darden ’12) is stepping
in as interim CEO.

She and Andrasko became fast friends
staffin a case together at Bain in 2011,
West as a Darden summer intern and
Andrasko as a recent alumna. “Jen and I
would have gravitated to each other had
we had no school in common, or quite
frankly no work in common,” West says.
Andrasko recruited West to Alumni
Hall several years later, during her fir t
year as CEO and on the pretext of bringing dinner to a new mother. West recalls,
“She said, ‘Well, I’m here with a quiche,
but really I’m here to talk to you about
a job.’”
West graduated with honors from the
University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill with degrees in political science and
journalism. Like Andrasko, she finished
near the top of her class at Darden, was
inducted into the Raven Society and

JEFFERSON
MEDALS AWARDED
IN ABSENTIA
18 V I R G I N I A M AGA Z I N E
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graduated to a position at Bain. West
returned to Charlottesville from New
York in 2014 and ran a national franchise for several years before joining
the Alumni Association. She is active
in the Charlottesville startup community and also serves as a guest lecturer
at UVA’s McIntire School of Commerce
and Darden.
Andrasko says it took Bain & Co.
more than one try to persuade her to
come back for the newly created alumni
relations directorship. The tug in the
other direction came from her joys in
serving her alma mater. She cites her
colleagues at Alumni Hall, having the
Grounds as a workplace, working with
students—“just being around those
young people, it’s so life-giving,” she
says—and a job that lets her mix with
fellow Wahoos.
Says Andrasko, “I never cease to be
amazed by how passionate our alumni
are about UVA, and on the best days
and the hardest days of this job it is the
alumni who keep me energized.”

Groundbreakers in architecture, citizen leadership, global innovation and
law have won the 2020 Thomas Jefferson Foundation Medal. The awards
are presented annually by the presidents of UVA and the Thomas Jefferson
Foundation at Monticello, which owns and operates Jefferson’s home. This
year’s awards were given in absentia after the pandemic forced the cancellation of an April celebration.
“Together,” President James E. Ryan (Law ’92) said in a statement, the
winners “have devoted their lives to areas of study and practice that Thomas
Jefferson cared deeply about.”
This year’s winners in architecture are Marion Weiss (Arch ’79) and Michael
Manfredi. The co-founders of New York–based WEISS/MANFREDI are known
for projects that redefine the relationship between the built and natural worlds.
Dr. Rajiv J. Shah, former USAID administrator, won the citizen leadership
award. He is president of The Rockefeller Foundation, which seeks to improve
the well-being of people around the world.
Ted Turner, media pioneer and philanthropist, was honored for global innovation for his work to promote sustainability and other charitable efforts.
U.S. Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor won the award in law and
was recognized for her “deep concern” for the law’s real-world impacts on
Americans, School of Law Dean Risa L. Goluboff aid in a statement.
—Sarah Lindenfeld Hall

TO P : SARAH CRAMER SH IELDS, BOTTOM: SANJAY SUCHAK

As much as the strategic plan itself,
Andrasko says, she takes pride in the
leadership team she has assembled to
execute it, challenge it and continually
refine it. As she says, “I’ve been focused
on building the muscle in the team.”
She reflect , too, on how the job has
strengthened her own leadership abilities. “I have grown in unexpected ways,”
she says.
Not least of which during the current
worldwide health crisis. “When I was in
the Navy I had to make life-or-death
decisions for my crew, and my crew was
11,” she said in late March after closing
Alumni Hall to the public and moving
almost all employees to remote work in
order to slow the spread of COVID-19.
“I’ve had to make decisions in the last
week that I consider life-or-death type
decisions for 85 people and their families, doing it in a time of unprecedented
uncertainty.”
West’s stepping in alleviates uncertainty about the leadership of the
Association, at least in the interim.
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UVA BATTLES COVID

E

ven as the threat of a global
pandemic brought an abrupt
halt to all but essential activities at UVA, researchers here
immediately turned their attention and
expertise to helping to combat the virus.
With testing kits for the virus in critically short supply, associate professors
Amy Mathers and Melinda Poulter in
the department of pathology rallied colleagues across Grounds to develop an
in-house test that the medical center
began using in mid-March.
Fellow School of Medicine professor
Lawrence Lum, whose research focuses
on cancer immunotherapy, put his laboratory’s capabilities to work making col-

lection tubes for those
tests while also gaining
FDA approval to launch
For more
a cli n i ca l tri a l o f a
COVID coverage,
potential treatment for
see Pages 40-57.
COVID-19 using plasma
from individuals who have recovered.
Used as a therapeutic treatment since
the 19th century, convalescent immune
plasma contains antibodies that help others fight off the disease. The trial at UVA
was set to begin enrolling in May and will
assess whether plasma will help prevent
COVID-19 patients from developing more
severe symptoms.
Lum is also collaborating on several
COVID-19 research initiatives, including
20 V I R G I N I A M AGA Z I N E
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developing an accurate test for antibodies
and working on a possible therapy to help
calm a runaway immune system response
that appears to contribute to more severe
symptoms in some patients.
And several other efforts are underway by the University’s research community to track, treat or prevent the spread
of COVID-19:
•
A TEAM f rom the Biocomplexity
Institute developed a projection model
to help state official chart a course for
balancing mitigation with relaxation
of the stay-at-home order.
•
NANOSTAR INSTITUTE Director Mark
Kester is collaborating with Cancer
Center Director Thomas Loughran
and engineering associate professor
Peter Kasson to repurpose an FDAapproved experimental cancer drug
as a potential COVID-19 treatment,
based on research in Kester’s lab showing effectiveness of the drug to limit
flu infectivit .
•
KESTER is also collaborating with
pediatric infectious disease specialist
Steven Zeichner to repurpose a platform used for HIV vaccine development that could help accelerate vaccine development for COVID-19.
•
UVA HEALTH is part of a multicenter
clinical trial to test the saf ety and
effecti eness of the antiviral drug remdesivir, led by infectious disease specialist Patrick Jackson (Med ’10).
What’s remarkable is both the speed
at which researchers have pivoted their
work to focus on COVID -19, and their
ability to do so amid the limitations
imposed to control spread of the virus.
“We’ve seen many of our faculty and
staf f f ind creative ways to carry on,”
says Vice President for Research Melur
Ramasubramanian. “We know that our
University strongly supports research as
a priority, and we will all fi d a path forward and get through this together.”
—Caroline Kettlewell

Athletics gets
a new look
Time stands still for no logo,
no matter how iconic, and to
UVA Athletic Director Carla
Williams, the V-Sabre was
showing its age.
Alongside the updated,
video-friendly marks of other
ACC schools, the logo dating
from the 1990s tended to get
“washed out,” Williams said.
A makeover was commissioned. In late April, UVA
unveiled a refreshed V-Sabre,
two new secondary marks,
tweaks to the color scheme, and
new typography and numerals—all part of a visual rebranding done in partnership with
Nike’s Global Identity Group.
The V-Sabre acquired more
pop, with the orange “V” outlined in blue and beveling
effects added to both the letter
and the sabres. A Cavalier with
head bowed and sabres crossed
and a Cavalier shield are the
secondary logos.
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Your Place. Our Purpose.

3633 Victoria Ln | Keswick

9611 Critzers Shop Rd | Afton

117 Amherst Com. | Charlottesville

Beautiful Glenmore home has open floor plan with
first floor master suite, great room, study and large
deck. Second level, 3BR, 2BA, terrace level features
great flex room, offering space for exercise, game
room or family room, landscaped level back yard.

Rare opportunity to own a mountain estate.
"Round Top" sets on a private 14+ acres in Western
Albemarle Co. with magnificent views in every
direction. Enchanting home away from the hustle
and bustle is 25 minutes to Charlottesville.

Immaculate home in desirable Rugby Ave area
very close to Downtown Mall & UVA Grounds!
Freshly painted with 3 bedrooms, remodeled
kitchen, generous living room with gas fireplace,
and beautifully landscaped yard.

$649,900
anitadunbar-realtor.com/599638
Anita Dunbar: 434.981.1421

$469,000
montaguemiller.com/602122
New Leaf Team | 434.260.8980

$549,000
anitadunbar-realtor.com/602828
Anita Dunbar: 434.981.1421

Twin Locust Farm | Free Union

Cat Springs | Covesville

1769 Old Trail Dr | Crozet

Remarkably beautiful farm at the base of the
Blue Ridge in northwestern Albemarle County.
Spectacular panoramic views of the National
Park and surrounding countryside. Stylishly
rustic three bedroom farmhouse with copper roof.

Privacy, lovely views and prime building sites on
106 acres, 20 minutes south of Charlottesville in
southern Albemarle. Multiple streams, pond site,
good pasture, hardwood forest, and plentiful
wildlife and your choice of prime building sites.

Magnificent 5 BR 3.5 BA home in OLD TRAIL.
Spacious 1st floor master bedroom suite with dual
closets & vanities. Kitchen renovation, plantation
shutters on Palladian window and front door. Level
lot with rear deck & plenty of sun for a garden.

$1,295,000
cartermontague.com
Carter Montague | 434.962.3419

$545,000
cartermontague.com
Carter Montague | 434.962.3419

$599,000
montaguemiller.com/600609
Mike Gaffney: 434.760.2160

Third generation family-owned real estate company serving our Central Virginia area for over seven decades.
MONTAGUEMILLER.COM | 800.793.5393 | CHARLOTTESVILLE | AMHERST | MADISON | CULPEPER | ORANGE
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FROM THE PUBLISHER

Weighty bookends, and
volumes of thanks in between

I

was only weeks into my position
when Charlottesville erupted in
the ugly and deadly violence of
August 2017. In the months and
years that followed, I saw fi sthand our
collective character as Wahoos rise to
the occasion and emerge even stronger.
That experience heartens me as I
watch our community rise to an even
deadlier and more pervasive challenge.
Throughout, the University of Virginia
Alumni Association team has been at
the fore, a source of strength for the
UVA community and the University
and, honestly, a daily source of inspiration for me.
The two events make for a formidable set of bookends to my time here.
Some months ago, before the pandemic,
I made the decision to step down from
the Alumni Association (see related
story Page 17). If there’s any comfort in
having made such a difficult decision,
it’s knowing that our alumni community is more robust than ever.
When I came to the organization,
I appreciated but still couldn’t have
imagined the depth and breadth of
love and admiration that our alumni
have for the University. Nor could I
have foreseen the richness of the experiences I would have while here.
As I reflect, I’m struck by the tremendous importance of community.

And if I’ve learned anything over the
past three years, it’s that community
is at the heart of who we are and all
we do here at the Alumni Association.
We champion, we nurture, and we support your dreams to build, sustain and
e nhance the UVA community. The
Alumni Association is a partner to help
you bring your ideas to life, providing
opportunities for you to remain a part of
the fabric of UVA. You dream of opportunities for our University to do more
and be more—and we are there alongside you. It’s an incredibly inspiring and
joyful charge.
As the first woman to le ad the
Alumni Association, I am particularly
honored to represent my sister alumnae. It’s why I’m so proud of “Retold:
A celebration of the transformational
impact of women on the University
of Virginia”—launche d in honor of
the 100 th anniversary of the Board
of Visitors’ resolution to allow some
women into select graduate and professional programs and the 50 th annive rsary of full coe ducation. Re told
will honor our alumnae by telling the
authentic stories of women’s experiences at the University and their indispensable contributions to its greatness.
Being a part of the making of Retold
and, in turn, having a part in the larger
story of women at UVA, has been an

incredible gift, and I know that Retold
will leave a lasting impression on our
UVA community.
I’ve been privileged to work alongside a dedicated staff and an engaged
and strate gically minde d Board of
Managers. I believe strongly in the
strategy that we have developed to
guide the future, the team we’ve built
and the bench strength of the leaders
at Alumni Hall. I’m delighted that our
chief operating officer, Lily E. West
(Darden ’12), has agreed to serve as
the interim president and CEO while
the Board of Manage rs conducts a
nationwide search for a permanent successor. Lily is an extraordinary leader,
and we are lucky to have her.
Thank you for your generosity of
spirit and for all the ways you contribute to make our UVA community a
vibrant and thriving one. I trust I have
left the organization in a better place,
and I look forward to watching the
Alumni Association and our beloved
University fl urish.
With my deepest gratitude,

Jenifer G. Andrasko (Darden ’10)
President & CEO,
UVA Alumni Association

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION BOARD OF MANAGERS
CHAIR
Louis A. Sarkes Jr., ’80, ’85
Gibson Island, Maryland

VICE CHAIR
Patricia K. Epps, ’74, ’79, ’83
Richmond, Virginia

MEMBERS
James G. Aldigé IV, ’03
Charlottesville
Cory L. Alexander, ’95
Crozier, Virginia
E. Ross Baird, ’07
Alexandria, Virginia

Susan K. Blank, M.D., ’95
Charlottesville
Jocelyn E. Diaz, ’99
Charlottesville
Jennifer S. Draper, ’91
Kansas City, Kansas
Brett J. Gallagher, ’83, ’87
Anna Maria, Florida
Tatia Daniel Granger, ’89, ’93
Williamsburg, Virginia
Thomas B.W. Hall, ’02, ’06
Richmond, Virginia
Kurt B. Harrison, ’87
Charlottesville
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Zena K. Howard, ’88
Cary, North Carolina
Thomas B. Mangas, ’90
Littleton, Colorado
Ashley Thompson Manning, ’98
Denver, Colorado
Charles W. McDaniel, ’86
Fredericksburg, Virginia
Maurie D. McInnis, ’88
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Karen R. Stokes, ’82, ’85
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Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
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Class

CLASS 2020
of

You’ve worn the honors of Honor!
We know this wasn’t how your time on Grounds was supposed
to end, but UVA will always be with you. We are so proud to
welcome you as a member of our alumni family.

WAHOOWA!

Your UVA Alumni Association

Class_2020_congrats_Summer20.indd
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BUCK STOPS WITH HER MORE

W

hen a company experiences a failure, does
our judgment about
the company—and the
failure—vary depending on whether the
company’s leader is a man or a woman?
Past research has demonstrated that
women in leadership roles may receive
less credit or reward than their male
counterparts for a company’s success.
But prof essors Amanda Cowen and
Nicole Votolato Montgomery of the
McIntire School of Commerce wanted
to know whether a leader’s gender
affected perceptions of a company—and
a continued willingness to support that
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company—after a failure.
In a hypothetical scenario in which
an auto company produced a defective
product, the researchers found that
consumers were more likely to judge
a female-led company negatively for
an ethical failure (knowingly selling
a defective product to avoid the high
cost of replacing it) than they would a
male-led company. But that was not the
case for a competence failure (selling
that same fl wed product but not being
aware of the defect).
In their paper, published in the
Journal of Personality and Social
Psychology, the authors note that past

research has found that people have
higher expectations f rom women in
leadership when it comes to personal
relations—ref lecting gender stereotypes that women should be more likable and supportive of others—but
lower expectations of competence.
And the results of their study support
that conclusion by suggesting that a
f emale-led company is judged more
negatively for losing consumers’ trust.
“The results from our studies show that
individuals’ perceptions of a failure, and
how it affects their trust in an organization, are … a function of leader gender,”
the authors write.

TIMOT HY COOK

Gender stereotypes affect how we perceive business leaders in times of crisis
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Discovery
We want partners who
make us feel unique

TIMOT HY COOK

Past studies have shown that when
choosing a partner, people consider
qualities such as kindness, warmth,
generosity and trustworthiness to
be important. But new research from
assistant professor Lalin Anik of the
Darden School of Business suggests
that receiving unique treatment from
our partners may matter even more in
our relationship satisfaction.
In a series of experiments, Anik and
Ryan Hauser of Yale University found
that this preference played out in surprising ways. In one experiment, they
found that in a hypothetical situation
where a partner was giving a small gift
(a laptop case) to a co-worker, participants supported giving a better-quality case. But when the experiment was
changed so that the participant had
already received the better-quality
case as a gift from their partner, they
preferred that the co-worker receive
a lower-quality case, “preserving
unique treatment for themselves,” the
researchers write.
In another experiment, the researchers found that the desire for unique
treatment was so strong that people
would prefer a lower-quality but unique
gift rather than a higher-quality gift that
their partner had already given to someone else.
The researchers also found— in a
study with real couples—that satisfaction with relationships was related to
the degree of unique treatment people
felt their partners offered them.

TIME TO EAT?

What you eat could affect when—
and how much—you eat

A

new study from UVA
researchers published in January ’s
Current Biology suggests that consuming high-fat and
energy-dense foods not only risks
putting too many calories in our
diet but also may increase the tendency to snack outside of regular
meal times.
Ali Güler, associate professor
of biology at UVA, served as corresponding author for the study,
which was conducted in mice and
examined how an energy-dense diet
mimicking the kind of fat- and sugar-rich foods many people consume
today affected the eating behavior of
the mice. In the wild, mice are typically nocturnal feeders; in the study,
mice that were fed the kind of diet
they would normally encounter in
the wild maintained normal patterns of eating, rest and activity. But

mice fed a diet rich in fat not only
ate more food, they also ate more
frequently, outside of their normal
consumption times.
In examining the relationship
between diet and eating frequency,
the researchers f ound evidence
indicating that the part of the brain
that experiences pleasure when consuming energy-dense foods affects
the body’s circadian rhythms—or
the internal clock that helps regulate daily patterns of activities—
which drives the off-schedule eating.
Weight gain, then, might be a result
not only of excess calories consumed
but also the timing of when calories
are consumed.
“Diets rich in fat not only increase
f ood consumption but also alter
feeding patterns,” the authors write,
adding that “disruption in feeding
rhythms induces weight gain independent of overconsumption.”
U VA M AGA Z I N E .O RG
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Discovery

Liberal leanings don’t
seem to affect media’s
coverage choices
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SEEING A LINK

Enzyme deficiency appears to tie two forms
of age-related macular degeneration

R

esearchers led by assistant
professor Brad Gelf and
(Engr ’09) of UVA’s Center
for Advanced Vision Science
have found unexpected evidence of an
apparent link between the two main
forms of age-related macular degeneration, which could help lead toward
the development of a treatment f or
the condition.
In its advanced stage, AMD is a leading cause of vision loss worldwide in
adults over 60; it presents in both the
f ar more common, but untreatable,
“dry” form and a “wet” form for which
treatment requires receiving regular

injections in the eye. But in some individuals, these conditions can overlap,
with the dry form in one eye and wet in
the other, or even occur sequentially or
simultaneously in the same eye.
Gelfand’s study, which was conducted
in mice, found that the deficien y of an
enzyme known as DICER1 appeared to
play a role in both forms. The researchers were successful in using gene therapy
to restore DICER1 in mice, but Gelfand
notes that more work will be required
to determine how these findings might
apply in human cases. Nevertheless,
these advances may help point the way
toward developing a treatment for AMD.
Stories by Caroline Kettlewell

DA N AD DISON

Concern about liberal bias in the media is
widespread in the United States. But soonto-be published research reveals that while
most journalists lean liberal, their ideology
does not affect how they cover the news.
John Holbein, assistant professor of
public policy and education in the Batten
School, joined researchers at two other
universities to study whether ideological
bias might have a “gatekeeping” effect by
influencing which stories journalists consider newsworthy and choose to cover. The
researchers drew on multiple sources of
information, including Twitter data and a
survey of journalists, to evaluate the potential political bias of U.S. journalists.
They found that journalists appear to be
“overwhelmingly liberal/Democrats” and
that many are, in fact, “far to the left of the
average American.” To determine whether
that personal ideology influences news
coverage, the researchers conducted an
experiment in which they sent journalists
an email from a fictitious political candidate who was about to launch a campaign;
in the email, the journalists were offered
the opportunity to interview the candidate.
Some journalists received an email describing the campaign launch of a conservative
or moderate Republican, while others were
contacted about a moderate or progressive Democrat. The researchers found no
difference in the probability that journalists
would reply to the email based on the candidate’s political ideology.
“Despite the overwhelming liberal composition of the media,” the authors conclude, “there is no evidence of liberal media
bias in the news that political journalists
choose to cover.”
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$200

cash back
bonus offer*

The University
University of Virginia Cash Rewards
The
Rewards
credit
of America
America
credit card
card from Bank of
Maximize your cash back by choosing
how you earn rewards

3

%
cash
back

Carry the only card that helps support
the University of Virginia

• Get a $200 cash back bonus if you make at least $1000
in purchases in the first 90 days of account opening*
• Choose which category you want to earn 3% cash back
in:�gas, online shopping, dining, travel, drug stores, or
home�improvement/furnishings
• Go to the Mobile Banking app or to Online Banking to
change your choice category for future purchases once
each calendar month, or make no change and it stays the
same

To apply for a credit card,

please call 800.932.2775
and mention Priority Code BAAB48.

in the category
of your choice:
Gas
Online Shopping
Dining
Travel
Drug Stores
Home Improvement & Furnishings

2 1
%
cash
back

at grocery stores
and wholesale clubs

%
cash

back

on all other
purchases

Up to $2,500 in combined choice category/
grocery store/wholesale club quarterly
purchases

For information about the rates, fees, other costs and benefits associated with the use of this Rewards card, or to apply, call the phone number listed above or write to P.O. Box
15020, Wilmington, DE 19850.
*You will qualify for $200 bonus cash rewards if you use your new credit card account to make any combination of Purchase transactions totaling at least $1000 (exclusive of any fees,
returns and adjustments) that post to your account within 90 days of the account open date. Limit 1 bonus cash rewards offer per new account. This one-time promotion is limited to
customers opening a new account in response to this offer and will not apply to requests to convert existing accounts. Other advertised promotional bonus cash rewards offers can
vary from this promotion and may not be substituted. Allow 8-12 weeks from qualifying for the bonus cash rewards to post to your rewards balance.
By opening and/or using these products from Bank of America, you’ll be providing valuable financial support to Alumni Association of the University of Virginia.
This credit card program is issued and administered by Bank of America, N.A. Visa and Visa Signature are registered trademarks of Visa International Service Association, and are
used by the issuer pursuant to license from Visa U.S.A. Inc. Bank of America and the Bank of America logo are registered trademarks of Bank of America Corporation.
©2019 Bank of America Corporation
ARHQS8SC
AD-11-18-0116.A
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Books
New & Noteworthy

BY ERICA J. SMITH

Home Making
by Lee Matalone (Col ’11)
A novel of home and family, identity and
belonging. Impressionistic sections are
narrated by a Japanese-French woman,
Cybil, adopted by Arizonans; her daughter
Chloe; Beau, Chloe’s closest friend; and
Pat, Chloe’s estranged husband. Belonging
comes when Beau helps Chloe bear a
son—and when Beau rejoins his long-lost
love. “Some of us are homeless in spirit,”
one writes, “...those of us who grew up
not knowing the foundation of a happily
betrothed mother and father.”

Superhero Thought
Experiments: Comic Book
Philosophy
by Chris Gavaler (Grad ’06) and
Nathaniel Goldberg
Recognizing the depth of the issues posed in
superhero comics, Gavaler and Goldberg use
comics to illustrate philosophy—and use
philosophy to analyze the comics. Posing
thought experiments—asking “what if?”—
they begin with a look at the moral codes of
the 1938-39 iterations of the foundational
superheroes: Superman and Batman. This is
not philosophy for beginners.

The Third Rainbow Girl: The
Long Life of a Double Murder
in Appalachia
by Emma Copley Eisenberg (Grad ’15)
Two “girls,” hippie types, were shot to
death in remote West Virginia. Years later,
Eisenberg came to question the facts about
those involved when she, a VISTA volunteer,
spent time with local girls and men. She
entwines her own tale with an exploration
of class and sexism, and the impact of the
murders on residents and a third girl—who
happened to escape the others’ fate.
28 V I R G I N I A M AGA Z I N E
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BOOK REVIEW

LIFE AFTER A DEATH

S

aint X, the debut novel by Alexis Schaitkin (Grad
’13), begins like most Caribbean vacations do—with
an aerial view of the beauty below. An azure sea.
Emerald islands. Snow-white sand.
But the fade-in to a tropical paradise and the family of four
spending a week at a posh resort along the coast of fictiona
Saint X belies the storyline to come. Those lazy beach days
turn to terror when Alison, the family’s college-age daughter,
is found dead.
What follows is an impossible-to-put-down story that
tracks Claire, Alison’s younger sister, who years later meets
one of the original suspects in the case. As Claire attempts
to uncover the secret of her sister’s death, her life unravels.
Meanwhile, Schaitkin sprinkles in glimpses of a cast of characters whose own lives were changed after that single week in
paradise and the sensational coverage that followed the death
of a beautiful teen in the Caribbean.
“At its core,” says Schaitkin, “it’s really a book about the
aftermath and how this one life and one death creates this
whole chorus of characters who are forever after living their
lives in the aftermath of what happened.”
The genesis of the book was a short story Schaitkin wrote
while working on her master’s of fine arts in fiction at UVA.
“Remember This” focused on a teenager on a high-end family vacation in the Caribbean and her desire to get out of her
bubble of privilege. Some of those themes come through in
Alison’s character.
“She didn’t get to grow up,” Schaitkin says of Alison. “She
was struggling with thinking through all these things, and she
didn’t get to finish thinking through a y of it.”
Saint X was released in February 2020 as the coronavirus
pandemic started to turn the world upside down. It wasn’t an
easy time to debut a book, but the novel has racked up rave
reviews from The New York Times, The Washington Post and
Rolling Stone, among others.
“It’s been a dream come true,” says Schaitkin, who lives
in Massachusetts, “and it’s very strange to watch that dream
happen and then the world completely changes.”
— Sarah Lindenfeld Hall
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WHERE
WERE
YOU
WHEN..
As the COVID-19 pandemic grips the
world—having largely shut down
life at UVA—here’s a look back at
how alumni experienced some other
national and international events
when they were on Grounds.
BY SARAH LINDENFELD HALL
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Assassination of
President John F. Kennedy
Nov. 22 , 1963

Cuban Missile Crisis
October 1962

Nuclear-armed Soviet missiles were positioned in Cuba, 90 miles
from Florida, and the United States was riveted during a 13-day
standoff with the Soviet Union. News of the crisis came mostly via
radio and newspapers and quickly spread by word-of-mouth. “It
blew up,” says Tom Ballou (Educ ’66).
Mike Callaway (Col ’62, Law ’65) remembers watching Soviet
ships bear down on the U.S. blockade on a black-and-white TV in
his landlord’s home. “You were anxious about ‘Do I even need to
study?’” Callaway says. “‘Do I even need to be prepared for tomorrow? Is there going to be a tomorrow?’”
The students had grown up worrying about atomic attacks, practicing duck-and-cover drills at school. Now such an attack seemed
poised to happen. “There was just uncertainty. Are we going to see
the mushroom cloud at dawn?” Ballou says. “That kind of thing had
been built into you as a child, and then when this thing came along,
it made it look imminent.”
The standoff ended Oct. 28, and the focus soon returned to college life. “It suddenly went from this terrifi doom and gloom atmosphere that was distracting,” Ballou says, “to relief.”

It was pledge night, and Chuck Richardson
(Engr ’67) was in his Dabney dorm room,
eager for bids, when the radio broke in with
the news: President John F. Kennedy had
been shot. Soon the world would learn he
had died.
“We were sitting around, wondering
what’s going to happen now,” Richardson
remembers. “What’s going to happen with
pledge night, as selfish as that sound .”
It continued. As a nation mourned, fraternity brothers in dark suits lined up outside
first-year dorms, Richardson remembers.
One knocked on his door with a bid to Sigma
Pi, but the mood was subdued at the fraternity house. “There was probably a little beer
and whiskey, but not a whole lot of frivolity,”
he says. Students soon started planning road
trips to Washington, D.C., for the funeral.
Richardson didn’t go, but Thomas “Ned”
Locke (Engr ’68), then a fir t-year student in
the School of Engineering, did. Two days after
the assassination, Locke was in Newcomb
Hall as students gathered around a television
and watched nightclub operator Jack Ruby
shoot Lee Harvey Oswald, who was in police
custody in connection with the assassination.
That night, Locke boarded a bus to D.C.
with friends. On his way back to the D.C. bus
station, a cab driver gave him a free ride. “He
was also quite upset. It was just a very unusual
time,” Locke remembers. “People were sharing things with each other that they probably
wouldn’t have a few days before.”
U VA M AGA Z I N E .O RG
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UVA students
protested
the war in
Vietnam and
the shootings
at Kent State
with several
days of unrest.

KENT
STATE
SHOOTING
Assassination of the
Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.
April 4 , 1968

David Witt (Col ’69, Grad ’72) was in
Old Cabell Hall for a Glee Club rehearsal
when somebody announced that the
civil rights leader had been killed in
Memphis. “To be in the relative shelter of UVA—at the time almost totally
white and male—made the event seem
unreal to me,” Witt recalled—until he
remembered that a fellow Glee Club
member was from Memphis. His friend
couldn’t contact his family until the
The Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.’s
next day to find out if they were safe,
“I Have A Dream Speech,” 1963
Witt remembers.
“The unrest of the late 60s was intangible and distant until that
moment,” he writes. “I remembered the impact of JFK’s assassination vividly, but I didn’t feel that impact in my life. The impact of
Dr. King’s death was real to us all, and I believe that UVA was a different place afterward—a place where uncertainty and protest were
no longer abstractions, but part of our consciousness.”

Moonwalk

July 20, 1969
Robert Levy (Med ’73) was new to Charlottesville, having arrived
that summer to work in a lab before medical school began. With
other students, he gathered to watch the landing on TV in Newcomb
Hall. He remembers the cheers. “We all watched it,” Levy says. “It
was quite jubilant when they landed.”
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The antiwar movement at UVA was flarin
up before the Ohio National Guard shot
four Kent State University students. The
violence in Ohio sparked May Days at UVA,
10 days of unrest as students sought to shut
down the University.
Hundreds of students filled Old Cabell
Hall the next day for a memorial service
for the Kent State victims. They left with
black armbands and The Sally Hemings, a
strike newspaper that encouraged them to
skip class for teach-ins about free speech
and women’s rights. On May 6, 9,000 people
crowded into U-Hall to hear radical lawyer
William Kunstler and Chicago protest leader
Jerry Rubin speak. “Kunstler whipped the
crowd into white-knuckled furor,” recalls
Hugh C. Rowland (Col ’73, Grad ’76).
The speakers encouraged the crowd to
“liberate” Carr’s Hill, and they marched,
Rowland among them, up to the president’s
house. Eventually, the group diverted to
Maury Hall, the ROTC building, to occupy it.
Rowland walked away as the crowd started
throwing rocks and talked of burning the
building. Demonstrations continued through
the week as President Edgar Shannon
opposed the war but refused to close UVA.
By May 13, the fervor had died down.
And while many students were protesting, others were focused on their studies. A
group tried to prevent Robert Austin (Col
’71, Darden ’78), a veteran on the GI Bill,
from entering Cabell Hall for a class. Unlike
some other faculty members, Austin’s professor was not forgoing grades because of
the protests. Austin pushed through the
strikers, who called him “the enemy,” and
got inside. “I got a B+,” he says.

RECORDS OF THE VIRGINIA LAW WEEKLY/ARTHUR J. MORRIS LAW LIBRARY SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

May 4, 1970
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Watergate

TO P : BETTMA NN VIA GETTY, RIGHT: MARK BA NK ER

1972 to 1974
For more than two years, details emerged about the June 1972 break-in at the Democratic
National Committee Headquarters at the Watergate and President Richard Nixon’s
involvement. UVA was hardly sheltered from the controversy.
On May 8, 1973, national news outlets descended on University Hall to cover Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew’s speech to a capacity crowd. Agnew, according to The Cavalier
Daily, was “harassed by catcalls, questions and boos by a largely hostile audience.” Agnew
condemned coverage of the scandal, saying it had been “overblown by self-accolading
members of the media.”
Later that month, televisions in Newcomb Hall constantly played the U.S. Senate hearings to a packed audience. “You wouldn’t hear a sound, everybody would be listening so
intently,” says Jeffr y Gurski (Col ’72, Educ ’73).
By October 1973, after the so-called Saturday Night Massacre when Nixon had the special prosecutor fired, roommates in one Copeley Hill apartment were simply angry. “My
immediate reaction was to pull a yellow, legal-sized announcement for a social function
on campus out of a trash can,” recalls Mark Banker (Grad ’75).
In black magic marker, he wrote these words: “IMPEACH NIXON NOW – No Other
Way.” It hung on their door until the roommates went their separate ways. In August 1974,
Nixon would ultimately resign, and Banker still had the sign. For more than 40 years, he
showed it as an artifact of the era to the high school U.S. history students he taught.

The impromptu sign that
Mark Banker (Grad ’75) hung
on the door of his Copeley Hill
apartment in 1973
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At left: Iranian students storm the U.S. Embassy in 1979.
Below: Fans hold a vigil after John Lennon was shot to death
in New York.

Iran hostage crisis

It was Openings Weekend at UVA, remembers Rachel Jones Hensler (Col ’83), when
Iranian college students stormed the U.S.
embassy in Tehran, taking dozens of hostages
captive. As the news trickled in, the crisis was
the topic of conversation on Rugby Road.
“There was just kind of a pall over the event,”
Hensler says. “It didn’t stop the parties, but
people were very concerned.”
For 444 days, the hostages—whittled to
52 after some were released—were held captive. To honor them, yellow ribbons popped
up everywhere, including on the gowns of the
May 1980 graduates. The father of one of the
graduates, Betsy Morefield (Engr ’80, ’81),
was among the hostages.
As Susan Hosford Andrews (Col ’80)
lined up at the Rotunda before Final Exercises,
she remembers people passing out small yellow ribbons to the gathered graduates. It was a
small gesture, Andrews says, but an important
one. “We were showing solidarity,” she says.
A f ew days af ter the hostages were
released, basketball f ans packed U-Hall
for a matchup against Ohio State. Hensler
remembers the game. UVA won 89-73, and
Ralph Sampson scored 40 points. But she
also remembers the national anthem. “When
we got to the part about the land of the free,
people just went crazy, cheering and yelling
inside U-Hall,” Hensler recalls. “It was such
an incredible feeling of unity and patriotism.”
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Nov. 4 , 1979, to Jan . 20, 1981

John Lennon killed
Dec . 8 , 1980

It was a Monday night, and a group of students was watching football in the basement of Dabney when Howard Cosell announced
the news: John Lennon was dead, shot outside The Dakota, his
New York City apartment building. “They ran up the stairs, and
they opened the doors to all the halls and yelled, ‘John Lennon was
killed,’” Kate Kupferer (Col ’85, Grad ’88) remembers.
Students dashed to the basement to watch the news. “It was
just quiet in the room except for the sounds of some people crying,” Kupferer says.
Across the Grounds, bleary-eyed School of Architecture students were working on their final projects. Susan Pikaart Bristol
(Arch ’82, ’86) went outside on a terrace that overlooked Carr’s
Hill with others when they heard the news. “We had to get out of
the studio,” says Bristol, who would visit The Dakota a few weeks
later with a classmate. “I just remember being in shock and comforting each other.”
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PRESIDENT RONALD
REAGAN SHOT
March 30, 1981
Ty Thompson (Engr ’83), a photographer for The Cavalier Daily, was working in the
darkroom when he heard an exclamation in the newsroom. He quickly put away what
he was working on and went out to learn that President Ronald Reagan had been shot.
“I don’t think I had ever seen the newsroom come to life, and so professionally,”
Thompson says. Soon an editor was barking out orders, and staffers were scrambling
to rework the next day’s paper, pulling updates offthe wire service teletype machines.
“Every fi e seconds it seemed like people were running over to check on it,” he says.
Elsewhere on the Grounds, students were glued to the television for another reason—the NCAA basketball finals between North Carolina and Indiana. UVA had lost
in the semifinals to North Carolina, which lost to Indiana that night. “What was compelling that night was, even though the president of the United States had been shot
and his condition was uncertain, the game between UNC and Indiana tipped off on
schedule,” recalls Stephen Wicker (Col ’84). “The primary concern in Courtenay
House that night was who would win the game.”

President Ronald Reagan waves
in the moment just before the
assassination attempt by John
Hinckley Jr. outside of the
Washington Hilton Hotel.
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Space shuttle
Challenger explodes
Jan . 28 , 1986

Jenn Prantl (Col ’89) huddled
around the small television in her
Dabney dorm room with friends, eager
to see the launch of the space shuttle
Challenger. “I remember watching it
separate,” she says, “and we were like,
‘This doesn’t look right.’”
At fir t, the broadcasters provided
no clues as the group tried to understand what they were seeing. “And
then it became really apparent that
something had gone terribly wrong,”
Prantl says.
Along the hall, others were gathered around their own TVs, and
Prantl heard gasps. Later, everybody
just wandered the halls, some in tears.
Students found ways to express
their grief. Along Beta Bridge, Phi
Sigma Kappa f raternity members
painted “UVa REMEMBERS THE
CHALLENGER 7,” according to The
Cavalier Daily.
“I remember it being a really horrified, almost stunting, reaction,”
Prantl says. “You almost couldn’t
react; it was so mind-blowing.”
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BERLIN WALL
COMES DOWN
Nov. 9, 1989
What struck Steve Odabashian (Col ’91) and the roommates and friends who sat around the television in his
Lambeth apartment was the joy. As they watched the
crowds chisel away at the Berlin Wall, the atmosphere
was festive. “We felt like, this is cool,” Odabashian
remembers. “Everybody is having a good time.”
For Odabashian, the wall’s fall held particular significance. His father was born in Russia, and Odabashian is
Armenian American. Within a year, Armenia, like other
Soviet republics, would declare independence.
Mark Stencel (Col ’90) doesn’t remember much
about the night. Drugged up after dental surgery, he
spent a couple of days on his couch, probably watching
CNN continually and believing the fall of the wall was a
dream—until his roommates told him the truth. While
he has few memories of seeing the wall come down, the
Soviet/Russian studies major remembers what came next
as the Cold War closed.
“It was a great time to be studying it,” Stencel says.
“You’d go to a political science class, and every day, a professor would say, ‘We should talk about what’s on the
front page of The Washington Post’ because the things
were changing so fast.”
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Oklahoma City bombing
April 19, 1995

Liz Pease (Col ’97) was grabbing lunch in The Pav in Newcomb Hall as the television blared the news of the Oklahoma City federal building bombing, which killed
168 people. She remembers the lunchtime crowd transfi ed—and horrified. Across
the Grounds, there was a feeling of gloom. “Just kind of shock and disbelief,” she says.
At home, she was glued to the news with her housemates, and then she decided
to walk away from the constant coverage. “I remember having this clear moment
of ‘This is not probably a healthy thing for me, watching this happen over and over
again,’” she remembers. So she shut it off. And, other than glimpses after 9/11, she
hasn’t watched much television news since.

O.J. Simpson verdict
Oct. 3 , 1995

RAPH AËL THIÉMARD
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After months of testimony, a
crowd gathered around the
TV in The Pav on the f irst
f loor of Newcomb Hall to
learn whether Simpson would
be f ound guilty of murdering his ex-wife and her friend.
Students gathered on opposite sides of the room by race—
white students on one side,
black students on the other.
“ We w e r e h a n g i n g o n
every word,” says Keya Veney
Pointer (Col ’98). “The room
was so quiet. When they read
it, all the Af rican American
students just sort of jumped
up and everybody clapped and
screamed and high-fived and
celebrated. And then, at a certain point, you looked over and
saw the disappointment and hurt on the white students’ faces.”
The next day, The Cavalier Daily’s managing board noted the divide. “If a trial
on the other side of the country can divide the University, how can the community
deal with racial issues closer to home?” it wrote.
For Pointer, the question wasn’t whether Simpson was guilty. “As African
Americans, we wanted to know the answer to the question whether it was race or
whether it was class,” she says. “Can an African American man who is wealthy beat
charges in the same way that a white American who was wealthy could?”
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At left,
Charlottesville resident Sophie Speidel
visits the corner of
University Avenue
and Emmett Street
the week after
9/11. It had become
a place for community members
to leave flowers,
poems and news
clippings. At UVA,
students continue
to commemorate
9/11 each year by
putting American
flags on the Lawn
and, occasionally, on
the Homer statue,
shown at right.

9/11

Heather Stadnisky (Nurs ’04, ’07)
was on an elliptical at the Aquatic
& Fitness Center when she noticed
others stop exercising and walk over
to the televisions. Stadnisky could
see something was up, but she didn’t
think much of it. Focused on the day
ahead, she showered and went to class
in the School of Nursing, and that’s
when she began to understand what
was happening.
“People were conf used,” she
remembers. “Everybody’s phones
were ringing or busy, and people were
panicking and couldn’t get in touch
with everybody.”
Somebody wheeled a TV into the
lobby, and people gathered around
it. Classes went on for a while, she
remembers, but at some point students were told to go home and call
their families.
As the scope of the trag edy
became clear that day, students and
Charlottesville residents lined up
outside the American Red Cross to
give blood, according to The Cavalier
Daily. Newcomb Hall served as a
counseling center. There, students
watched news coverage “through
swollen eyes,” the paper reported.
Stadnisky and other nursing students would soon volunteer at U-Hall
for another blood drive. A line of people wrapped around the building.
Churches brought in plates of cookies.
“We were mobilized to provide vital
signs and make people feel comfortable,” Stadnisky says. “We hadn’t felt
like we were really nurses until then.”
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PRESIDENT
BARACK
OBAMA
ELECTED
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Nov. 4, 2008

That fall, the presidential election dominated the airwaves—and life at UVA—as Democrat Barack Obama and
Republican John McCain squared off
Student groups organized rallies and voter registration
drives. The Cavalier Daily ran opinion columns from all
perspectives. And, in September, Michelle Obama and Jill
Biden attended a rally on Newcomb Plaza, drawing 2,000
people, according to The Cavalier Daily.
Brooke Leigh Howard (Col ’10) remembers Michelle
Obama reaching out to connect with anyone she could,
including her. “It just meant so much that she grabbed
my hand. She gripped it,” says Howard, who was political
action co-chair for the Black Student Alliance.
On Election Day, people lined up at polls across
Charlottesville. That night, Katy Chadwell (Col ’09)
hosted a party at her apartment at 14th and Wertland
streets to watch the results. “As soon as the election was
called for Obama, there were people yelling and running
out to the Corner to celebrate,” recalls Chadwell, who
watched from her balcony.
Howard celebrated in a different way with a close-knit
group of black female friends. “All of us sat there dumbfounded, amazed that in our lifetime we would actually
witness someone who looked like us be elected president
of the United States,” she recalls. “There was so much hope
and joy and pride within ourselves that we cried. Finally,
it seemed as if the American dream was meant for us too.”

Osama bin Laden killed
May 2 , 2011

By text message is likely how Anna Lewis
(Col ’13) learned that U.S. forces had killed
9/11 mastermind Osama bin Laden. Her
roommate, at Alderman Library at the time,
would later tell her that everyone started
clapping and cheering. The next day, Lewis
remembers Seven Society markings painted
as American flag .
In a textbook she was reading for her
Islam in the Modern Age class, Lewis, a
Middle Eastern studies and foreign affair
major, added “2011” to complete the title of
the chapter “Osama bin Laden: 1957-.” She
still has the book.
“It was one of those things,” she says,
“similar to now, where you know it’s an
important moment.”
Sarah Lindenfeld Hall is a longtime journalist and freelance writer based in Raleigh,
North Carolina.
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THE

SURREAL
SEMESTER
AND WHAT COMES AFTER

BY RICHARD GARD
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S

pring semester at the University
of Virginia ended not with a bang
but the virus.
The pomp of Final Exercises
went virtual. Walking the Lawn
will be an altogether differen
circumstance. It’s postponed until fall, or
maybe next spring. Too soon to know. So
it was that those graduating in 2020 made
history by becoming a makeup class: The
University will make it up to you; meantime,
look for your diploma in the mail. →
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The unfinished business of it all, the
lack of closure to the academic year, is
palpable, from abandoned laundry lying
on dorm-room floors to outdated leafl ts
flapping on Lawn room doors. They are
archeological artifacts of the University’s
March 11 directive to
students not to return
Charlottesville photographer Andrew Shurtleff
from spring break as the
in late March made these dramatic photographs
SARS-CoV-2 pandemic
of the Grounds under quarantine using infrared
technology, which captures wavelengths of light
approached.
outside the spectrum of what the human eye can
It was a semester like
see. The result is a high-contrast image with a
no other, marked by a
nearly dreamlike look. For more of his infrared
series of escalating exiimages, see uvamagazine.org/infrared.
gencies and a cascade of
executive orders to meet
them. It ushered in an era of decisiveness and agility to an institution and an
industry historically known for neither.
And it has introduced a time of prolonged suspense. What happens come
fall semester can’t yet be seen. Under the
best scenario—an on-time start to the
academic year—normal returns some
time hence, if ever. As we await a semester that may not properly begin, we consider the one that did not properly end.

RISING TO THE CONTAGION

The University began tracking COVID19 and its implications before the U.S.
confirmed its fir t known death. It captivated K. Craig Kent’s radar two weeks
after his arrival as UVA’s executive vice
president for health affair . “By mid-February it was clear that, to any health system leader in the country, we needed to
start thinking about it and preparing for
it,” he says. “When it really exploded was
somewhere between the fir t and second
week of March.”
That’s when UVA issued its keepaway order to students during spring
break—the week between Virginia’s
first confirmed case of the respiratory
disease and its first known death. UVA
shut down Grounds the same day the
World Health Organization declared
the novel coronavirus a pandemic.
The following day, March 12, Virginia
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Gov. Ralph S. Northam declared a state
health emergency; the Atlantic Coast
Conference halted the men’s basketball
tournament, already two days underway in Greensboro, North Carolina;
and the NCAA canceled all its spring
championships.
Telling students to stay home was the
easy part. More difficult was UVA’s declaration in the same memo that all classes
would move online—and that such a
massive, untested, technology-dependent undertaking would go live in eight
days. And then it did, to the tune of 4,273
classes and 61,000 Zoom videoconference accounts, according to UVA Provost
M. Elizabeth Magill (Law ’95).
In a video interview with Virginia
Magazine, she and President James E.
Ryan (Law ’92) both marveled at how
the organization conquered the challenge. Said Ryan, “If you can take over
4,000 classes and put them online in
eight days, it should give you a lot of confidence that you can be innovative and
be nimble.”

THE NEW NIMBLE

Nimbleness has become a recurring
theme across Grounds throughout the
crisis. Amid frustrations over the country’s delayed rollout of large-scale coronavirus testing, UVA Health developed
its own test in mid-March, sharing it
with other providers for use throughout
a multistate region.
Several parts of the University
stepped up when Kent’s team sought to
make more COVID-19 beds ready in case
of a surge in patients. In early March, the
new health chief asked the departments
involved whether an under-construction
hospital tower could open a specially
configured coronavirus unit ahead of the
building’s scheduled debut.
“This is one of my f irst levels of
amazement at UVA. I’ve been at a lot of
different places,” says Kent, who has held
medical positions at fi e universities. He
figured if he pushed, he might be able to
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gain several days on the building’s July 1
start date. Instead, he says, “They came
back to me about a week later and said,
‘We think we can open it April 3.’”
They were off by a day. The fir t beds
became available April 2.
UVA Executive Vice President and
Chief Operating Officer Jennifer “J.J.”
Wagner Davis offers a similar example. In early April, after food services
contractor Aramark Corp. laid off UVA
dining services workers, the University
committed $2 million to help them
and others. The initiative,
the opportunity to update
keyed to Ryan’s pre-panA student hastily
its playbook and reaffirm
demic pledge to make the moves out of the
with its board its long-term
University a model employer
Lawn or Range
investing strategy.
and neighbor, instantly drew carrying essentials.
The experience came
good reviews.
in handy when UVIMCO held a virtual
The trick was figuring out how to
board meeting March 12, with the particdistribute payment to someone else’s
ipants seeming to maintain their cool as
employees, especially when the shutthe Dow Jones Industrial Average took
down meant they had no place to pick
its deepest dive since 1987. “The mesup a check. Electronic payment seemed
sage that we all … came out of that meetthe logical means, but with UVA’s being a
ing with was kind of a ‘Walk, don’t run’
major public institution subject to comapproach,” Durden says. “You do what
plex accounting standards, there didn’t
you can. Like, you double down your
seem to be an easy solution.
efforts. You risk-manage. You overcomThe finance team got the challenge
municate. But also you walk. You don’t
on a Friday afternoon. The group’s reacrun, because you have to be humble in
tion: “Hey, give us the weekend,” Davis
what you do and don’t know.”
says. “It was Zoom calls all weekend long
Sometimes the true test of the abilwith like 12 people from every facet of
ity to innovate is having the discipline
the organization.” By Monday they had
not to.
designed an electronic payment system
to get special funds to crisis-affected
workers.
POOR HEALTH
The University’s wealth manager
The governor’s shelter-in-place order
tested its nimbleness months before
came a few weeks after UVA went into
this crisis. The University of Virginia
quarantine. Those tandem actions sucInvestment Management Company,
ceeded in slowing the spread of the corothe separate entity that oversees $9
navirus in Virginia during the spring. But
billion in endowments and other
as the curve of new infections fla tened,
assets for the University and affiliated
UVA’s financials cratered
organizations, including the Alumni
The microeconomics of shutting
Association, conducted a war game the
down on-Grounds operations and the
previous May. It simulated something
macroeconomics of the global slowakin to spring’s wild market drops. CEO
down put potential stresses on each of
and Chief Investment Officer Robert
the academic division’s revenue streams:
Durden says the exercise gave UVIMCO
tuition; research grants; endowment

returns; state funding; fundraising; and
auxiliary enterprises like housing, dining
and big-time sports.
On the expense side, the infrastructure and licensing costs of supporting
online instruction actually increased
teaching expense rather than mitigating it, both Ryan and Davis have said. So
UVA is holding onto spring tuition, but
it did return about $12 million in room
and board payments, according to Davis.

To offset a $50 million
to $100 million hit, UVA
announced freezes on
hiring and salaries along
with other cuts in April.
Those refunds contribute to the $50
million to $100 million fi ancial hit Davis
projected the academic division will suffer for March through July. To offs t it,
the University on April 14 announced
a series of austerity measures. They
include freezes on hiring, salaries and
unbegun capital projects, as well as a call
for managers to cut nonessential spending previously budgeted for fiscal year
2021. In imposing the restrictions, Ryan
reaffirmed a commitment to avoid furloughs and layoffs as long as possible, at
least for the academic division.
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Sounding the all-clear is
“going to require us to make
decisions before we have
perfect information,” says
President James E. Ryan.
Health EVP Kent estimated in April
that hospital usage had dropped to 50
to 55 percent of capacity, surgeries had
declined by 70 percent and clinic traffic had slowed by 90 percent. Together,
they contributed to operating losses
averaging close to $3 million per day. So,
two weeks after the academic division’s
austerity news, Kent announced a UVA
Health regimen, including physician
pay cuts, furloughs and reduced hours
for certain staff and an array of expense
reductions.
Northam allowed nonemergency
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For UVA Health, the other half of
UVA’s business operations, the economic impact has been several times
worse. The health system in mid-March
began postponing elective surgeries and
suspending outpatient visits to its doctors’ office and clinics. By month’s end,
the governor mandated such measures
as part of his shelter-in-place order.

trying to figure out: What’s the last date
by which we can make a decision?”
He’s looking to his provost for that
answer and others. Ryan has put Magill
in charge of a committee to recommend
when and how UVA might reopen for
fall—and when it has to make that call.
Says COO Davis, a member of the task
force, “It’s like a huge, multidimensional
jigsaw puzzle, and then the key variable
is the virus.”
No matter the timing, the start to
the school year will likely come with
public health conditions. It could mean
students and faculty must wear face
masks in the classroom. The
A UTS bus—with
University may need to fin
procedures to resume in
creative ways to mitigate the
May. Kent says UVA repre- masked driver—
density of students’ living
sentatives had been talking continues its route
together in dorms. The leadwith state of f icials about during the crisis.
ership team is assiduously
restoring some level of nonrunning through an array of scenarios
COVID services. Just because nonurand remedies. “The harder question is to
gent procedures technically qualify as
think about how plausible is it for those
elective doesn’t make them less vital,
distancing measures to work on a college
he says. He cites prostate surgery. The
campus, and how much does that intercancer grows slowly, but a candidate
fere with or disrupt the academic enterfor surgery will need it before it’s too
prise,” Ryan told the alumni board, “and
late. Similarly, says Kent, “A person that
that’s really what we’re trying to get our
needs a knee replacement, that’s in a
hands around.”
wheelchair, would like to actually walk
As those deliberations continued
around again.”
during what remained of spring semester 2020, the grounds seemed not the
MASKS AS PROLOGUE
Grounds. Every so often you could see
So would a University community cona University bus without passengers
fined in a lockdown. The pressing quesrun the one route that survived the pantion for the administration is whether
demic. The ghost ship plied its way from
UVA can reopen on schedule for the
Barracks Road Shopping Center, past
next academic year. A significant delay
the law school, onward to the farthest
further challenges the financials on both
reaches beyond Scott Stadium, and then
sides of the house, academic and health,
back again.
and portends more drastic cost-cutting.
Eerily, you could find parking on
When it comes to modeling the coroCentral Grounds. It was the smallest of
navirus, however, no one can yet discern
consolations for that occasional fourthan all-clear. “It’s going to require us to
year who made her way to the Lawn, put
make decisions before we have perfect
on cap and gown, and centered herself in
information,” Ryan said at the Alumni
front of the Rotunda. Then a friend made
Association Board of Managers meether a picture of what might have been.
ing in April. “My guess is that a decision
will have to be made sometime in June.
Richard Gard (Col ’81) is the editor of
But that’s the very first question we’re
Virginia Magazine.
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THE SEMESTER RESUMES ON ZOOM
Students and faculty adjust to distance learning

VICTO RIA BO RGES

F

or Josh Hadley-Goggin (Arch ’16, ’20), proximity is
crucial to his training as an architect.
“We are in one big room together for long amounts
of time” in the Architecture School, he says. “Someone
is always looking over your shoulder to give informative critiques right there and then.”
Like every other UVA student, Hadley-Goggin has had
to adjust to learning from a distance. His basement apartment doubles as a makeshift studio. He emails pictures of
sketches to his professors, logs into seminars over Zoom and,
for one class, will submit a written final report in place of a
presentation.
The change is a result of UVA’s transition of more than
4,200 classes online in response to the coronavirus pandemic. Everything from architecture studios to research labs
to 500-person economics classes went virtual when classes
resumed after a slightly extended spring break.
Despite the “massive disruption,” as Provost M. Elizabeth
Magill (Law ’95) has called it, students and faculty confronted the challenges and made it work.
“We’re all doing the best we can,” says Politics Department
Chair John Owen. “And it’s working out better than I thought
it would.”
Nia Dennis (Engr ’22) continues school from home in
Prince William County, Virginia, maintaining focus by studying
when her family sleeps. She has more worksheets and small
assignments than normal, and her tests are open-source but
weighted less.
While she can still collaborate with classmates in small
groups via Zoom’s breakout-room feature, “it’s definitely not
the same as being there together, on the same computer or
with a whiteboard,” she says.
Perri Nelson (Col ’22) notes that her history classes on
Zoom can feel enough like real class—if her peers keep their
cameras on. But she struggles with the recorded lectures.

“I’m not … seeing people’s faces and feeling like I need to be
accountable to them,” she says.
That loss of interaction is felt on the other side of the
screen as well. Owen, who records lectures for his 180 students, has realized how much he relies on cues from them
when lecturing.
“I’ve been teaching for a lot of years, so I kind of know
when I’m going too fast or being obscure, unintentionally. But
I’m not sure unless I have an audience and can look at faces,”
he says.
Owen’s students also attend live discussion sections on
Zoom, which are recorded for students whose time zones prevent them from being there live.
“Our directives from [the dean] were: ‘We’re maintaining
our high standards, but we have to be flexible and compassionate,’” he says. Students who need financial assistance for
technology needs, for example, could receive money through
a special assistance program, and schools are encouraging students to speak up if they need accommodations. And
the University imposed a default credit/no credit option that
allows students to opt in to a letter grade on the last day
of classes.
“We have to assume that every single student is facing
now, not just a personal struggle we don’t know about … but
now a personal barrier to learning that they would not have
experienced otherwise,” says Will Guilford, professor and
assistant dean in the Engineering School.
Though he has been surprised by the relatively smooth
transition to online, Guilford says he hopes this time just
underscores the value of learning together, in person.
“There is something magical about being in the presence
of others, and learning together and working together. And
especially at a place like UVA, where history and place and
context are so vital that we would never want to see that
go away.” —Sarah Poole
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MAKING
ACCOMMODATIONS
Helping those students most a. ected
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triggered an avalanche of worries, questions and hardships.
Ivan Khvatik (Col ’20), who supports
himself, lost his job as a University Transit
Service bus driver when UVA moved to distance learning and remote work. He also
saw his food delivery and Uber gigs dry up.
Wondering how he’d pay for food or rent
for his Charlottesville apartment, he contemplated taking a job at a grocery store,
where he fears he’d likely be exposed to
the coronavirus. “It’s better than getting
evicted,” he says.
And some students like Kalea
Obermeyer (Educ ’20) remain in
Charlottesville because there is no comfortable home to return to. “This is the

students scrambled to help one another.
Within hours of UVA’s March 11 announcement, Student Council members launched
Hoos Helping Hoos. In just a couple of
weeks, they raised $15,000, connecting students in need with donors, which included
parents, faculty and alumni.
“We’ve been really overwhelmed by the
generosity,” says Ellen Yates (Col ’21),
incoming Student Council president.

Within a couple weeks of UVA’s March 11
announcement, Hoos Helping Hoos raised
$15,000 for fellow students.
most secure housing I have right now,”
says Obermeyer, who lives on the Lawn
and founded FLIP at UVA, which supports
fir t-generation and low-income students.
Soon after UVA’s announcement, she heard
from other students worried about housing and job security, too. “It was just a lot
of fear,” she says.

STUDENTS TAKE ACTION

As they came to terms with the unprecedented end of their spring semester,

Meanwhile, students made sure UVA’s
student-run f ood pantry was stocked.
Visits to the 2-year-old pantry had already
skyrocketed during the abbreviated spring
semester after its move from Runk Dining
Hall to the more central Newcomb Hall
in January.
But, from March 15 to March 19, students floc ed to the pantry for essentials,
almost clearing the shelves. In the spring
of 2020, students made 276 separate visits to the pantry, up from 55 in the fall of

AND REW SHU RTLEFF

A

t a time when UVA should be
flush with life, Tianxiao Yao
(Col ’23) is living a mostly solitary existence in her room in
the International Residential
College as the f irst-year wraps up her
spring semester with online classes
because of the coronavirus pandemic.
One of 300 students left in on-Grounds
housing in late March because they have no
other place to go, Yao, of Nanjing, China,
spends her days studying, relaxing in the
hammock behind the IRC and taking solo
afternoon walks, sometimes looking for
the gray striped cat that once wandered
around Bonnycastle.
Yao is sticking it out in Charlottesville
because it’s her saf est option. Flying
home would have required her to travel
through coronavirus hot spots and spend
14 days in quarantine in a hotel or hospital once she arrived in China—where she
wasn’t sure she’d be able to continue her
online coursework.
She has a ticket to go home in May when
online classes end, but as China dramatically limits flights into the country, it could
be canceled, and she may need to find summer housing in Charlottesville. “I do worry
about it,” she says. “Having an optimistic
mindset is really important.”
UVA’s decision in March to move to
virtual classes forced most students back
home, mourning canceled year-end traditions and time with friends. But for students without financial resources, a safe
way to leave Charlottesville or a comfortable home to return to, the decision
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Kalea Obermeyer (Educ ’20) shelters
in place on the Lawn, her most secure
housing during the pandemic.

2019, says Mairin Shea (Batten ’20),
executive director of the group that runs
the pantry. The pantry ultimately had
to close when UVA shuttered buildings,
including Newcomb.
Student activists also created a petition,
listing demands that ranged from helping
students financially to providing them with
a pass/fail option for their courses. In just a
couple of weeks, it received more than 860
signatures from students and faculty.
“It felt a lot like we were trying to take
care of each other, which is good and nice,
but it would have been better to have
more administrative backing and support throughout the process,” says JaVori
Warren (Col ’21), who was involved
in the petition and is president of the
Black Student Alliance. “It was unprecedented for us, too, not knowing how to
handle this.”

UVA RESPONDS QUICKLY

UVA did take action, answering many
of the students’ demands in announcements rolled out through early April.
Federal work-study students would be paid
through the end of the semester, and UVA
extended remote work options for some
student employees. Portions of students’
dining and on-Grounds housing costs were

refunded. A pass/fail option was approved.
Administrators also provided emergency funding for students who needed a
reliable computer and internet access for
schoolwork; assistance traveling home;
and food, medication or other supplies.
By late March, UVA had distributed more
than $250,000 and was continuing to
take requests.
“My focus has been on trying to provide
the individual student support as best we
can,” says Nicole Eramo (Col ’97, Educ
’03, ’10), UVA’s assistant vice president for
student affair .
And, on April 6, President James E.
Ryan (Law ’92) announced a $2 million
emergency fund to help employees and
furloughed contractor workers who lost
paychecks, including dining hall employees who have worked at UVA for decades.
UVA also pledged to help workers apply for
state and federal unemployment benefi s.
Khvatik, however, says it’s unclear whether
those efforts will help student employees
like him.
“This is such a fluid situation, and we’ve
been doing the best we can on changing
information every minute,” Eramo says. “I
appreciate people giving everybody a little space and grace in these times, because
there is no right answer a lot of the time.

We’re just doing the best we can.”
As the number of UVA students in need
was growing even before the pandemic,
Eramo says administrators already were
talking about being part of a national survey this fall to better understand how many
regularly go hungry or struggle to find adequate housing. She was surprised by the
number of UVA students who had no reliable computer and requested help through
the technology fund.
Shea, with the food pantry, is hopeful
that as the pandemic highlights student
needs, administrators will find better ways
to support them even when there isn’t
a crisis.
“We’re not a solution to the problem,
we’re a Band-Aid on a larger issue, and
that’s something the UVA administration
needs to take responsibility for,” she says.
“The fact there were 276 separate visits in
such a shortened semester speaks to the
fact that students are facing these issues
whether or not the University has specifi
data on that.”

MOVING FORWARD

As March turned to April, Yao was making do, stretching out her online grocery orders, and cooking her meals in the
kitchen on her floor where she can chat
with a handf ul of other students who
remain on the Grounds.
For his part, Khvatik is f rustrated,
but he’s less worried about his own situation than about the livelihoods of longtime UVA contractors who have been out
of work. “The University will not be able
to go back to ‘everything’s fine and normal’ next semester,” he says. “There will
be really serious issues that will have to
be addressed.”
Whatever comes next, Obermeyer is
hopeful students will be included in the
conversations. “We’ve never faced this situation before, so any action we take, we
don’t know what the consequences are
going to be,” she says. “It’s a matter of having the right people at the table.”
—Sarah Lindenfeld Hall
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INTERRUPTED
Fourth-years were looking
forward to looking back
on this semester
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at a time when we really would have started
classes back up,” he says. “Instead, it was
kind of deserted.”
Wang feels good about his after-graduation plans. He has a job working at an
antitrust consulting firm in Washington,
D.C. Cummings is thankful he chose graduate school at the University of Southern
California over accepting a job in an uncertain workforce.
But Cason, the outgoing University
Judiciary Committee chair, isn’t sure what
she’ll do. She’d planned to take a year off
before applying to medical school, possibly
teaching English abroad. But MCAT dates
were postponed, which could delay her
application plans, and a trip abroad seems
unlikely. “It’s really stressful to not even
have a prospect for the future,” she says.
Lyon had just started looking for a job in
earnest in early spring. She’s nervous about
the job market but optimistic about her
future—and the future of her classmates.
“It’s disappointing that f ourth year
ended this way, and we don’t get some of
those rituals that make transitioning out of
college easier,” she says, “but I think UVA
equipped us really well to jump into things
and figure this out ”
—Sarah Lindenfeld Hall
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ach Cummings (Com ’20, Col
’20) would do anything to play
one more gig with his indie rock
band, The Shrugs. Shannon
Cason (Col ’20) wants the
opportunity to say goodbye to classmates
and professors she may never see again.
And what Lillie Lyon (Col ’20) misses
most af ter the f inal semesExercises were moved online,
ter of her fourth year was cut Hopeful messages
with that much-anticipated
short is seeing Charlottesville left on a Lawn door
walk down the Lawn postponed
in bloom—and spending more include “We will
until this fall or next spring.
time in her Lawn room.
walk this Lawn
To make matters worse, as
“It was such a privilege to
together one day.”
the United States’ unemploylive on the Lawn and wake
ment rate skyrocketed amid pandemic-reup every morning and open up the door
lated closures, fourth-years wondered what
to that,” says Lyon, the outgoing Honor
future would be available to them once they
Committee chair, who is back home in
did get that degree.
Minnesota. “And spring in Charlottesville
“Everyone is all over the place,” says
is just beautiful. To be able to walk around
Derrick Wang (Col ’20), the student
Grounds and hang around the Lawn
member of the Board of Visitors. “It’s just
and see the trees bloom, all of that was
a very challenging time. It’s really difficu
really important.”
because you have an expectation of what
The coronavirus pandemic wreaked
your spring semester is going to look like,
havoc on the lives and plans of students,
and this really just upends lives in a lot of
faculty members and staff as UVA moved
ways. It’s a difficult transition to make in
classes online in mid-March and normal
such a short time—for the students, the facstudent life in Charlottesville shut down.
ulty, the staff. Everyone is sort of figurin
But, for fourth-years, the abrupt ending
out this new world.”
to their undergraduate experience comes
Wang was at home in Richmond on
with additional heartbreak.
spring break when he learned that classes
Final projects and theses, culminawere moving online. At a time when he
tions of academic careers, were finished
expected to be returning to Charlottesville,
virtually. Long-awaited year-end club celgearing up for the fi al wind-down of the
ebrations, often featuring parting shots
spring semester, he was packing up his
from fourth-year leaders, couldn’t hapLawn room instead.
pen. The Restoration Ball, Foxfield Spring
“It was a cloudy, overcast day, and it
Races, garden parties and spring formals
was really bizarre being back on Grounds
were called off or postponed. And Final
SU M M E R 2 0 2 0
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THE SEASON DIDN’T END. IT STOPPED.
Athletes come to terms with all that seemed within their grasp

VICTO RIA BO RGES

I

n his first week home after the coronavirus pandemic
shut down UVA’s Grounds, Jay Aiello (Col ’20) took
inventory of the exercise equipment he had on hand in
his apartment.
One dumbbell. A pair of resistance bands. One battle rope.
It’s not exactly the weight room at Mem Gym, home of
the UVA wrestling program. But it will have to suffice for
Aiello, a redshirt junior with a year of eligibility remaining, as
he strives to maintain some semblance of the fitness that
carried him to an ACC title. Aiello had been poised to compete for a national championship at 197 pounds before the
cancellation of six winter and 11 spring sports at UVA on
March 12.
Hundreds of athletes were affected, including some
whose careers were abruptly cut short. Among them: Aiello’s
teammate Jack Mueller (Col ’20), who was seeded fourth
heading into the NCAA championships.
The women’s swimming and diving team will also never
know what might have been. After scoring the most points in
program history at the ACC meet, the Cavaliers were seeded
second heading into the national championships.
Morgan Hill (Col ’20), who won 11 ACC titles in her
career, believes this was the year UVA would have
knocked off tanford University, which had won the past
three NCAA titles.
“We definitely felt like this was our chance to win,” Hill
said. “Not going to the meet doesn’t take away from that.”
Teams were scattered when their seasons ended
abruptly that Thursday in mid-March. The baseball team
had stopped for lunch in Hagerstown, Maryland, on its way
to Pittsburgh when the news came. They turned the bus
around. The men’s basketball team was riding an eight-game
winning streak heading into its ACC tournament opener in
Greensboro, North Carolina—not to mention gearing up to
defend its 2019 national championship title. Jordan Scott
(Col ’20) was in Albuquerque, New Mexico, preparing to

defend his triple jump title at the NCAA men’s indoor track
and field championships.
On the Rivanna Reservoir, the women’s rowing team was
prepping for its first race of the season. Knowing it could be
her last time in a boat before the University shut down, Lizzie
Trull (Com ’20) tried to savor every moment of her final row:
one last pass under a bridge that spans the water, the familiar sight of coach Kevin Sauer alongside in his launch, and
the sensation of the boat rushing through the water with
eight rowers in perfect balance and synchronicity.
“That’s where my joy in the sport comes from—eight girls
pushing with the same goal,” Trull said. “Rowing at UVA is
the proudest thing I’ve ever done. I felt like it was my life’s
work, and I was losing that connection.
“It was heartbreaking.”
Athletes, who are accustomed to clear outcomes, win or
lose, have felt haunted by the lack of closure and the sheer
abruptness of it all. Back on Grounds, which was largely
deserted for spring break, they rallied together.
The rowing team held an impromptu senior night on the
Lawn. Wrestlers, who live a spartan life during the season,
broke training with burgers, ribs, chicken fingers, fries and “a
big ol’ tub of ice cream for each of us,” Aiello said.
When athletes will resume training and competition
is anyone’s guess. The NCAA on March 30 granted an extra
year to spring sports participants but not winter athletes.
UVA will not increase its scholarship budget for spring
sports so it’s unclear how many student-athletes will be
able to return.
Scott, who had been expected to compete in the triple
jump for his native Jamaica in the Tokyo Olympics before it
was postponed, plans to return.
Trull has a job waiting as an investment banking analyst
at Goldman Sachs but said she’s also considering returning.
“I’m still in shock my season ended like this,” she said.
—Ed Miller
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FRONT
LINES

UVA alumni in health care
across the country share stories
of fear, frustration—and hope
THE CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC has brought life
to a standstill, but for UVA alumni in the health care
industry, it’s been all hands on deck. Here’s a look at
how some of these nurses, doctors and scientists
are responding to the historic fight.

Seth Wood (Nurs ’16)
Critical Care Registered Nurse
UVA Pegasus Medical Transport Team

Seth Wood remembers the moment he
knew his world had changed. As a volunteer with a rescue squad in Charlottesville,
he realized in early March how aggressive
the coronavirus was, and he told his crew:
“Be hyperaware of your personal hygiene.
Wash your hands. Now is the time to be
a germophobe.”

Wood
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On the

Medical professionals arrive
at New York-Presbyterian
Hospital/Weill Cornell
Medical Center in hard-hit
New York City.
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Because first responders must act
fast and go wherever they are called, he
reminded his team that they could be
asymptomatic carriers and introduce
the virus into a nursing home or their
grandparents’ house. “That doesn’t
mean panic or go into complete shutdown,” he told them. “It just means
please, please, please be aware.”
Wood feels a loss of innocence that
he fears may never return. He had hoped
the odds would be favorable, “but it’s
actually been the reverse,” he says. “The
relentless mathematics of epidemiology
says it was too late two weeks ago to get
control of this. Now we just have to hunker down and hope we can ride this out.”

Jane Muir (Nurs ’16, ’22)
Emergency Department Nurse
UVA Health System

The coronavirus has highlighted the
ability of emergency room staffs to adapt
on the fl . “Change is the only constant
you have in the emergency department,”
says Jane Muir, who splits her time
between work and studying nurse burnout for her dissertation. The staff members who keep the department
running are “the most primed
and ready to go. Our brains are
shaped in that way. We always
adapt.”
Although it is “a sad, scary,
uncertain time,” Muir says she
is proud of how her department
is always creating innovative
Dr. Ernie Esquivel (Med ’94)
solutions. “We’re very collabAssociate Vice Chair of Education,
orative and team-based,” she
Department of Medicine
says. “That’s essential to resilWeill Cornell Medical College, New York City
iency.” Muir knows that when
she puts on a gown to go into the
“I’ve never been more af raid as a
room of a coronavirus patient, a
physician to be in a hospital,” says
Muir
team of nurses outside the door
Dr. Ernie Esquivel, an attending at New
will line up and offer her support
York-Presbyterian, one of the hospiand encouragement.
tals hit hardest by the coronavirus in
Muir also praises how swiftly her
Manhattan. “When I look at the profil
hospital rose to the challenge. “One treof those patients, nearly half are younger
mendous thing that struck
than me. It’s scary to be conme is how diversely talented
fronted with the reality I could
the health system is,” she
easily be as sick as they are.”
says, recalling how scientists,
After working through the
doctors, website designers,
“very difficul calculus of how
IT experts and executives
much I want to put myself
rushed to give doctors and
at risk,” Esquivel—who also
nurses fact sheets, posters
teaches internal medicine Esquivel
and new web pages with the
to second- and third-year
latest information on how to best figh
medical students—decided to become
the virus. “Knowledge,” Muir says, “is
a virtual-attending physician. He now
power during a time of fear.”
helps from home in conversations with
patients and their families, assists with
clinical decisions and has created virtual
learning opportunities for his students.
Dr. Janine Jagger (Grad ’87)
“People [in medicine] younger than
Epidemiologist and Professor Emeritus
me are facing these same situations,” he
UVA School of Medicine
says. “They’re seeing people their age
dying. Their colleagues are getting sick,
More than a decade ago, Janine Jagger
too, and they’re trying to figure out,
sounded the alarm that N95 masks don’t
‘What do I do now?’ ”
work. “Zero effective” is how Jagger

describes 90 percent of them, because,
she says, most hospitals fail to “fit test”
the masks to workers’ faces. “Watch TV,
and the health care workers are answering questions, and their masks are flo ping up and down,” Jagger says.
She helped write Preparing for
an Influenza Pandemic—Personal
Protective Equipment for Healthcare
Workers, a 2008 study by the Institute
of Medicine—the health arm of the

National Academy of Sciences—which
called for the creation of better masks.
The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention later f unded the development and testing of one improved
design, but it never came to market,
Jagger says.
“This was such a massive disappointment that so much could be known in
advance and not be done,” says Jagger, a
MacArthur Fellowship recipient. “It has
been extremely disappointing.”
Despite the limitations
of such masks, Jagger
believes their widespread
use in all settings will
speed a return to normalcy. She urges the use
of masks with eye shields
Jagger
because viruses can enter
through eyes’ mucous
membranes. “Your eyes are very vulnerable,” she says. “Even wearing a pair of
utility goggles would be perfect.”
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Kellen Squire (Nurs ’11)
Emergency Department Nurse
Sentara Martha Jefferson Hospital,
Charlottesville

Kellen Squire, who has worked in the
ER for nearly a decade, recalls countless times when people have cried on his
shoulder or held his hand in moments
of fear and despair. “But we can’t do
that now,” he says. “Now we’re behind a
big ol’ visor and a mask all the time, so
that puts you at a distance.” Because of
strict visiting rules enacted to slow the
spread of the coronavirus, one family of
a new patient had to sit in their car in
the parking lot. “We called them back
and forth, and they were crying on the
phone because they couldn’t come in,”
Squire says. “It was tough. It made me
tear up, too.”
As with the August 2017
protests in Charlottesville,
Kellen hopes something
good can arise from this crisis, too. “We had positive
Squire progress opening eyes after
those events, but the cost we
had to pay … ” Squire says, his voice trailing off. “We have to seize on every good
thing we can take from this. If we don’t,
all it will have been is heartbreak. We
have to make sure something like this
doesn’t happen again. We have to learn
every single lesson we can and take them
forward, but I know the cost to get there
is going to be tough to bear.”

Dr. Christopher Crum (Col ’70 Med ’74)
Senior Pathologist and Professor of
Pathology
Brigham and Women’s Hospital/Harvard
Medical School, Boston

On March 3, Dr. Christopher Crum lectured at an Academy of Pathology conference in Los Angeles and watched the
Lakers play that evening. After flying
back the next day, life turned on a dime.
When he went to work the next week,
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everyone at his hospital knew
the virus was highly transmissible, and everyone would be
socially distancing.
“When I’d go down to the
f rozen section room in the
hospital, I’d take the back
stairs,” says Crum, 71. “I did
everything I could not to get close to
anybody.” Early on, while at his microscope, he remembers someone leaning over to say something. “I began to
worry because they’d violated the 6-foot
[rule],” he says.
Crum can’t work from home because
he must use his lab microscope to view
samples from tumor cases. But he weighs
his risks. “It’s very dif ficult because
I love my job and my profession,” he
says. “Patients need their diagnoses.
As a physician, you feel obligated to get
them done.”
His microbiologist wife worries that
this coronavirus is just the beginning.
“She tells me this is the warmup for
something really horrible that’s going to
kill a much higher percentage of the population someday,” Crum says.

Congress never appropriated
funds to refill it. On top of that,
he says, state and local health
departments have also been
underfunded.
McCullers, who is leading the
local
coronavirus response at a
Crum
major regional medical center
and a children’s hospital, believes it will
be three years before a “good portion” of
the U.S. population is vaccinated—if a vaccine can be developed. “We’ve been working on a SARS vaccine for 17 years,” he
says. “And we haven’t been able to do it.”

Dr. Francis Collins (Col ’70)
Director
National Institutes of Health

As head of the world’s largest biomedical research center, Dr. Francis Collins is
working to fast-track a coronavirus vaccine, identify other therapies and enact
policies to keep his staff of 30,000 at the
NIH saf e—not to mention supervise
medical expert Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute of Allergy
and Infectious Diseases.
Collins praises how Americans have
stepped
up to do their part in stopping
Dr. Jon McCullers (Col ’89)
the
spread
of the virus.
Pediatrician-in-Chief and Dean of
It’s
amazing
“when you
Clinical Affairs
consider
what
people
Le Bonheur Children’s Hospital/University
have
been
asked
to do
of Tennessee Health Science Center,
with
little
warning,
to
step
Memphis
away from their jobs, and
Collins
[they’re] willing to do so
“We were absolutely unprepared,” says
because they recognize this is a way to
Dr. Jon McCullers, who researched
save not just themselves, but many peoflu viruses for 15 years and has been
ple they haven’t met, particularly those
a consultant to the World Health
who are most vulnerable.”
Organization, the CDC and Congress.
Though he hopes the United States
“Even though we scenario-planned
and China can sustain information-shar[a possible pandemic] and knew how
ing about fighting the virus, he has a dim
to meet the thing, we couldn’t do it,
view of China’s “very authorbecause we didn’t have the
itarian, top-down approach”
people and resources in place
to social distancing. “That’s
we should have.”
not our country,” Collins says.
After the 2009 H1N1 pan“We achieved the same thing
demic “nearly depleted” the
with a bottom-up approach.
U.S. strategic stockpile of proAmericans recognized it was the
tective gear, McCullers says McCullers
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right thing to do.”
A guitarist who famously spoofed
Frank Sinatra’s song “My Way” when
he was the 2001 UVA commencement
speaker, Collins has always looked to
music to get through stressful times.
Ever since singer Bill Withers died in
early April, his 1972 hit “Lean on Me”
has been running through Collins’ head.
“We’re all leaning on each other right
now,” he says.

Amber Kuo (Col ’15)

COURTESY PHOTOS

General Medicine Nurse
NYU Langone, New York City

April 1 marked the first anniversary of
Amber Kuo’s career caring for seriously
ill patients. “I was getting into a groove,”
she recalls. “I knew the types of patients
I’d be getting and how to manage them,
but, of course, we celebrated in the midst of a
huge pandemic.”
Normally, the f loor
of her Manhattan hospital serves a range of
Kuo
patients. But as the days
in March passed, “It was
like every floor turned into a COVID
floo ,” she says. “So it’s like everyone is
COVID. All the floors are COVID. It’s
been interesting.”
While at work March 18, Kuo started
to get chills. At home, her temperature
reached 101.6. “As soon as I wasn’t go,
go, go, the virus hit,” she says. “I felt like
I was going to die.” After four days, her
fever broke, and after being fever-free
for three days, she was allowed to return
to work.
Kuo is haunted by the memory of one
patient who likely had the virus and died
fi e hours after being admitted. She had
been walking and talking, and 30 minutes later, she was dead. It was “really,
really just jarring,” Kuo says. “We had
other people who had multiple [chronic
diseases or conditions] who were intubated and then somehow went home.
It feels very much feels like a Russian

roulette of who is going to make it and
who isn’t, and you really never know.”

Dr. Ed Ellison (Med ’81)
Executive Medical Director and
Chairman of the Board
Southern California Permanente
Medical Group

Dr. Ed Ellison took up meditation 18
months ago. After all, it can be stressful even in the best of times to oversee
9,000 Southern California physicians
who take care of 4.5 million patients. He
finds that his daily evening practice quiets his spirit—which is especially needed
these days.
“I am a senior leader who is helping ensure we are executing on a grand
scale,” says Ellison, who began his career
as a family doctor. But he demurs when
asked if he thinks he’s like a general
fighting a battle. “I’m not a militaristic
person in the way I think,” he says. But
he admits that “it does feel like executing a war against this virus. It is about
strategy, execution, planning and people. I’m a big people person. I’m not losing sight of the people. I greatly believe
in the value of the team.”
Ellison leads multiple daily
conference calls on infection
rates and hospital and personnel use and gets reports
f rom regional and national
command centers in Kaiser
Permanente’s health network.
Ellison
“My days are a blur,” he
says. “Weekdays, weekends are all the
same. There is no normal.” He finds
time to pay in-person visits to his medical centers and run virtual town halls to
field questions from far-flung doctors
and staff “You can never communicate
enough,” he says. “You can never say
‘thank you’ enough.”
Ellison says the crisis has sped up the
adoption of virtual care via telemedicine, and he thinks this may become
the new normal. “I’ve always been a
proponent of making use of the oppor-

tunity that’s ahead of you,” he says. “In
this tragedy, there is opportunity to
reinvent ourselves.”

Dr. Lilian Peake (Med ’99)
State Epidemiologist
Virginia Department of Health

Dr. Lilian Peake saw the pandemic coming—21 years ago. “I have known my
entire career this could happen,” she
says, but she feared that a flu virus, not
a coronavirus, would cause a global crisis. In mid-January, she told colleagues,
“If the trajectory doesn’t change, we are
headed into a serious pandemic.”
Her of f ice f ocuses on providing
medical guidance for Virginia’s clinicians. What Peake calls her “decision
point” came Saturday, Jan. 18, the holiday weekend before Martin
Luther King Jr. Day and five
days before Wuhan, China—
where the virus originated—
was quarantined. “We wanted
to make sure we didn’t take a
Peake
chance by waiting,” she says.
“Our staffpushed information
out to local health departments and physicians to let them know what was going
on in China.”
In a job that demands a
mastery of medical knowledge
and stellar communication
skills, it’s fitting that Peake
joined the health care f ield
after a decade in public relations. She tries to live by the
best advice she’s ever received: “Be honest and sincere.”
Peake is awed by the resiliency of her
team, which she says is overwhelmed
by a flood of information that changes
“incredibly rapidly” and the need to analyze and transmit it swiftly.
“We all have to keep working,” Peake
says. “I would say every day I get to a
point where I feel like, ‘My gosh, I don’t
know if I can do this,’ but I push through
it and keep going.”
—George M. Spencer
U VA M AGA Z I N E .O RG
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President’s Letter

A WEEK LIKE
NO OTHER

T

he third week in March
was unlike any in the history of the University. Over
the span of a few days, we
received news of the first confirmed
cases of COVID-19 in the UVA community, asked students to stay away from
the Grounds, moved all classes online,
announced that Final Exercises would
not go on as scheduled, told staff to
work remotely and developed the first
local test for COVID-19 in Virginia.
At the end of the week, I posted a video
looking back at everything we had been
through and, most importantly, thanking everyone involved.
I have no idea what the world will
look like by the time you read this issue
of Virginia Magazine in June. But I do
know that the strength and character of
the UVA family will be on vivid display
then as it is now. It is for that reason
that I want to share a condensed version of the message I sent in the early
days of this crisis as a reminder of what
we have collectively been through, and
the extraordinary people who have sustained us during this challenging time.

SUNDAY, MARCH 22, 2020

This has been a long and extraordinary week, filled with plenty of sadness and sacrifice, but also dedication
and determination, as well as kindness and compassion.
It has been a week of sadness
and loss for students who learned
we would be online all semester and
would not be able to proceed with
graduation; for faculty and staff who
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were told to work at home if they
could and who will have to forgo seeing their friends and colleagues in
person; and for members of our community who are facing financial hardship. For all of you, I am truly sorry. At
the same time, I’m grateful for those
of you who are willingly making sacrific s for the benefi of others, and that
is especially true of our students. As
you well know, the steps we are taking—and the steps you are taking—
are less about ourselves than they are
about helping others who are much
more at risk from the virus. But make
no mistake: Your sacrifice , even if it’s
not immediately apparent to you, are
undoubtedly saving lives.
This has also been a week of herculean effort and innovation. Consider
the students who, even as they processed their own grief, created the
Hoos Helping Hoos network that connects students who need assistance
with members of the community who
can offer it. Or consider the spectacular faculty and staff who, with creativity, intense work and good cheer,
f ound a way to take 4,200 classes
online in a week.
This has also been a week of
remarkable dedication. We saw staff
from Student Affairs, RMC Events,
Facilities Management and the UVA
Police Department pull together to
help students move out of dorms. We
saw a team from Student Financial
Services who, in less than 24 hours,
created a system to help students who
needed financial assistance traveling
home. We saw a team from across the
entire University work together to get
a COVID-19 clinic up and running in
record time.
This has been a week of remarkable support and compassion. Our

alumni have reached out, asking
how they can help and have offered
to host students who need a place to
live. Our parents have encouraged
their students to come home and
have donated to the Student Life and
Leadership Fund, which is helping to
make sure all students have what they
need to finish the semester away from
the Grounds.
Finally, this week has made it
clear just how incredibly fortunate
we are to work alongside the team at
UVA Health. Our challenges and sacrifice , as great as they might be, pale
in comparison with those facing our
health system colleagues, and they
have more than risen to the task. This
includes those who make the hospital run by, among other things, stocking carts, cleaning floors and helping
people get where they need to go. It
includes the researchers who have
developed a test for the coronavirus
on the Grounds—reducing the time
it takes to get a result from days to
hours. And it includes the doctors
and nurses who have volunteered
to care for patients with the virus—
potentially risking their own health
to save others.
I have been a part of this community for 30 years. I have never felt
more fortunate to be a part of it than
I do today. I have said before and will
say again that my highest aspiration
for this University is that we will be
the ones of whom it is said: They are
not just great; they are also good. This
week I saw, up close, just what great
and good looks like. Thank you.

JAMES E. RYAN (LAW ’92)
President of the University of Virginia
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THANK YOU UVA Health teams and all alumni who have worked tirelessly
on the front lines during this crisis. You make us all proud to be Wahoos.

With gratitude,
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New Contributing Members

The Alumni Association is thrilled to welcome the following Contributing Members to our community!
Duncan E. Currie (Educ ’70)
David H. Drake (Col ’70)
James P. Shaw (Col ’70)
John D. Stuart (Col ’72)
Sylvia M. Hallock (Educ ’74)
Burton J. Megargel (Darden ’78)
Robert Herman Bender (Educ ’79)
William C. Monroe III (Engr ’79)
Kristen M. Hughes (Arch ’80)
Tracy S. Harvey (Col ’81)
Gary Parker (Col ’82)
Valerie Swope Yardumian (Educ ’83)
Paget Hetherington (Col ’85)
Helen T. Clagett (Col ’86)
Melinda Holm Peterson (Col ’86)
Amy C. Bowden (Com ’87)
Maria J. Coolican (Col ’87)
Susan Parnas Frederick (Col ’87)
Samantha C. Smith (Arch ’87)
Robert John Swap (Col ’87, Grad ’90,
Grad ’96)
Natalie Carmen Beltran-Koen (Col ’88,
Med ’93)
Hani W. Akhras (Engr ’89, Engr ’91)
Louis P. Becka (Col ’89)
Kathryn Shelton (Col ’89)
Cheri Ann Dicerbo (Col ’90)
Richard R. Grinnan (Col ’90, Law ’00,
Darden ’00)
T. List Hannig Jr. (Com ’90)
Andrew C. Diefenthaler (Col ’91)
Daniel Laurence Kapp (Col ’91)
Robin E. Spence (Educ ’91)
Britt Morton Cobb (Col ’92)
Phyllis J. Lile-King (Law ’92)
Sandy Lee Chung (Col ’93, Med ’97)
Jocelyn E. Frasier (Col ’93)
Steven S. McLaine (Col ’93)
John Tai Hyung Cha (Col ’94)
Mary Elizabeth Davis (Col ’94)
John Curren Delano (Engr ’94)
Lisa Gaye Roberts (Col ’94)
Ashley McDaniel Williams (Com ’94)
Damali Curry (Col ’95)
Sonja Marie Musser (Grad ’95)
Terri C. Wilson (Nurs ’95)
R. Steven Bloberger Jr. (Col ’96)
Monica L. Clark (Grad ’96)
Ellen Dreyfuss Lee (Col ’96)
Kandace G. McGinnis (Col ’96)
Sachin J. Mehra (Darden ’96)
Jennifer Chandler Perinis (Col ’96)
Adam Charles Von Ancken
(Engr ’96, ’98)
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Amy Angelo Cohen (Col ’97, Educ ’97)
Jennifer H. G. Khan (Law ’98)
Cheron Y. Smalls (Com ’98)
Dana R. Jackson (Col ’99, Educ ’01, ’06)
Peter Lim (Col ’99)
Jason Buckingham Chen (Col ’00)
Daniel J. Kaplan (Grad ’00)
Joshua W. Lathrop (Darden ’00)
Jeanne L. Martin (Com ’00)
Julia V. Smolyanskiy (Law ’01)
Andrea L. Stith (Grad ’01)
Penn Whaling (Col ’04)
Sara F. Blackburn (Col ’06, Educ ’06)
Lauren A. Santana (Col ’06, Educ ’07)
Anne C. Clarry (Col ’07)
Haskell A. Garon (Engr ’07)
Michael T. McGrail (Col ’07)
Brittany A. Riggle (Col ’09)
Ashley M. Drake (Col ’11)
Andrew M. Thrash (Engr ’13)
Jafar Al Ameen (Engr ’14)
Karla J. Castro (Col ’14)
Jason C. Clarke (SCPS ’14)
Chelsea E. Gottlieb (Med ’14,
Res/Fel ’15)
John H. Underwood IV (Col ’14)
Krista L. Barry (Col ’15)
Brittany Fan (Col ’15, Educ ’15)
John S. Newell (Engr ’15)
Gene K. Rhee (Engr ’16)
Patrick Jonathan Depret-Guillaume
(Col ’17)
Thomas J. Kuehn (Col ’17)
Henry Theodore Wykowski (Col ’17)
Sarah E. Barkley (Col ’18)
Nikhil Bhaip (Col ’18)
Ciana E. Deveau (Col ’18)
Anna Ellis (Col ’18)
Christine D. Haskell (Col ’18)
Hayley B. Katzenstein (Col ’18)
Samuel R. McCorkle (Col ’18)
John M. Pellington (Col ’18)
James D. Cathcart (Col ’19)
Joseph W. Cooney (Col ’19, Com ’20)
Daniel C. Durgavich (Col ’19,
Batten ’20)
Ralph W. Harris (Com ’19)
Emma H. Heerdt (Com ’19)
Martha A. Leibowitz (Col ’19,
Batten ’20)

Molly K. Newell (Batten ’19)
Gervean Williams (Com ’19)
Kristen M. Atkinson (Col ’20)
Talis C. Basham (Engr ’20)
Lucas D. Beasey (Col ’20)
Patrick J. Beck (Engr ’20)
Jordan R. Beeker (Col ’20)
Amanda Bennett (Col ’20)
Caroline Bereuter (Engr ’20)
Nibha Bhatia (Col ’20)
Marin Blaisdell (Engr ’20)
William C. Booker (Col ’20)
Rose Braue (Com ’20)
Parker A. Brodsky (Col ’20)
Elizabeth Brown (Col ’20)
Allison Centineo (Nurs ’20)
Sydney Cubbage (Col ’20)
Robert DiCicco (Col ’20)
Clare H. Draper (Col ’20)
William C. Farris (Col ’20)
Diana M. Felix (Com ’20)
David T. Gent (Col ’20)
Owen H. Gentry (Engr ’20)
Ashley N. Giddings (Col ’20)
Grace E. Goodwin (Col ’20)
Tristan A. Hamrick (Arch ’20)
William G. Hardin (Com ’20)
Sabrina D. Harms (Col ’20)
Katherine E. Harper (Com ’20)
Robert A. Jennings (Col ’20)
Michael W. Jeong (Engr ’20)
Dominic Keilty (Col ’20)
Seshi E. Konu (Arch ’20)
Jackson D. Kosmacki (Col ’20)
Noah N. Labs (Col ’20)
Holly E. Leinz (Com ’20)
Suzanne E. Lightsey (Engr ’20)
Jenna B. Marzougui (Col ’20)
Christopher J. Monteo (Col ’20)
Annalise H. Plater (Nurs ’20)
Alan R. Pouliquen (Col ’20)
Ethan J. Queen (Col ’20)
Rana S. Rahman (Col ’20)
Patricia H. Reese (Col ’20)
Emma M. Sadick (Col ’20)
Megan L. Schoenholtz (Educ ’20)
Connor B. Segal (Engr ’20)
Mazzen S. Shalaby (Col ’20)
Lindsey N. Shavers (Col ’20)
Nitish G. Thakur (Com ’20)

Michelle E. Vallone (Col ’20)
Victoria L. Wiegand (Darden ’20)
Emily A. Williams (Col ’20)
Rebecca E. Wood (Col ’20)
Duncan Wrenn (Col ’20)
Claire V. Andress (Col ’21)
Victoria P. Bergman (Col ’21)
Sarah A. Billiard (Col ’21)
Samuel J. Dokken (Col ’21)
Jonathan A. Gacharna (Col ’21)
Daniel W. Gerke (Com ’21)
Caroline C. Gmelich (Col ’21)
Simone A. Herron (Engr ’21)
Tyler Kachadorian (Col ’21)
Connor P. Lowden (Arch ’21)
Brian K. Munis (Grad ’21)
Julia M. Newman (Batten ’21)
Peyton L. Pellington (Col ’21)
Benjamin A. Stein (Col ’21)
Nathaniel Wayne (Com ’21)
Matthew L. Cook (Col ’22)
Harrison Li (Engr ’22)
Bailey G. Moro (Arch ’22)
Christy M. Qian (Col ’22)
Emma G. Treadwell (Col ’22)
Katherine E. Zain (Col ’22)
Sabrina F. Alessi (Engr ’23)
Owen C. Mitsinikos (Engr ’23)
Kevin M. Moritz (Engr ’23)
Ellen R. Phillips (Col ’23)
Catherine A. Schuster (Col ’23)
Kathryn S. Shelton (Col ’23)
Brennan M. Stewart (Col ’23)
Hannah G. Yoon (Arch ’23)
Stephen Wade Branch (Col ’24)
Jacob Linden Renner (Col ’24)
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
Victoria J. Brown
Ronald E. Kotz
Geoff ey T. LeBlond
Christopher Murray
Thomas Francis Nash
Mr. Peter Braun Sisti

To become a Contributing Member, call 434-243-9000, visit alumni.virginia.edu,
or write to Alumni Hall, P.O. Box 400314, Charlottesville, VA 22904.
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Building

COMMUNITY

YOUR
MEMBERSHIP
MATTERS

The UVA Alumni Association is all about community, and Membership
is a celebration of that community. Contributing Members are some
of our most passionate alumni who have made a one-time financial
commitment to support the Alumni Association. We’d love to count you
among those members. Be part of a community of people who share a
passion for the place you once called home.

Become a
Contributing
Member!
alumni.virginia.edu/membership
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The UVA Alumni
Association is excited for
the 2020 Reunions classes
to join Reunions 2021!
Save the date for the biggest
gathering of alumni on Grounds!
We can’t wait to see you in person.

SAVE THE DATE
June 4-6, 2021

Classes of 1960, 1961, 1965, 1966,
1970, 1971, 1975, 1976, 1980, 1981,
1985, 1986 and members of the
Thomas Jefferson Society

June 11-13, 2021

Classes of 1990, 1991, 1995, 1996,
2000, 2001, 2005, 2006, 2010,
2011, 2015 and 2016

Reunions is sponsored by:

Visit virginiareunions.com for weekend details, hotel blocks and more!
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Class Notes
’60s

James Richard Brett (Col ’62) published the sixth book in The Few series,
Waterhole, in late 2019. The series’ story
begins in a small liberal arts college
in southern Virginia, where a young
psychology professor discovers that
telesentience is much more common
than had been previously shown. Brett
began writing the series after his retirement in 2003 as director of the Office
of University Research (Sponsored
Programs) at California State University,
Long Beach. He served in that position, in
addition to teaching courses in Russian
history, after teaching at UCLA and the
University of Southern California.
Clay Moldenhauer (Col ’63), with his
poem “Make Fire,” was the runner-up in
the 2019 Charlottesville JeffersonMadison Regional Library and WriterHouse
Poetry Contest, judged by Virginia’s poet
laureate Henry Hart. Moldenhauer, who
lives in Charlottesville, works on the staff
of WriterHouse and is a meditation facilitator and workshop presenter at Unity
Church of Charlottesville.
David Black (Educ ’65 L/M) won first
place in the 2019 Writers’ Club of Virginia
annual poetry contest for his poem “On
Studying an Old Photograph.”

’70s
Patricia Viar Heath (Nurs ’70) moved to
a retirement community in Ruckersville,
Virginia, with her husband. After completing graduate studies at the University
of Arizona, she worked as a clinical nurse
specialist and as a nurse educator for 37
years in Texas and Arizona.

Guy Sterling (Col ’70) spent nearly 35
years as a daily newspaper reporter before
retiring in 2009. He was a reporter on the
staff f The Star-Ledger in Newark, New
Jersey, that won the Pulitzer Prize for
breaking news in 2005 for its coverage of
the sudden and unexpected resignation
of New Jersey Gov. Jim McGreevey. Four
years earlier, Sterling had been a lead
reporter in the coverage of the deadly
dormitory fire at Seton Hall University
that earned the paper its first selection as
a Pulitzer Prize finalist. In 2007, he won
an ASCAP/Deems Taylor Award given
nationally for excellence in music writing.
He has also published two books.
Joseph Gascho (Med ’73, Res ’77) had a
photography exhibit, “Diagnosis: Person,”
on display at Positive Exposure 109 in New
York City. Gascho is the author of a book of
poetry, Cornfields, Cottonwoods, Seagulls
and Sermons: Growing Up in Nebraska.
Howard Tripp (Col ’73 L/M) retired from
the federal government after 43 years
of service as a research analyst with the
departments of Defense and Justice.
He now lives in Delaware, where he is a
volunteer with the Del-Mar-Va Council of
the Boy Scouts.
Christopher D’Angelo (Col ’75, Law
’78 L/M) recently published an article,
“Drone Usage: Beneficial on Projects—But
They’re Not Toys,” in Modern Contractor
Solutions and a chapter, “The Scope and
Use of The Attorney-Client Privilege in
the United States and Its Applicability to
Communications in the U.S. and Abroad”
in The Attorney-Client Privilege in Civil
Litigation: Protecting And Defending
Confidentiality, Seventh Edition. He also
moderated the program “Toxic Torts &
Emerging Risks,” which was presented
in London by the British Institute of
International and Comparative Law and
the International Association of Defense

Indicates a corresponding photograph or video
online at uvamagazine.org/classnotes.
L/M Indicates Life Member of the Alumni Association

Counsel. In February 2019, he was the
moderator and a speaker at a meeting
of the International Association of
Defense Counsel. D’Angelo is chair of the
business disputes and products liability
practice and the international practice
at Montgomery McCracken Walker &
Rhoads.
Chris Morris (Arch ’75 L/M), who was
named to Architectural Digest’s “AD–100”
list in 1991, has designed various built
works across the United States, including Comerica Park, home of the Detroit
Tigers; the Dolby Theatre; Mohegan Sun
casino in Uncasville, Connecticut; The
Chandelier Bar in the Cosmopolitan Las
Vegas Hotel; and Steelers Hall at Heinz
Field in Pittsburgh. In 2013, Morris,
having contributed designs to New York
City for both ground zero’s early development and Mayor Michael Bloomberg’s
bid for the 2012 Summer Olympics,
became the New York Foundation for the
Arts’ first Architecture/Environmental
Structures Fellow.
Thomas L. Rouse (Engr ’75 L/M) was
awarded the Community Service Awards
by the Northern Kentucky Bar Association
and the University of Kentucky Law
Alumni Association. He is a past president of the Kentucky Bar Association
and has been a practicing attorney since
1978. An adjunct professor at the Salmon
P. Chase College of Law at Northern
Kentucky University, he recently wrote
Applied Ethics: Your Law License Is Too
Valuable to Lose. He loves gathering
with the Virginia Football Alumni Club
before games at Scott Stadium. His
daughter and son-in-law are Hillary
Rouse Billingsley (Col ’05) and Jamie
Billingsley (Com ’05).
Marcia Anderson (Col ’76 L/M) received
her master’s degree in communications
and creative writing from American
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University, followed by a career as a
corporate scriptwriter, advertising copywriter and print journalist. Today she’s
an Amazon bestselling romance author
of nine ebooks, writing under the pen
name “Marcia James.” Anderson and her
husband, James Diebold, celebrated their
45th anniversary in May 2020. Their
1989 wedding was covered by People
magazine because they asked guests to
donate to charity in lieu of giving them
presents. They live in Dublin, Ohio.
Diane K. Vescovo (Col ’77 L/M), U.S.
magistrate judge for the Western District
of Tennessee, received the Marion Griffi
Frances Loring Award for outstanding
achievement in the legal profession from
the Association for Women Attorneys.
Judge Vescovo has served three consecutive eight-year terms as a federal
magistrate judge and was named chief
magistrate judge in November 2014.
Henry N. Ware Jr. (Col ’77 L/M) was
inducted as a fellow of the Virginia Law
Foundation in January 2020. Ware serves
on the foundation’s board of directors and
is chair of its committee on continuing

legal education. He is a member of the
Boyd-Graves Conference, and his practice, Spotts Fain in Richmond, Virginia,
focuses on products liability/toxic tort
defense and insurance coverage litigation. Ware and his wife, Marilynn, live in
Manakin-Sabot, Virginia, and their three
sons, Henry, Robert and Shep Ware (Col
’12, Engr ’15), live and work in Richmond.
Vicki Lemp Weavil (Col ’78) published the
Blue Ridge Library Mystery series under
the pen name “Victoria Gilbert.” Titles
include A Murder for the Books, Shelved
Under Murder, Past Due for Murder and
Bound for Murder. A fifth book in the
series, A Deadly Edition, will be published
in December 2020. Weavil is also writing
another series, the Booklover’s B&B
series, with the first book, Booked for
Death, coming out in June 2020.

’80s
Corinne Adams Heyning Laverty
(Com ’80) published North America’s
Galapagos: The Historic Channel Islands
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Biological Survey. The narrative nonfiction book recounts the story of a group
of researchers, naturalists, adventurers,
cooks, immigrants and scientifically
curious teenagers who came together in
the late 1930s to embark upon a series
of ambitious expeditions never before,
or since, attempted. Their mission: to
piece together the shards of the Channel
Islands’ history and evolution.
Alexander H. Margulies (Col ’80, Law ’84)
was a member of the team that received
the Transparency Team of the Year Award
from the Office of the Director of National
Intelligence. He worked on the U.S.
Declassification Project on Argentina that
provided the government of Argentina
with 7,035 records totaling 48,379 pages
of material shedding light on human rights
abuses in Argentina between 1975 and
1984. This was one of the largest government-to-government declassification and
release of records in U.S. history.
Richard Danziger (Col ’81) is moving
from Dakar, Senegal, where he has been
the regional director for West and Central
Africa for the International Organization
for Migration, to Mogadishu, Somalia. He
will be accredited to the Federal Republic
of Somalia as chief of mission and will
be responsible for overseeing programs
assisting displaced Somalis, strengthening social cohesion and encouraging diaspora engagement. Danziger will continue
to be involved in migration research and
policy with other institutions, including
the World Economic Forum and the Peace
Research Institute Oslo.
Junius P. Fulton III (Col ’81 L/M) received
the Harry L. Carrico Professionalism
Award from the Virginia State Bar
Criminal Law Section in February at the
Criminal Law Seminar in Williamsburg,
Virginia. The Carrico Award was named
for the former Supreme Court of Virginia
chief justice who promoted the ideals of
professionalism during his 42 years on
the state’s highest court. Judge Fulton
has served on the Norfolk Circuit Court
for more than 23 years. He and his wife,
Darnell Brown Fulton (Col ’81), live in
Norfolk, Virginia.
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Christopher Payne (Col ’81 L/M) was
recognized as the 2019 Distinguished
Philanthropist by the American College
of Surgeons. The award honored Payne
for his philanthropic endeavors, service to
the surgical profession, and long-lasting
contributions to the medical community
and the ACS.
Deborah E. Hammond (Arch ’82 L/M)
has published her 21st novel, The Rogue’s
Son. Second in the Smuggled Heart series,
the novel follows the McEwan family, 20
years on.
F. Champe Granger (Com ’84, Grad ’93
L/M) published Get Rich Realistically,
a book based on her career buying and
bettering broken businesses to create her
own career and wealth. She provides a
well-defined plan to help people quit the
corporate crazy.
Andrew G. Lee (Col ’85, Med ’89 L/M)
was named chair of the board of the North

American Neuro-Ophthalmology Society.
He also joins the board of trustees for
the Houston Symphony. Lee is chairman
of the Blanton Eye Institute, Houston
Methodist Hospital, and lives with his
wife, Hilary Beaver (Med ’91), and two
daughters, Virginia and Rachael.
Mark Friedman (Col ’86 L/M) was named
vice president of services and operations
of Assured Allies, a venture-backed aging
services firm focused on managing longevity risk for long-term care insurance carriers. He also is the owner of Senior Helpers
Boston and South Shore, an elder care
agency. Friedman is married to Carolyn
and has two kids, Lee, 23, and Dora, 18—
who will be a UVA first-year this fall.
Jeannine Johnson Maia (Col ’86) published Rossio Square N.°59, a novel that
takes place in a turbulent Lisbon during
World War II. In a city filled with intrigue
and betrayal, it’s the story of lost dreams,
infinite hope, and two young people

caught up in change they never sought or
wanted. The novel was first published in
Portugal, where she lives and writes.
Rachel Witmer McTague (Law ’86)
retired in early 2019 after a three-part
career in Washington, D.C. After graduating from UVA Law, she practiced law
for five years in the General Counsel’s
Office at the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission, sandwiched between a year
each in two law firms. She then wrote
about securities law and regulation as a
legal editor and reporter at the Bureau of
National Affairs for 15 years. Beginning
in 2008, she was a director of communications at the Investment Company
Institute, a trade association representing mutual funds and other investment
companies globally. She retired after
being diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease.
Her husband, Jim McTague, retired from
a career in journalism in 2015, culminating with 21 years as Washington editor of
Barron’s. They live in Alexandria, Virginia,
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Looking to buy a home
in Charlottesville?

Work with a Wahoo.
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and next year will move to southeast
Pennsylvania to be closer to their families
(and trout fishing). They have three
children and 10 grandchildren who live in
Indiana, Colorado and Chicago.
Ellen Klemm Feeney (Col ’87 L/M) has
spent her career at Navy Federal Credit
Union in Vienna, Virginia. She started
in employee relations and is now the
functional lead for the consumer servicing branch. Feeney earned her master’s degree from George Washington
University and lives with her family in
Vienna. Her daughter is Jane Quinlan
Feeney (Col ’23).
Rick Hodges (Col ’87) published his first
novel, To Follow Elephants, in 2019. The
book, which tells the story of an African
woman and elephant researcher who
helps a young American learn why his
father is imprisoned in a dusty cell in
Kenya, occupies the intersection between
the worlds of people and animals, enriching our understanding of what it means to
be human.
John M. Jennings (Col ’88 L/M) was
named managing partner of the Greenville,
South Carolina, firm Nelson Mullins Riley
& Scarborough. He joined the firm in 2006
as a partner in the corporate and securities
practice, focusing on public companies
and financial institutions. He will maintain practices in the areas of mergers and
acquisitions, securities offerings, public
company reporting, executive compensation, and corporate governance.

Tommy Brannock

COMM ’79
Charlottesville Native
(434) 981-1486
tbrannock@me.com

Follow Tommy on Instagram

@tommybrannock
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Christina Villafaña Dalcher (Col ’89)
published her second novel, Master Class,
in April 2020. The dystopian thriller resurrects the American eugenics movement
of the early 20th century, asking how far
a mother would go to save her child. Her
first novel, VOX, has been translated into
more than 25 languages and was a Sunday
Times bestseller in the United Kingdom.
Jon McCullers (Col ’89) was named
senior executive associate dean of clinical
affairs and chief operating officer of the
College of Medicine at the University
of Tennessee Health Science Center in

Memphis. He retains his roles as chair of
pediatrics and pediatrician-in-chief at Le
Bonheur Children’s Hospital.
Margaret Anne McManus (Col ’89) was
appointed chair of the Department of
Oceanography in the School of Ocean
and Earth Science and Technology at the
University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa. McManus
was the first woman to earn tenure in the
department and is the department’s first
female chair in its 56-year history.

’90s
Aimee Adatto Freeman (Col ’91 L/M),
daughter of Ken Adatto (Col ’65) and
mother of Scott Freeman (Col ’23),
was sworn in to the Louisiana House of
Representatives in January 2020. As a
Democrat joining a Republican-controlled
legislature, she won the 98th District’s
open seat, besting a seven-person field,
with 32 percent of the vote and with
the help of high school friend and fellow
Wahoo Anne Flower Redd (Col ’90).
Scott Dunn (Col ’92 L/M) is the newest
shareholder of Timmons Group, where he
is the group leader for the traffic an ysis practice. He provides expertise in
multiple areas of transportation planning
and traffic engineeri , including corridor studies, traffic imp t analyses and
pedestrian safety improvements.
Christopher Harvey (Col ’92, Darden ’99
L/M) and his wife, Thuy Anh, welcomed
their fourth child, Orion, in January after
selling their IT recruiting company to
Mynavi Corporation of Japan. They live in
Saigon, Vietnam.
Ty Smith (Col ’94) was elected to the
board of directors of Skyland Trail, a nonprofit mental health treatment organization
in Atlanta for adults and adolescents.
Alyson Steele (Arch ’94), executive
vice president and chief design officer of
Quinn Evans, was elevated to the College
of Fellows within the American Institute
of Architects. Steele is known for her
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work in revitalizing cultural institutions
and landmarks across the nation. She has
published and presented extensively on a
range of topics, including how to leverage
technology for integrated stewardship.
Jared P. Deane (Engr ’95 L/M) was named
associate dean of health science and career
programs at Malcolm X College.
Ginny Bowen Olson (Col ’98), author of
the blog MothersRest.com, was recently
profiled in Glamour magazine about her
struggle with infertility in the article,
“No, Using a Surrogate Doesn’t ‘Diminish
Respect for Motherhood.’” Olson is a
business partner at the Center for Creative
Leadership and an adjunct professor of
marketing at UNC-Greensboro.
Jamie Dreher (Col ’96), an attorney with
Downey Brand, was recognized by the
Sacramento, California, chapter of the
Federal Bar Association for his pro bono
contributions on the bankruptcy court voluntary dispute resolution program panel.
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Derek Rosner (Col ’96) was named
chief of outpatient anesthesia at
Baystate Medical Center in Springfield,
Massachusetts. Rosner is an attending
anesthesiologist, treasurer and partner
with Springfield Anesthesia Services and
is an assistant professor at the University
of Massachusetts School of Medicine/
Baystate. Rosner is father to Jett, 17,
and Aspen, 14. He and his wife, Tara,
enjoy ultramarathon running, Otillo-style
swimrun racing and beach home development on the Connecticut shoreline.
Scott Surovell (Law ’96) was elected vice
chair of the Virginia Senate Democratic
Caucus. He continues to practice civil,
criminal and commercial litigation in
Northern Virginia.
Bendukai Bouey (Law ’97) lost his wife of
18 years, Theresa Wing Kay Mann Bouey,
on Feb. 3, 2020, after an eight-year battle
with cancer. A homemaker and anchor in
her community, Theresa made their home
in Ranchos Palos Verdes, California, a
better, more close-knit place that reflected
the love of God. She is also survived by
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three children, Kaiya, Caeleb and Chelsea;
her parents; and a sister.
Gunes Hopson (Col ’97, Law ’01 L/M), an
avid traveler and uber-planner, is now an
independent travel adviser affil ted with
MEI-Travel. She provides complimentary
concierge-style travel planning services.
Hopson continues to enjoy writing for
her travel blog, fotogenictravel.com, and
offers photography services through
fotogenicrichmond.com. Additionally,
she practices law full time as associate
general counsel at Automattic Inc.
April Pride (Arch ’98) is the host of “How
to Do the Pot,” a new seasonal narrative
podcast that answers some of the most
common questions women secretly
Google about cannabis. Its first season
will focus on topics relevant to the health
and happiness of women, such as CBD,
endometriosis, migraines and sleep. Pride
founded one of North America’s most
recognized cannabis lifestyle companies,
Van der Pop, acquired by Canopy Growth
in 2018. “How to Do the Pot” is the first
product from Of Like Minds, which April
co-founded with Ellen Scanlon (Col ’99,
Darden ’07) in 2019.
Kurt Gilchrist (Col ’99 L/M) recently completed his MBA from Gosport University.

’00s
Brooke Andrew Brower (Col ’00 L/M)
and his wife, Kate, welcomed their third
child, Theodore, on May 2, 2019. Teddy
joins sister Charlotte, 6, and brother
Graham, 7. The family lives in Bethesda,
Maryland, where Brower is the managing
editor of CNN Politics.
Stephanie Standerfer (Educ ’00, ’03)
published Line by Line: Progressive Staff
Method Arrangements for Elementary
Music Literacy. The text provides an early-elementary music curriculum based on
brain-friendly music pedagogy. Standerfer
was recently named professor and director of the music education program at
Shenandoah Conservatory at Shenandoah
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University in Winchester, Virginia.
Alonya Winters-Ambrico (Col ’00 L/M)
and her husband, Maurizio, welcomed
their second son, Roberto, on Dec. 13,
2018. He joins big brother Samuel. The
family lives in Italy.
Christy McMannen (Col ’02 L/M)
recently became the first African
American equity partner at Christovich
and Kearney, a regional law firm in New
Orleans, where she has lived since graduating from UVA. McMannen is a civil
litigator whose areas of practice include
premises liability, insurance defense, toxic
torts and title insurance litigation. She
previously served as in-house counsel at
an oil and gas land services firm. She is
married to Jim Dennard, with whom she
has three children.
Matt Coleman (Col ’03, Darden ’11 L/M)
and his wife, Christine, welcomed their
second child, Matthew Kais, on Jan. 9,
2020. Matt, Christine, big sister Alessia,
and Kais live in Oakland, California, where
Matt is a director at investment manager
Nephila Climate, and Christine is the
executive director of Sol Sisters Inc.
John W. Hackney (Com ’03, ’04 L/M)
was elevated to equity status at law
firm Chamberlain Hrdlicka. Hackney
represents clients in disputes with the
Internal Revenue Service and other taxing
authorities. He counsels clients on tax
issues, including gift tax valuation issues,
captive insurance, accounting method
issues and hobby losses.
David Vitto (Col ’05, Educ ’07 L/M) and
Dawn Page Vitto (Col ’10 L/M) welcomed
a daughter, Paige Christine, on Oct. 16,
2019. The family lives in the Tidewater
area of Virginia.
Elizabeth “Liz” Bower (Nurs ’06) and
her fiance, Franklin, welcomed a son,
Silas Amos Luke Freeman, on Nov. 24,
2019. Silas joins older brother Trace, 8.
The family lives in Chesapeake, Virginia.
Elizabeth and Franklin plan to wed in
2020.

Zaki Robbins (Col ’06 L/M) has been
named a partner of the Denver law firm
Moye White. Robbins focuses his practice
on a broad range of corporate and finance
matters with an emphasis on serving the
advanced energy industry.
Mark Brewer (Engr ’07) was promoted
to senior associate at Dewberry, a
professional services firm. Brewer is a
transportation engineer with experience
in highway and public road design. He
specializes in geometric design, drainage
design, general road plan preparation and
maintenance-of-traffic desig
Meghan Stahling Brodie (Col ’07 L/M)
started The House Finch, a Richmondbased home organizing business. Her
business focuses on helping young
families get organized and implement
systems to make their daily lives more
effici t. She also helps clients purge,
downsize and unpack into new spaces.
Brodie lives in Richmond with her
husband Kyle Brodie (Darden ’17) and
their daughter.
Kristin Coffield dwards (Col ’07) and
her husband, Justin, welcomed their
first child, Madison Ann, on Feb. 11, 2020.
The family lives in Richmond, Virginia,
where they practice general and pediatric
dentistry.
Stephanie Crawford-Stewart (Col ’08)
and Adam Stewart welcomed their first
child, a girl named Asha, on Dec. 24, 2019.
The family lives in Northern Virginia.
Anna V. Steele (Col ’08 L/M) joined
Fox Rothschild in New York as an
associate in the corporate department.
She represents clients in a range of
corporate matters, including mergers and
acquisitions, investment funds, financing,
and restructuring.
Alexandra Vuxton Guest (Col ’09 L/M)
and Brad Guest (Com ’10) welcomed a
son, Henry Henges, on Dec. 6, 2019. Henry
joins big sisters Everly Cynthia and Rosemary Carolyn. The family lives in Northern
Virginia, where Brad is an attorney at
Latham & Watkins in Washington, D.C.
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Gizem Basbug Petrosino (Col ’09) joined
the Houston office of national law firm
Chamberlain Hrdlicka as an associate in
the litigation practice. Her practice will
focus primarily on general civil defense,
labor and employment litigation, and intellectual property.
Ansleigh Westfall Scholtes (Col ’09)
and her husband, Patrick, welcomed their
first child, Pierre Alexandre, on Feb. 15,
2020. Pierre is the grandson of Charlotte
Ceperich Glover (Col ’80 L/M) and the
great-nephew and namesake of Charles
Alexander Finley Westfall (Col ’89). The
family lives in New York City.

’10s
Mercy Hansen Mize (Educ ’10) published
her first children’s picture book, Samson’s
Tail, about her dog’s experience in the
DAWGS Prison Program. The nonprofit
organization rescues dogs from shelters
and places them with inmates who train
them for adoption.
Monica N. Melmer (Col ’11, Med ’17 L/M)
and Patrick D. Melmer (Col ’12, Med ’17
L/M) welcomed their first child, Kennedy
Caroline, on Oct. 9, 2019. The family lives
in Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, where the
Drs. Melmer are completing residencies in
emergency medicine and general surgery at
Grand Strand Medical Center.
David G. Drewry III (Engr ’12 L/M) and
Julia McGowan Drewry (Col ’13) welcomed
their first child, David “Quinn,” on Feb. 4,
2020. The family lives in Baltimore.
Mary Combs (Grad ’18) and her husband,
Brian, welcomed twins, Solomon William
and Magnolia Eleanor, in December
2019. The twins join a 5-year-old brother,
Harrison, at the family’s home in Crozet,
Virginia.
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In Memoriam
’40s

Winifred Brown Schumann
(Educ ’48) of Melbourne,
Florida, died Dec. 28, 2019.
Among the fir t female outof-state undergraduate students at UVA, Ms. Schumann
was a member of Chi Omega.
She published three books
of poetry, her memoirs and
a genealogy book, Hope
MacNiven Family, about
her Scottish great-grandfather. She also translated and
published a book of German
poems written by her husband’s great-uncle, Ernst
Friedrich Schumann, a cousin
of the German composer
Robert Schumann. After
teaching high school science
for a year, Ms. Schumann
worked as an analyst, fir t
for the National Academy of
Science in Washington, D.C.,
and then for a federal government intelligence agency.
An active volunteer in health
and political matters, she also
enjoyed landscaping, interior decorating, and attending plays and concerts. She
loved to paint and completed
around 300 landscape and
seascape oil paintings for family and friends.

’50s

Benjamin Franklin “B.F.”
Griffin r. (Engr ’50 L/M)
of Alexandria, Virginia, died
Oct. 16, 2019. At UVA, he was
a member of Theta Tau engineering fraternity. After graduation, he worked four years
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with IBM, followed by three
years as a patent examiner at
the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office. e attended night
classes at George Washington
University, receiving a law
degree in 1959. Upon passing
the bar, he opened an office i
Washington, D.C., to practice
intellectual property law. His
practice moved to Virginia
in 1968 with the move of the
patent office. e was senior
partner in a series of law firms
for 40 years, retiring in 2000.
Three children, Jeffr y M.
Griffin (Darden ’8 , Mary
C. Griffin (Col ’ , Law ’83
L/M) and Stephanie Griffin
survive him.
William P. Perry (Com ’50
L/M) of Atlanta died Oct.
27, 2019. A native of Warsaw,
Kentucky, he graduated from
Virginia Episcopal School
before attending UVA, where
he was a member of Sigma Chi.
He served in the U.S. Army for
three years during the Korean
War. Over the course of his
career in the employee benefits field, he wo ed for Pacifi
Mutual Life and his own firm
Johnson & Higgins, before fi ishing his career with what is
now Willis Towers Watson. He
was a charter member of the
Southern Pension Conference
and president of the Louisiana
Group Underwriters. Mr.
Perry, the consummate
Virginia gentleman, maintained long-standing friendships and was devoted to his
family. A voracious reader and
an accomplished woodworker,
he also loved his cats, history
and golf. Survivors include his

wife, Nancy; children Cathy
and Robert; six grandchildren;
and fi e great-grandchildren.
Benjamin F. Hoffman r.
(Col ’51) of Bradford, Maine,
died Dec. 28, 2019. After four
years in the U.S. Navy, he
earned his master’s degree in
forestry from Yale University.
He spent 12 years in government service and eight years
in private industry, consulting and logging, before
teaching forest management
and timber harvesting at
the University of Maine for
13 years. He completed his
doctorate at Yale in 1982. In
1990, he retired as professor
emeritus and spent the next
11 years in British Columbia
and Alaska as a volunteer,
teaching forest technology for
Covenant Life College. When
not teaching, Mr. Hoffman
was a consultant for several
church communities and the
states of Alaska and Colorado.
He wrote a logging handbook,
“How to Improve Logging
Profit ,” and more than 300
published articles on topics including forestry, wood
energy, cross-country skiing,
U.S. Navy Beach Jumpers
and the Ma & Pa Railroad.
He returned to Maine in
2001 to dabble in consulting
and writing and to play with
trains. Survivors include his
wife, Marjorie; and children
Brett, Jonathan and Amanda
Hoffman elville (Nurs ’87).
James Joseph McNally Jr.
(Col ’51, Grad ’52, ’54, ’61
L/M), of Norfolk, Virginia,
died Feb. 19, 2020. As an

undergraduate, he was a member of the Raven Society and
the Jefferson Literary and
Debating Society. He lived at 7
West Range and, as a graduate
student, was elected mayor
of Copeley Hill. His academic
career took him from UVA to
Penn State University, Morris
Harvey College and, finall ,
Old Dominion University,
where he taught English and
literature for nearly 30 years
before retiring and receiving emeritus status in 1992.
He served as president of the
Faculty Senate of Virginia,
director of the 1980 ODU
Literary Festival, and president of the Poetry Society of
Virginia. His poems appeared
in multiple anthologies, and
he received awards for both
his poetry and his plays. Mr.
McNally wrote prolifically and
traveled extensively, especially for presentations at
literary conferences around
the country and in Europe. A
lifelong Washington baseball fan, he relished the
way World Series triumphs
formed the bookends of his
life: the Senators shortly after
his birth and the Nationals
shortly after his 95th birthday.
A dedicated UVA basketball
fan, he was delighted at last
year’s March Madness outcome. Survivors include his
son, John J. McNally (Col
’80) and son-in-law, James A.
Brown (Col ’72 L/M).
William Massie Meredith
Sr. (Col ’51 L/M) of Loretto,
Virginia, died Dec. 22, 2019.
A graduate of the Staunton
Military Academy, he served
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in the U.S. Army Air Corps
in Germany during the final
months of World War II. At
UVA, he was a member of the
football team for one season,
T.I.L.K.A. and St. Anthony
Hall (Delta Psi). He joined
Wheat & Co., later Wheat
First Butcher Singer, in 1954
and spent more than 40 years
with the firm before r tiring
as executive vice president.
The family moved to North
Carolina and Richmond and
Roanoke, Virginia, as the
company expanded. While in
Roanoke, he served as scoutmaster and youth football and
basketball coach. Pursuing his
boyhood dream of flying, M .
Meredith earned his pilot’s
license at 38. He was an avid
fisherman and bird hunte ,
and he loved tennis and golf,
shooting his age at 77 and
repeating that feat frequently
until the age of 90. He loved
collecting World War II–era
rifles and as an M1 Garand
enthusiast. He also enjoyed
creating carvings of wild birds,
custom hunting knives and
unique walking canes from
materials gathered on frequent hikes in Essex County,
where he lived for 13 years.
He was a member of the Sons
of the Revolution, the Garand
Collectors Association,
the Carbine Club and the
Ruffed Grouse Soci ty. He
met his fir t wife, Eugenie
Pieper, in Charlottesville in
1949; they were married for
54 years until her death in
2005. Survivors include his
wife, Anna Paige Dickinson;
four children, J. Christian
Meredith (Col ’80), Claire,
Molly and Massie; and four
grandchildren.
Albert S. Bacon III (Col ’54
L/M) of Tacoma, Washington,
died Jan. 10, 2020. At UVA,

he was a member of Delta
Upsilon and, after graduation, served in the U.S. Army
for two years. A native of
Lewiston, New York, he began
his career in New York City
with Niagara Alkali Co., later
Hooker Chemical. Always one
who enjoyed adventure, Mr.
Bacon moved with the company to a remote operation
in Tacoma. There he stayed,
and his later work focused
on the computer industry,
installing his fir t sale at The
Boeing Co. He and a friend
established a small company, Computer Services Inc.,
and later sold it to become
involved in computer installations. His last job was for
the Department of Defense,
where he was deputy adjutant general at what is now
Joint Base Lewis-McChord.
Active in the community, he
served as president of the
Lakewold Gardens Board, as
a trustee of Charles Wright
Academy and as a board
member of Greater Tacoma
Community Foundation.
He was an early supporter
of Junior Achievement and
enjoyed helping young children through Werlin Reading.
Survivors include his wife,
Connie; children Helen, Ginny
and Albert Bacon IV (Col ’85
L/M); fi e grandchildren; and
a great-grandchild.
Elizabeth “Betty” Greear
Cauthen (Grad ’55 L/M) of
Charlottesville died April 9,
2020. After graduating in 1952
from Hollins College, where
she later served on the alumnae board and received the
Rath Award for her contributions, she earned her master’s in English from UVA. In
1954, she married Irby Bruce
Cauthen Jr., later UVA emeritus professor of English and

dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences. Ms. Cauthen
was active in University and
community organizations,
developing many wonderful
friendships along the way.
She was an emeritus trustee
of the College of Arts and
Sciences Foundation and a
member of the Raven Society.
Ms. Cauthen taught fir t
grade at St. Anne’s-Belfield
School for 23 years. A native
of Southwest Virginia, she
was an ardent advocate of
the region; her father was
a founder of what became
UVA Wise, and she served
two terms on its board. Ms.
Cauthen was a member of
Westminster Presbyterian
Church and was active in
organizations including the
University Women’s Club, the
Charlottesville Symphony,
the University Arts Council
and the Charlottesville
Democratic Party. Survivors
include sons I. Bruce
Cauthen III (Darden ’84
L/M) and James Cauthen
(Law ’83 L/M); three grandchildren, including William
Cauthen (Col ’15 L/M); a
brother, Fred Greear Jr. (Med
’61 L/M); a stepbrother; and
three stepsisters.
Keith Wood
(Col ’57 L/M) of
Basking Ridge,
New Jersey, died
Feb 7, 2020. At
UVA, he served as chair of the
Honor Committee and was a
member of Beta Theta Pi. He
served on active duty in the
U.S. Marine Corps from 1957
to 1960 and retired as a captain in the reserves in 1968.
Mr. Wood began his career
in the financial indu try with
Scudder Stevens & Clark in
1960. After selling his seat on
the New York Stock Exchange,

which he bought in 1963, and
spending time with other
firm , he formed Jamison,
Eaton & Wood in 1972. An
affiliation with vory and Sime
of Edinburgh, Scotland, then
led to a jointly owned venture,
Ivory & Sime International. In
2015, his firm partnered wit
Silvercrest Asset Management
Group, where he stayed on
as a senior financial consu tant. Mr. Wood remained
involved at UVA and also
served on the boards of the
Visiting Nurse Association of
Northern New Jersey and the
Summit Speech School. He
was an active member of many
organizations, including the
Black River Fish and Game
Club and the General Society
of Colonial Wars, and he was
proud to serve his community
and faith through his church.
An avid fisherman, he enj yed
the outdoors and, along with
his dedicated golden retrievers, made the most of his
retreats in rural Pennsylvania
and Kiawah Island, South
Carolina. Survivors include his
wife, Patti; children Kyle and
Rebecca; fi e grandchildren;
and his sister.
N. Thomas
Connally Jr. (Col
’58, Med ’62,
Res ’68 L/M)
of Arlington,
Virginia, died April 2, 2020. At
UVA, he was Student Council
President, president of Zeta
Psi Fraternity, Grand Banana
of Eli Banana, and a member of the Raven Society, IMP
Society, Omicron Delta Kappa,
Phi Eta Sigma, Lambda Pi,
and the P.K. Society. After an
internship in Rochester, New
York, he served in the U.S.
Public Health Service at the
NIH before completing his
residency at UVA. An internist
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In Memoriam
JOHN F. MERCHANT | FEB. 2, 1933 – MARCH 5, 2020

DAN ADDISON

Golfer
Merchant was
trailblazer for
black students
at UVA

A

s both the first black graduate of
UVA Law School and the first black
member of the United States Golf
Association’s Executive Committee,
John Merchant (Law ’58) knew the steep
cost of being a pioneer.
In his autobiography, A Journey Worth
Ta king: An Unpredicta ble Adventure,
Merchant wrote: “What has been interesting to me is I have finally accepted the underlying loneliness that has been my constant
companion.”
Merchant, who died March 5 at age 87,
was a reluctant trailblazer at UVA, where
there were few African Americans at the time.
“Most felt isolated, unwanted and quite
often afraid to be in an environment where
they did not feel fully a ccepted,” sa ys
Maurice Apprey, UVA’s dean of AfricanAmerican Affairs and co-editor of the book
The Key to the Door: Experiences of Early
African-American Students at the University
of Virginia.
It took Mercha nt deca des to ma ke
peace with his time at UVA, as the school,
in turn, paid homage to him, Apprey says. In
1987, Merchant founded the Walter N. Ridley Scholarship Fund, which is run through
the Alumni Associa tion a nd provides
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scholarships to African American students.
When his daughter, Susan Merchant
(La w ’94), took her la w degree, he wa s
the one to give the keynote a ddress a t
the commencement.
“It validated my three years there, erased
many negatives from my mind, and set a
stage for more to come regarding diversity
at UVA,” he wrote.
Merchant practiced law for five decades
in his native Connecticut. When he took up
golf while serving in the Navy after graduating from UVA, he was barred from playing at
many clubs. He believed in the power of the
game to build relationships, however. He once
said he could not repay all it had given him.
Merchant paid back plenty. He joined
the USGA Executive Committee in 1992
a nd founded a nd ra n the Minority Golf
Symposium, which brought together black
golfers; tour pros; and executives from Nike,
Titleist and other companies.
Merchant also represented Tiger Woods
as he transitioned from amateur to pro.
Merchant could be a strong advocate.
According to Golf Digest, at the USGA’s centennial dinner in 1995 he slammed his hand
on the table and yelled, “It’s about time!”
when the spea ker a cknowledged John
Shippen as the first African American to play
in the U.S. Open, in 1896.
“Basically, he was a very humble man,”
Apprey says. “Even though he needed a hard
exterior to survive.”
Merchant is survived by his daughter, his
sister Barbara, and six nieces and nephews.

—Ed Miller

in private practice from 1968
to 2000, he was known for
extraordinary diagnostic
skills, a kind and thoughtful
manner, and devotion to his
patients. Dr. Connally cared
for many prominent figure
in Washington, D.C., including Supreme Court justices
and members of Congress.
After retiring from private
practice, he volunteered at
the Arlington Free Clinic
until 2018, serving as medical
director from 2005 to 2010.
Named the American Society
of Internal Medicine’s Young
Internist of the Year for 197576, Dr. Connally served on
the society’s board of trustees from 1978 to 1984. He
also served a term as chief of
medicine at Sibley Memorial
Hospital and on the clinical
faculty at the Georgetown
University Medical School.
In 2001, he published a
book, The Third Third. Dr.
Connally was elected a master of the American College
of Physicians in 2006 and
received its Claypoole Award
in 2013. He was appointed by
Govs. Gerald L. Baliles and L.
Douglas Wilder to two terms
on the UVA Board of Visitors.
Grateful patients endowed
a professorship at the UVA
Medical School in his honor.
He also served on the board
of CareFirst Blue Cross Blue
Shield and taught continuing education courses. In
2010, he and his wife, Judy, a
community leader and former member of the Virginia
House of Delegates, shared
the James B. Hunter Human
Rights Award. Dr. Connally
loved learning, history, travel,
good stories, bad jokes, his
country home, and his family.
Survivors include his wife;
children N. Thomas Connally
III (Col ’90, Law ’93 L/M),
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Anne and Katherine; and fi e
grandchildren.

’60s

Sue Baber Volskis (Nurs
’61) of Staunton, Virginia,
died Nov. 25, 2019. The day
after her graduation from
UVA, she married Wilhelm
Siegfried “Zig” Volskis
(Grad ’62) in Charlottesville.
As her husband ministered
to several United Methodist
Churches in Virginia, Ms.
Volskis assumed the life of
a minister’s wife with great
success as a gracious hostess
and a generous, welcoming
person with a positive outlook. Besides being a wife and
mother, she worked at various
times at UVA Hospital and
at retirement and nursing
homes in Virginia communities where her husband
served. She also volunteered
for Red Cross blood drives
and at the Augusta Free Clinic
in Staunton. Survivors include
her daughters, Lydia and
Susannah, and two grandsons.
Charles K. Mabon (Col ’63)
of New York City died April
18, 2019. While at UVA, he was
a member of Phi Kappa Psi,
where he made lasting friendships. He served two tours in
Vietnam with the U.S. Marine
Corps. After receiving an honorable discharge in 1968, Mr.
Mabon returned to New York
City and began his career at
the American Banknote Corp.,
where he was vice president
of sales for 25 years. In 1995,
he began working at American
Banknote’s French sister company, Oberthur Fiduciaire,
until his official tirement
in 2006. In retirement, he
worked part time at JPMorgan
Chase Private Client Wealth

until April 2019. Mr. Mabon
was known for his love for the
theater and the arts, as well
as for his generosity and great
sense of humor. Survivors
include his wife, Fredericka
Anne Galuppo, and his children Francesca and Donovan.
Girard Clement “Jerry”
Larkin Jr. (Com ’66 L/M) of
Virginia Beach, Virginia, died
March 9, 2020. After earning his law degree from the
University of Tennessee, he
clerked for Justice Alexander
M. Harman Jr. of the Supreme
Court of Appeals of Virginia
and for U.S. District Judge
Richard B. Kellam. He began
practicing law in Norfolk
in 1973 and represented
the Norfolk Education
Association for 20 years
before eventually retiring
from his firm, Price erkins
Larkin. He loved his friends,
the beach, sailing Hobie
Cats and playing golf, but he
was most proud of his three
children. He loved UVA and
enthusiastically supported the
Athletic Association, attending most home football games
and some basketball and soccer games through the years,
as well as hosting memorable
tailgate parties. He enjoyed
helping others, shopping,
cooking and entertaining.
Survivors include his wife,
Elizabeth, and children Chip,
Matthew (Colleen) and Sarah.
Daniel S. “Dan” Morrow
(Col ’67) of Winchester,
Virginia, died Oct. 26, 2019.
His participation as a student in the 1965 march in
Selma, Alabama, launched a
lifelong career of advocacy.
After graduating from UVA,
he completed postgraduate work at the University of
North Carolina, specializing

in modern German history
and traveling abroad for
documentary research at
the West German Institute
for European History. Mr.
Morrow had a distinguished
career in journalism, working
with The Washington Post, the
Whitney Communications
newspaper division, The
Village Companies and the
Middleburg Eccentric. At the
Eccentric, where he served as
an investigative reporter, publisher and editorial columnist,
he exhibited a dogged determination to get to the truth
and expose incompetence
and wrongdoing. In 2013, he
published a nonfiction hi torical crime novel, Murder
in Lexington: VMI, Honor
and Justice in Antebellum
Virginia. Mr. Morrow was the
founding executive director
and chief historian for the
Computerworld Smithsonian
Awards and Computerworld
Honors programs and also
founded the Jamestown
Exploration Company. Mr.
Morrow spent his life pursuing
reason, based on knowledge
and wisdom accrued from
philosophical discourse and
study. Survivors include his
companion, Paula Campbell; a
grandson; and a sister.
William Edward Rogers
(Educ ’67 L/M) of
Fredericksburg, Virginia, died
Jan. 6, 2020. At UVA, he was
a member of Sigma Nu. His
adventurous spirit and curious and expansive worldview
were born of a childhood in
Lima, Peru; San Francisco;
and Northern Virginia. Over
the course of his working
life, Mr. Rogers embraced
unexpected opportunities,
including driving a moving
truck, carrying mail for the
U.S. Postal Service, owning a

car stereo business and selling
home furnishings. No matter
the job, Mr. Rogers believed
hard work was its own reward,
a value he impressed upon
his children. He was not a
workaholic, however; he
loved reggae music—a passion
cultivated over numerous
trips to Jamaica with good
friends—and relished walking
18 holes of golf. He recently
realized a long-held dream
when he played a round at
Pebble Beach in California.
Though a prolific online sho per, especially after acquiring
an iPhone, he wasn’t much
for wrapping gifts. After
growing up a Giants fan and
cheering for the Senators
once he moved east, he was a
Nationals diehard since 2005
and reveled in their recent
World Series victory. More
than anything else, he viewed
his family as his greatest
accomplishment. Survivors
include his wife, Wendy; three
children, including Bryan
Rogers (Col ’00) and Emily
Rogers Edmonds (Col ’06);
and fi e grandchildren.
Susan Maclay Blackman
(Grad ’69 L/M) of Arlington,
Virginia, died Feb. 18, 2020.
After receiving her bachelor’s
degree from Luther College,
where she later served on
the board of regents, she
took her doctorate in foreign
affairs at U A, where she was
elected to Phi Beta Kappa.
She worked for 30 years
in the International Trade
Administration of the U.S.
Department of Commerce,
from which she retired in
1998 as director of the Offi
of Korea and Southeast Asia.
During her tenure, she was
honored with a Congressional
Fellowship, and she served as
director and acting director
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of a number of geographical
regions. When Arab oil opened
opportunities for American
businesses, she helped organize the Commerce Action
Group for the Near East. She
was later awarded a Bronze
Medal by ITA as outstanding manager for her work as
acting director of the Office
the Near East. With the fall of
the Soviet Union, she organized, and was fir t director of,
the Eastern Europe Business
Information Center, to help
American businesses get
involved with former Warsaw
Pact countries. For that, she
was awarded a Silver Medal by
the Department of Commerce.
In retirement, she was active
in volunteer activities of the
Church of the Reformation
and took advantage of cultural
and educational activities at
Washington’s theaters, concert halls and the Smithsonian
Institution. She is survived
by her husband, Paul H.
Blackman (Grad ’70).

’70s

James Dunstan (Darden ’73
L/M) of Charlottesville died
March 22, 2020. He graduated
from Yale University at 19 with
a degree in engineering before
serving in the U.S. Navy in
World War II and the Korean
War. Mr. Dunstan began his
business career as General
Cable’s youngest plant manager and concluded at Essex
Wire, where he was its youngest vice president. After earning a doctorate in finance fro
Darden in less than four years,
he taught there as a tenured
professor until 1994. In that
time, he was an examination
administrator for Charter
Financial Analysts, active in
executive training programs,
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and director of public utilities for the Virginia State
Corporation Commission.
He also worked for Harry
Byrd in the U.S. Senate. Mr.
Dunstan served on the boards
of many organizations, both
nonprofit and fo -profit
including nine Fortune 500
companies, Martha Jefferso
Hospital and the UVA Health
Science Foundation. While on
the board of Charlottesville
Catholic School, he facilitated
the building of St. Dunstan
Chapel. A dynamic and talented teacher and morally
strong leader imbued with
a generous spirit, he was a
member of the Oliver Turner
Society and UVA’s Raven
Society, and he was honored as a Knight of Malta. He
always said he had been most
fortunate in family, and was
grateful to have married two
wonderful women—Betty, the
mother of his children, and
Julia, who truly enlivened
him. Survivors include his
wife, Julia; children Robert,
James Dunstan Jr. (Med ’76),
and Elizabeth Maddux; eight
grandchildren; 14 great-grandchildren; and a brother.
Roberta Gaetz Palmer
(Educ ’74) of Fairfax,
Virginia, died Dec. 20, 2019.
After graduating from
Susquehanna University in
1948 and teaching for several
years, she spent much of her
career as the head librarian
for a junior high school. Her
interest in helping the many
nonnative English speakers at her school adjust more
easily through audiovisual
aids led her to write several
well-regarded articles and
to earn a midlife master’s
degree from UVA. She spent
much of her free time caring
for her large fl wer garden.

She loved traveling, attending ballets, studying the Bible
and meeting people from
other countries. On a visit to
England in her middle years,
she was unaware of her astonishing resemblance to Queen
Elizabeth II and had no idea
why people were curtsying to
her. She particularly treasured
the memory of a face-to-face
encounter with the queen on
a visit in 1976, when the monarch looked at her, shook her
head and laughed. Ms. Palmer
fell in love with folk dancing
in her mid-50s and particularly enjoyed making and purchasing costumes for various
period events. This work led
to an interview on the Larry
King Show; a conversation
slated for fi e minutes lasted
for the full hour as they discussed her retirement exploits
that included solo-hiking glaciers in Iceland in her early
80s. King, the man who had
interviewed “everyone,” told
her at the end of the program
that she was the most engaging and interesting person
he had ever met. Survivors
include her daughter, Heather.
John Howard Staub III
(Col ’74) of Wrightstown,
Pennsylvania, and Manalapan,
Florida, died Jan. 22, 2020.
An Echols Scholar at UVA,
he worked at the Grenfell
Mission in Newfoundland and
Labrador, Canada, and was a
docent at Fort Ticonderoga
during summer breaks. An
actor, advertising executive, playwright, gourmet
cook and lecturer, Mr. Staub
was a man of many talents.
He and his partner, Renny
Reynolds, transformed a
100-acre, bramble-choked
Pennsylvania Dutch dairy
farm in Wrightstown into
Hortulus Farm Garden and

Nursery, a horticultural destination widely featured in
gardening and travel magazines. Mr. Staub was the
author of seven gardening
books, including Private
Edens, which was acclaimed
by The New York Times as the
top-rated gardening book of
2016. He and Renny lectured
extensively across the country and around the globe. His
most recent book, Chasing
Eden, a history of the farm and
its gardens with horticultural
teachings, is listed as a bestseller on Amazon. Survivors
include his partner, his father
and fi e siblings.
Thomas D. Ardern (Engr
’75 L/M) of Hampton,
Virginia, died Oct. 17, 2019. At
UVA, he was a leader in the
U.S. Air Force ROTC and the
Society of American Military
Engineers, played numerous intramural sports, and
earned his pilot’s license flying
at Charlottesville Albemarle
Airport. He received his master’s degree in engineering
from Widener University and
served in the U.S. Air Force for
30 years as an instructor and
fighter pil t before retiring as
a colonel. During his career,
Col. Ardern commanded an
F-16 squadron, served as vice
commander of the 8th Fighter
Wing and directed the Air
Force Wargaming Institute.
His final assignment as with
the Air Combat Command
Inspector General. After
retirement from active duty,
Col. Ardern worked for L-3
Communications as a modeling and simulation analyst
before he returned to the Air
Force to lead teams preparing bases to accept F-35 aircraft. Survivors include his
wife, Susan, and daughter,
Cassandra Ardern (Col ’18).
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Tracy Crisp Graudin
(Nurs ’78) of Charleston,
South Carolina, formerly of
Alexandria, Virginia, died
Feb. 4, 2020. After graduating
from the nursing school, she
worked as a neonatal nurse
at the UVA Medical Center
before accepting a job at the
Medical University of South
Carolina. After several years
of working in the NICU, she
became a newborn nursery
nurse at Roper Saint Francis
Hospital in Charleston. A dedicated and loving wife, mother
and grandmother, she homeschooled her three children
for several years while also
working night shifts at the
hospital. She was an active
parishioner at St. Philip’s
Church, where she served on
the vestry as junior warden.
Survivors include her husband, Steve; children Ryan,
Jacob and Adam; a granddaughter; and two sisters.
Thomas A. Spraggins
(Col ’79, Grad ’86 L/M)
of Palmyra, Virginia, died
Oct. 17, 2019. After earning
his bachelor’s in chemistry
and a doctorate in biophysical chemistry, he worked for
Siemens Medical from 1986 to
1990 in the field of magn tic
resonance imaging. In 1990, he
returned to UVA as an assistant professor of radiology
and director of the Siemens/
UVA Radiologic Research
Laboratory, where he was
granted numerous patents.
He continued at UVA working in health systems information technology until his
retirement in 2015. Survivors
include a brother, Chip
Spraggins (Com ’84 L/M) and
a niece, Carly Spraggins (Col
’15, Batten ’16).

’80s

Richard A. “Ad” Eichner
(Darden ’80, Law ’80) of
Alexandria, Virginia, died Oct.
17, 2019. He earned his MBA
and law degree after graduating from Cornell University.
In 1991 he co-founded Ritter
& Eichner, a public finance
law firm in ashington, D.C.,
and specialized in tax-exempt
financing i volving multifamily housing. Mr. Eichner
played a leading role in developing new structures for
housing bonds, and he was a
lecturer and panelist at many
housing finance workshops
and events. He was proud of
the impact of his work facilitating more low-income housing for families in poverty.
Survivors include his children
Kyle, James and Sasha; two
sisters; his mother; and his
former wife.
Kathleen Cox Beck (Col ’81)
of Herndon, Virginia, died Dec.
31, 2019. Survivors include her
sons, James and Robert.
Thomas Edward Kenney
(Col ’82) of Virginia Beach,
Virginia, died Jan. 17, 2020.
At UVA, Mr. Kenney was a
member of Phi Kappa Psi. He
was a proud UVA graduate,
an avid fan of UVA athletics
and a patron of Virginia music
festivals. Survivors include
his wife, Rebecca; children
Christian and Virginia; three
sisters, including Ann Kenney
Creighton (Col ’79 L/M); and
his brother and father.
Virginia Fletcher “Gina”
Clements (Educ ’85) of
Severna Park, Maryland, died
Oct. 12, 2019. At UVA, she was
a member of Delta Gamma.
Ms. Clements began her

teaching career in California
and, after several years at
home with her sons, spent
more than 20 years teaching in Anne Arundel County.
While teaching, she earned
her master’s degree in administration and accreditation
as a National Board Certified
Teacher and was nominated
for Anne Arundel County
Teacher of the Year. Her love
for teaching extended beyond
the classroom, and she tutored
many students in math. Ms.
Clements also enjoyed sports,
particularly UVA basketball,
and she expressed her creativity in interior design, artwork
and fun social gatherings. She
loved people and found ways
to serve others, including
Baltimore’s homeless population. Survivors include her
husband, Barry; sons Scott
and Kyle Clements (Com ’14);
her mother; and sisters Linda
Fletcher Mitchell (Educ
’77 L/M), Judith Fletcher
Richards (Arch ’80 L/M), and
Margaret Fletcher Saine (Col
’82 L/M).
Leanne “Missy” McGruder
Marilley (Col ’88) of Virginia
Beach, Virginia, died Dec.
17, 2019. At UVA, she was a
member of Kappa Delta. She
earned graduate degrees from
Northwestern University
and The College of William
& Mary, and she worked in
many capacities over 26 years
at Norfolk Southern Corp.
She considered herself a lucky
woman and tried to be the
best person she could. She
would say she didn’t always
succeed, but she always tried.
Known for her impersonations, funny stories and
sarcasm, she loved all those
around her. Ms. Marilley
was an avid sports fan, especially of her boys’ baseball or

basketball teams. She never
missed a Virginia Cavaliers
basketball game, even during
her illness, and she often
watched on tape delay to alleviate buzzer-beater stress.
Nothing made her more proud
than watching her boys hoist
their championship trophies
and seeing the Cavaliers win
the NCAA basketball championship. Survivors include her
husband, Stephen; sons Aidan
and Grant; her parents; and a
brother, Jon McGruder (Col
’81, Med ’85 L/M).

’00s

Joshua James Scott (Col
’00 L/M) of Charlottesville
died Jan. 3, 2020. A fir t-generation college student, he
attended UVA on a full scholarship and was a leader in
the University Guide Service,
Residence Life, and the Z
Society, among other organizations. Classmates chose
him to live in the Augustus S.
Blagden “Good Guy” Room on
the Lawn. Even before graduation, he had immersed himself in the world of Virginia
politics. Over the course of
his career, Mr. Scott worked
for the late state Sen. Emily
Couric, at the UVA Center for
Politics, and in the development office for the A Emily
Couric Cancer Center. Most
recently, he served as the
vice president for development at the Thomas Jefferson
Foundation, which owns and
operates Monticello. He was
proud of his role in preserving
Monticello for generations to
come. Survivors include his
wife, Anne Iverson Vest Scott
(Col ’00, Educ ’03 L/M), and
his brother-in-law, Dudley
Cabell Vest (Arch ’97, Arch
’99 L/M).
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AUG. 25, 1921—FEB. 26, 2020

A FULL LIFE

Beloved professor,
Supreme Court scholar
Henry Abraham dies at 98
BY SARAH LINDENFELD HALL

H

enry J. Abraham was 15
when he left Germany
on his own as the Nazis
rose to power. Already
he’d experienced the verbal taunts
and physical assaults of some of his
classmates for being a Jew. On his
final night on his grandparents’ farm
before leaving for the United States,
young Nazis tormented his family.
“For several hours during that
dark night, bricks were thrown
by largely young male cowardly
Nazi thugs against the fortunately
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shuttered windows, accompanied
by cries of ‘dirty Jews, get out!’” he
wrote in his memoir for his family,
Reflections on a Full Life. “I was petrified, and so was the kitten that had
jumped into my bed.”
Abraham, a longtime UVA government professor who died Feb. 26 at 98,
didn’t talk much about his early life
publicly, says Phil Abraham (Law
’89), his older son. He didn’t want
to be defined by it. But those experiences as a child and, later, in the U.S.
Army, interrogating German prisoners of war and researching documents
for the Nuremberg trials, guided his
life’s work.
He would become a leading scholar
on judicial processes, particularly the
U.S. Supreme Court; a close friend of
several Supreme Court justices; and
a beloved professor. Abraham taught
in what was then the Department of
Government and Foreign Affairs from
1972 to 1997 and, later, through the
Osher Lifelong Learning Institute, a

UVA-affiliated program for senio .
“I devoted my life and career to the
study of constitutional law and history because I had learned fir thand
how quickly democracy can devolve
into a dictatorship,” he wrote in 2019
in one of his final pieces of writing.

‘A PERPETUAL TWINKLE’

Abraham captivated students with his
deep knowledge of the justice system,
the justices and the court cases. “I
loved the challenge of teaching and its
accompanying functions,” he wrote in
his memoir. “I loved classrooms with
bright young faces, and I loved lecturing, talking and advising.”
I n t h e c l a s s r o o m , Ab r a h a m
enjoyed pulling from his “Theater
of the Absurd” file, which included
decades-old newspaper clippings
about amusing cases—such as one
that involved a dead mouse in a
tomato can, a woman’s resulting nervous breakdown and her husband’s
anger about the loss of her affection .
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“He just thought the facts were so
funny,” says Barbara Perry (Grad
’86), a former student, friend and
director of presidential studies at
UVA’s Miller Center of Public Affair .
Or he’d pull from his encyclopedic
knowledge of Supreme Court cases to
vividly describe the story behind one.
Perry remembers his colorful description of Rochin v. California, which
stemmed from the forcible removal
of drugs from a suspect’s stomach.
Justice Felix Frankfurter wrote the
majority opinion, finding that the
removal “shocks the conscience” and
violates due process, which the 14th
Amendment guarantees.
“He was a great storyteller,” Perry
says. “He not only was this brilliant
intellect who understood the theories of the court and constitutional
law, but he could bring the cases alive
because he could tell a good yarn.”
Says David Gogal (Col ’85, Law
’88), a former student and later friend:

A ‘WARM PORT’

Abraham
in 1972
often wore a fl wer in his lapel and, at
one point, kept a color chart of his ties
to “avoid repetitiousness,” he wrote.
“He was really the kind of person who had a perpetual twinkle in
his eye,” says Susan Sullivan Lagon
(Col ’79, Grad ’81). Lagon, who
would go on to teach at Georgetown
University and is now historian at
The Jefferson hotel in Washington,
D.C., credits Abraham for steering her
toward her fir t career.

I devoted my life and career to
the study of constitutional law
and history because I had learned
. rsthand how quickly democracy
can devolve into a dictatorship.”
“He taught those classes without looking down at notes or anything. It was
amazing how fluid his knowledge was
of the Supreme Court process.”
On top of his expertise, former students also recall his mentorship, kindness and quirks. He wrote letters on
his 1937 portable German typewriter,

“Lots of people in his undergraduate courses wanted to go to law
school,” Lagon says. “I wasn’t sure if
that was the right course for me at the
time. I had a great talk with him, and
he said, ‘I think you should teach.’ … I
did, and it really did change the course
of my life.”

Abraham’s mother, understanding the
danger the Nazis presented, changed
the course of his life in 1937 by insisting he leave Germany for the United
States. Speaking only some English,
the teen moved to Pittsburgh, where
his aunt was a governess. He lived
with a German-Jewish immigrant
family and attended high school. “It
was not heaven, but it was a warm
port,” Abraham wrote in his memoir.
His parents and younger brother
would follow him to Pittsburgh two
years later, after his father’s release
from the Sachsenhausen and Dachau
concentration camps. Abraham
worked and took night classes until
he was drafted in 1942. He became a
U.S. citizen in 1943.
During his service in the U.S.
Army, Abraham was part of a specialized language training program at
Kenyon College and was eventually
assigned to interrogating German
prisoners of war. “I so hated that
chore—I really did not want anything
to do with German soldiers,” he wrote
in his memoir.
Later, he analyzed and interpreted
German documents with the 6889th
Berlin Documents Center, which had
a direct line to U.S. Supreme Court
Justice Robert H. Jackson’s office
at the Nuremberg trials, he wrote.
Jackson was the chief U.S. prosecutor
at Nuremberg.

SCALIA, GINSBURG—AND
PAUL NEWMAN

Once discharged in 1946, Abraham
returned to Kenyon through the GI
Bill. He was briefly roommates with
the actor and business-owner-to-be
Paul Newman and became close
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friends with Olof Palme, who later
became the prime minister of Sweden.
He graduated fir t in his class from
Kenyon with a degree in political science and went on to earn a master’s
degree in public law and government from Columbia University in
1949 and a Ph.D. from the University
of Pennsylvania in 1952, where he
taught until he came to UVA in 1972.
By then, he was a noted expert in
judicial process and would eventually publish multiple editions of all
13 of his books, which cover Supreme
Court appointments, civil rights law
and comparative judicial law, among
other topics. He traveled the world,
including with the U.S. Department
of State, to share his expertise.
Until a few years ago, Abraham
would regularly visit the court to
hear arguments, sometimes taking
students with him. He counted the
late Justice Antonin Scalia, the late
Justice Lewis F. Powell Jr. and Justice
Ruth Bader Ginsburg as close friends,
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meeting with them in Washington
and exchanging letters.
Years ago, when Abraham fell and
broke his nose, Scalia called his UVA
hospital room and, wrote Abraham in
his memoir, demanded, “Where the
hell have you been?”

TRIBE OF ABRAHAM

When Abraham retired from UVA in
1997, the accolades rolled in. Scalia
sent him a photo of the court, signed
by all the justices, who, Scalia wrote,
“strive to be worthy of the trust and
respect of men such as you.” Ginsburg
marked his retirement with a separate
note that asked to “join the throng of
your admirers in a rousing BRAVO!”
And a group of former students,
who call themselves the Tribe of
Abraham, helped endow the Henry J.
Abraham Distinguished Lectureship,
which brings top scholars, judges,
authors and journalists to UVA.
Abraham also won a slew of top
honors from UVA during his career,

including the Thomas Jef f erson
Award, the Alumni Association
Distinguished Professor Award, the
Z Society’s Distinguished Faculty
A wa r d , a n d t h e I M P S o c i et y ’s
Outstanding Contribution to the
University Community Award.
In his final years, using a wheelchair, he remained engaged, reading
and recommending books and connecting with friends and contacts.
Ginsburg sometimes sent Abraham
her articles and speeches, and he
would reply with his thoughts. “He
was writing back and f orth with
Justice Ginsburg until the end,”
Perry says.
Abraham was particularly disturbed by the August 2017 white
supremacist rallies in Charlottesville
and, a year later, the shooting at the
Pittsburgh synagogue. After a life of
work prompted by the Nazis’ rise, it
reminded him of Germany. “He kept
saying to me,” Perry says, “‘I can’t
believe it’s back.’”
Abraham is survived by his wife,
Mildred K. Abraham, who worked
at Alderman Library and Special
Collections until she retired in 1994;
their sons, Phil and Peter; and four
grandchildren.
The only thing that f lustered
Abraham was tardiness, Perry says,
no doubt a characteristic of his early
life experiences.
“Either he didn’t want to be tardy
or he didn’t want anybody with him
to be tardy, because time was of the
essence,” she says. “He must have
thought, at 15, learning those lessons
and losing family members in the
Holocaust, one never knows where
the world will take you. He seized
every moment.”

ALBERT AND SHIRLEY SMALL SPECIAL COLLECTI ONS LIBRA RY, U VA

Abraham was a noted expert in
judicial process and published
books on Supreme Court
appointments, civil rights law
and comparative judicial law.
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Sally Du Bose Real Estate
FARMS • ESTATES • RESIDENTIAL • BUYER REPRESENTATION
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Earlysville, reservoir, mountain views
$900,000
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Ivy, acreage, riverfront, guest cottage
$1,430,000

LD
SO

LD
SO

Branchlands, easy turn key living
$315,000

Carefree 1-level living w/finished basement
$875,000

Downtown city living, garden spot
$265,000

Crozet mountain views, creek trails
$370,500

Home is where your story begins with Craig Builders.

Old Trail, walking trails, easy living
$499,900

Custom design your home, golf, hike
$624,000

Built-to-suit luxury town homes
$504,900

sallydubose.com
505 Faulconer Drive . One Boar’s Head Point . Charlottesville, VA . 434.293.2828
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Sally Du Bose Real Estate
Downtown Living
Located in a sought-after
neighborhood off of Park
Street. Open plan and spacious great room create easy
living spaces. Dual fuel kitchen range, soapstone, marble
counters. First-floor master,
and private second-level
retreat with two bedroom
suites. Private backyard with
gathering spaces. $1,050,000.

LD
SO

Ednam Forest- Meticulous renovation by Sage
Construction includes first floor in-law suite, bonus
room over garage. Ideally located between the
reservoir and Boar’s Head Sports Club. $1,275,000

g
din
Pen

1101 Rugby Road - c.1925, Country feel, city location.
Exceptional design, light and craftsmanship. Beautiful
landscaping and outdoor space for entertaining. Guest
cottage. $1,975,000

sallydubose.com
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farms • estates • residential

Free Union
Owner-designed home on 21 private acres which include woods, trails
and open land. Outdoor living spaces with expansive wrap around porch
overlooking heated saltwater pool. Hand-built custom outdoor and
indoor fireplace, reclaimed hardwood flooring, rich cherry cabinetry and
architectural details, all on one-level of easy living. Rebuilt circa 1880 log
cabin guest house. $938,500

Sally Du Bose

principal broker
(Educ. ’81), Univ. of Denver (M.S. ’82)

434.981.0289 | sally@sallydubose.com
According to customer feedback
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CELEBRATING OUR ALUMNI COMMUNITY

Read stories about your fellow alumni and submit your own!
uvaalumnicommunity.com

Once a
Always a

HOO

STARTING JULY 1, ALL UVA ALUMNI ARE OFFICIALLY MEMBERS!

We are honored to be part of every UVA alum’s journey, from the moment you step
on Grounds until long after you graduate. We’re streamlining our Membership model
to better serve alumni, and in addition to Contributing Membership we’re thrilled
to add a new General Membership tier! General Membership allows us to officially
recognize all UVA alumni as members of the Alumni Association community.

Learn more about our new membership program

alumni.virginia.edu/membership
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